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HOW TO READ THIS E-BOOK
Welcome to the S.T.R.E.E.T. Project Toolbox!
This e-book has been created to provide information about the topic of Mobility Management and
Sustainable Tourism to give advices on how to be a knowledgeable and expert Mobility Manager.
The book is divided into two main parts:
 PART 1: The Toolbox
 PART 2: Alternative Keypaths
In PART 1 you will find the main body of "The Toolbox" with its 8 chapters.
We recommend reading the chapters in the order they have been written, but if you decide to read
a certain chapter or paragraph before others, you can choose it from the Table of Contents (ToC),
click on the title and you will be led directly to the part you chose.
While reading this e-book you will be able to deepen your knowledge about specific topics by clicking
on related links that will redirect you to external websites (everything written in blue includes a
hyperlink). For this reason, you will need an Internet connection and a browser on the device you will
use to make the most of this e-book.
The possibility to click on these links is available for all the formats of this book: web, pdf, epub and
mobi. When you are using the web version and you click on one of these links, the destination page
will open in the same tab of your browser. If you would like to keep the original page open, you can
click on the link with the right mouse button and choose “open in a new tab/window”.
When you are using the epub version and you want to zoom on the pictures, you can click on them
and they will be shown in a full-screen size. To go back to the e-book you only have to click twice on
the image and you can continue reading the book from where you left off.
The PART 2 of the Toolbox includes alternative thematic keypaths to read the book. To do that, you
have to choose one of these paths, click on the title of the topic you are interested in and you will be
redirected to the specific paragraph on the web version of the book. Since you will read these
paragraphs on the web, you will need an Internet connection to access this option.
The possibility to read the alternative keypaths by clicking on the title is not available for the pdf
version of the book; in that case, you will need to go back in the book and search for the chapter or
paragraph number that you find next to the topics titles.
Following PART 2 there are 3 annexes.
After this short introduction on how to read this e-book, you're ready to start with it.
Enjoy reading The S.T.R.E.E.T. Toolbox!
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0 – INTRODUCTION
0.1 – The S.T.R.E.E.T. Project and the Erasmus Plus funding scheme
“S.T.R.E.E.T. – Sustainable Transport Education for Environment and Tourism” is a project funded
by the Erasmus+ programme: (https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmus-plus/).
Erasmus+ is the EU's programme that supports education, training, youth and sport in Europe. Its
budget for 2014-2020 is €14.7 billion and aims to provide opportunities for over 4 million Europeans
to study, get trainings, gain experience and volunteer abroad.
Set to last until 2020, Erasmus+ doesn't have just opportunities for students. Merging seven prior
programmes, it offers opportunities for a wide variety of individuals and organisations.
The aim of Erasmus+ is to contribute to the Europe 2020 strategy for growth, jobs, social equity
and inclusion, as well as the aims of ET2020, the EU's strategic framework for Education and
Training.
Specific issues tackled by the programme include:
 Reducing unemployment, especially among young people
 Promoting adult learning, especially for new skills and skills required by the labour market.
 Encouraging young people to take part in European democracy
 Supporting innovation, cooperation and reform
 Reducing early school leaving
 Promoting cooperation and mobility with the EU's partner countries
The S.T.R.E.E.T. project was funded by the Key Action No. 2 (KA2) that is designed to develop the
education, training, and youth sectors through five main activities:
1. Strategic partnerships to support innovation in the sector as well as joint initiatives to promote
cooperation, peer-learning and the sharing of experience.
2. Knowledge Alliances to foster innovation in and through higher education together with
businesses, and beyond, contributing to new approaches to teaching and learning,
entrepreneurship in education and the modernisation of higher education systems in Europe.
3. Sector Skills Alliances to tackle skills gap and ensure a better alignment of vocational education
and training with labour market needs. There are opportunities to modernise VET, exchange
knowledge and best practices, encourage working abroad and increase the recognition of
qualifications.
4. Capacity-building projects in the field of higher education to support the modernisation,
accessibility and internationalisation of higher education in Partner Countries.
5. Capacity-building projects in the field of youth to support the development of youth work, nonformal learning and volunteer work as well as promote non-formal learning opportunities with
Partner Countries
Partners
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In detail, our project has been funded by the KA2 “Strategic Partnerships”: Strategic Partnerships
are transnational projects designed to develop and share innovative practices and promote
cooperation, peer learning, and exchanges of experiences in the fields of education, training, and
youth.
Strategic Partnerships provide opportunities for a wide variety of public, private and nongovernmental organisations to implement a broad range of activities including, for example:
 Strengthening cooperation and networking between organisations,
 Promoting the development, testing and implementation of innovative practices,
 Promoting the recognition and validation of knowledge, skills and competences,
 Promoting cooperation between regional authorities to develop new systems for education,
training and youth,
 Supporting learners with disabilities and special needs and ease their transition to the labour
market,
 Supporting education and training professionals to promote equity, diversity and inclusion in
learning,
 Promoting integration of newly arrived migrants and raising awareness about the refugee crisis
in Europe
 Promoting entrepreneurship and active citizenship among young people.
Strategic Partnerships can have different sizes and carry out different activities depending on the
objective of the project, the organisations involved, the expected impact and other elements.
Within the scope of the project's objectives, there are also opportunities for pupils, students,
learners, and staff to learn, be trained, or to teach abroad, insofar as these transnational teaching,
training and learning activities contribute to the achievement of the project's objectives.
The S.T.R.E.E.T. project, started on the 1st September 2015 and ended on the 31st August 2018, had
the aim to define a new professional profile, Expert in Sustainable Mobility and Tourism, focused
on two main fields: alternative mobility and sustainable tourism, which are opportunities for
economic growth, local development and employment.
The partnership included a Vocational Education Training Centre from Italy, a company in the
transport sector from Italy, a Municipality from Slovenia, a consultancy in Sustainable Transport
from the United Kingdom and a cooperation network of 25 municipalities with a touristic vocation
in six alpine EU countries.
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ENGIM Piemonte (Italy) – The Coordinator

Vocational Education Training Centre - www.piemonte.engim.it
ENGIM Piemonte is a VET (Vocational Education and Training) organisation based in Turin, North
West of Italy. Its main activities have always been focused on young people, since the late XIX
century, to provide competencies which can make them ready for the labour market.
ENGIM is one of the main training organisations for initial vocational training in the Piedmont region.
For young people only, there is an offer of 20 training courses for a total of around 400 learners.
Lots of activities are related to work placement: the recently introduced dual system,
apprenticeship, work-placements both in Italy and abroad, participation to local contexts, other
projects aimed at working insertion.
Lots of actions have been developed also in the field of adult education and for several targets:
migrants, unemployed people, companies and local authorities.
The main fields of training are: Environment, ICT and communication, management and social care.
The organisation is part of several networks in the field of young people education, adult education,
ICT, Energy and Environment and Sustainable Mobility where ENGIM is in charge of carry out postdiploma and post-graduate courses. The networks involve other educational organisations,
companies, universities, research centres and local authorities.
During the years ENGIM has also developed a know-how in e-learning and content management
system developing on-line courses and providing tools for distance learning using web 2.0 tools and
devices.
Since 2012 ENGIM is collaborating with its partner “SocialFare®” to foster social innovation for
growth and jobs. There are 5 ENGIM branches in Piedmont for a total of around 200 employees and
more than 2000 learners.
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TRANSPADANA (Italy)

www.transpadana.org
The Transpadana Committee was established in 1990 with the ambitious aim of raising the
awareness among the public opinion and the relevant Italian, French and EU authorities, about the
strategic importance of a high speed and capacity rail link, with huge potential for goods and
passengers, crossing Eastern and Western Europe through the Po Valley and connecting the most
important industrial areas of Italy as well as the ports of Genoa, Venice and Trieste with the new
European railway network.
The aim of the Committee is to promote, facilitate and accelerate the implementation of the system
of corridors (Lyon-Turin-Milan and Genoa-Venice-Trieste-Ljubljana) crossing Northern Italy, in order
to: improve a safe and environmentally friendly way of transport of passengers and freight, increase
the efficiency of Italian transportation systems, facilitating their modal rebalance in favour of
railways and revamp Italian economy in a specific technological field. To reach these goals, the
Committee ensures a constant coordination between various public and private stakeholders,
promoting an international working approach, organising public events and participating in
European projects, both as partner and as coordinator.
Transpadana members are public and private subjects, representing all Italian territories affected
by corridors: local authorities, chambers of commerce, territorial associations, etc.
ALPINE PEARLS (Austria)
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Alpine Pearls (AP) is a transnational association of 25 municipalities across the alpine regions of Italy,
Austria, Slovenia, Germany, France and Switzerland, aiming to promote sustainable tourism
activities for local development - www.alpine-pearls.com
AP is based in Werfenweng (AT) and was created in 2006 as a tool for the development of two EU
projects - Alps Mobility and Alps Mobility II. The association coordinates the activities of its 25
members and ensures that principles of sustainability are satisfied across the network.
Its activities promote a new concept of sustainable holidays, which aims to contribute to the
environmental protection and sustainability in the alpine area.
The activities raise awareness on issues like climate change and soft mobility, and in the same time
promote local identities, heritage and traditions of the involved communities.
The AP cooperates with ministries, service providers, tour operators and regional and national
tourism organizations, across the 6 countries.
The network develops its activities by means of:
- Best Practices Exchange between stakeholders (excursions, general assemblies of stakeholders,
meetings, workshops, etc.).
- promotion and communication tools - AP official website and constant PR activities with media
across the alpine regions under focus;
The network members which will be involved are best practice examples in the topic of the soft
mobility and:
- are familiar with participatory methods and techniques;
- have good communication and disseminations skills;
- have good networking skills
EPN CONSULTING (United Kingdom)

Consulting firm and European Network of Professionals - www.epnconsulting.eu
EPN Consulting is a consulting firm and a network of professionals. The firm has got 3 key
professionals, 10 collaborators whilst the network counts more than 50 members and over 2900
professional contacts in Europe.
Main areas of expertise include EU projects preparation and management, Consultancy on
Intelligent Transport Systems & Sustainable Transport as well as Business Management &
Innovation.
Partners
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EPN Consulting works with universities, SMEs, private and public organisations and this has helped
the firm to gain knowledge of different mindsets that characterise each group of organisations. In
particular the attitude to business creation and management is totally different and it is easy to
detect huge difficulty in people that move from one sector to another one. Thanks to knowing both
the university and business world, EPN Consulting is able to act as a trait d’union between freshly
graduated students (work demand) and companies (work offer) by designing bespoke training
courses that could enhance their skills and capabilities. EPN Consulting provides also counselling on
individuals that would like to become entrepreneurs after being employees or researchers and
professional advice to SMEs that intend to improve their market size, get EU funds and increase
their visibility in Europe.
OBČINA BLED (Slovenia)

Bled Municipality - http://www.e-bled.si/
The Municipality of Bled was established in 1994. In 2007 it was separated from the Municipality of
Gorje. Its territorial extension measures 72.3 km2 and it has a population of 8,145 (July 2014) and
ten settlements.
The Municipality of Bled consists of local communities Bled, Ribno, Bohinjska Bela, Rečica and Zasip.
With its authorities and administration, it is in charge of carrying out legal regulations in the areas
which are assigned to the municipality. The Municipality is responsible for public utility
infrastructure, transport, social activities, space and environment. It manages municipal property,
offers conditions for the economic development of the municipality, provides and promotes
educational and health services, promotes social services, pre-school care, research, cultural
activities and the development of sport and recreation.
In October 2009 the Development plan for the Municipality of Bled 2009 – 2020 was adopted. There
were identified clear vision, goals and four key priorities: i) the effective management and
administration, ii) the green alpine municipality, iii) a top tourist destination, iv) vital municipality.
The Municipality of Bled has been a member of Alpine Pearls since 2009.
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The Project Idea - The general context in which the project took its idea was the need of a more
integrated territorial development, taking into account peripheral and scarcely populated areas.
These areas need to enhance their accessibility, foster entrepreneurship and enhance jobs creation,
build strong local capacities. Thus, an effective mobility management could play a crucial role facing
this territorial challenge.
Nevertheless, although the professional sector is focused on urban contexts it can be re-qualified in
terms of competences and expertise, tailoring on specific mobility needs of peripheral areas.
Marginal areas can rely on tourism considered as a fundamental driver to maintain the economic
activity of these territories. Strictly intertwined with the mobility field, tourism can trigger a
sustainable economy based on the ecological capital, the agriculture and forestry field and the
entire specific social capital.
The new professional profile of Expert in Sustainable Mobility and Tourism, matching mobility and
tourism under a sustainable perspective, will be able to work in peripheral, touristic contexts (e.g.
Alpine Valleys) granting increased capacities for jobs opportunities in all EU regions.
Another aim of the project is to foster entrepreneurship, in terms of knowledge and attitudes, which
represents a key asset for a young person facing the labour market. For a not yet clearly defined
profile, entrepreneurship can be an added value enriching basic skills with problem solving
capabilities, autonomy and self-responsibility. Enterprising spirit and capability to design and
suggest innovative projects and investments ideas are qualities appreciated in all sectors of the
labour market, either private or public.
What did we do in the project? - The partnership designed and implemented a training programme
addressed to young unemployed or underemployed individuals available on the labour market.
The training was developed jointly by the partners and it is in English in order to give a EU
perspective. The training was on line and also included 4 study visits (“learning activities”) in the
UK, Austria, Slovenia and Italy.
The courses foreseen by the project are of 2 types: the Basic course and the Specialised course.
The BASIC Course - the programme aims to fill potential gaps among countries and participants on
basic mobility management knowledge and skills, so that all participants could be considered at the
same level. The training programme was available on line and open to all participants.
It was accessible via the platform and was also used as a base to select participants for the training
activity abroad.
The platform had a close access (login and password) so that the partnership could monitor the
learners and their participation, and it is going to be open at the end of the project.
The link to the platform is: http://streetproject.eu/moodle.streetproject.eu/
The training units consisted of 11 video lessons (approx. 30 minutes each) in English – each one
followed by a final test – on the following subjects:
Partners
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0.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Introduction
Sustainable Mobility
European legislative framework on mobility management
Partners’ national contexts: laws and professional profiles in mobility management
Mobility manager: an inter-disciplinary profile
Transport competences and techniques: integrated transport systems, different transport
modes features
6. Communication abilities, marketing skills, social networks
7. Spatial planning basic concepts and economic advantages deriving from a smart and integrated
mobility planning
8. Work process: build relational networks (knowledge of the territory), services provision
(dissemination, new solutions implementations, etc.)
9. SUMP – Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan: tools to develop and implement mobility plans
10. Team working and problem solving

Overall there were 146 people who subscribed to the platform from Austria, Germany, France, Italy,
Slovenia and the United Kingdom.
49 of them achieved a score enabling them to participate to the selection process for the learning
activities abroad.
The SPECIALISED Course - It was focused on sustainable tourism mobility management in urban and
non-urban areas/regions. A significant part of the course was the study visits/learning activities
abroad for a group of selected participants (who have attended the basic online course).
Learning Activities Abroad - After the online training phase, 21 students were selected to
participate in four training activities abroad. The training sessions lasted five days each and were
carried out in London (UK), Werfenweng (Austria), Bled (Slovenia) and Torino (Italy). The study
visits were practical examples of how different areas with different socio–economic backgrounds
approach tourism and sustainable mobility.
In each visit there were also lessons on the theme of mobility management, transport and tourism.
Details can be found in this document in the following paragraphs:
 4.1 – The London Study Visit
 4.2 – The Werfenweng Study Visit
 4.3 – The Bled Study Visit
 4.4 – The Turin Study Visit
Other activities carried out in the project - The partnership met four times: there was a kick-off
meeting in Bled and three transnational management meetings held in London, Werfenweng and
Turin. The meeting in Turin combined also a final event to present the results of the project, the
platform and the learning activities. A similar event was held in London: they both involved
stakeholders, participants to the learning activities and local authorities.
A Stakeholder Analysis was carried out at the beginning of the project: a list of relevant
organisations was set up and a further classification was carried out according to their being
Partners
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potential participants to the course (VET Learners), companies working in the field of tourism and
mobility, local authorities dealing with transport and tourism and other relevant organisations.
The Stakeholders Analysis was important in order to:
 Find participants for the online course and the learning activities abroad
 Contribute to the contents of the course
 Communicate and disseminate the results of the project
 Be a potential job opportunity for the learners
 Introduce their good practices during the learning activities
 Follow the project through its website, social network channels and newsletters
More information on the Dissemination actions designed and implemented are in the A1 chapter
while results of the Evaluation Questionnaires sent to students to measure their degrees of
satisfaction of the Study Visits as well as the entire project are reported in the A2 chapter.
0.2 – The Project Legacy: the TOOLBOX
EPN Consulting was in charge of preparing the Toolbox that represents the S.T.R.E.E.T. Project
legacy for organisations that in the future would like to design a strategy on how to train Experts in
Sustainable Mobility and Tourism.
Thanks to this document they will have a reference to learn basic information on many subjects and
among all Sustainable Urban Mobility Plans, Intelligent Transport Systems and Services for more
efficient public transport networks, European Union Directives that harmonise strategies across the
Member States. Besides, they will learn which procedures we put in place, how we designed Basic
Course modules to attend online and how we designed Study Visits, part of the Specialised Course,
to show learners (i.e. students) how theory is converted in practice and adapted to local needs and
legal requirements.
The Toolbox was designed to become a reference handbook, however the S.T.R.E.E.T. consortium
realised that a large document - either in Word or PDF - could not be that user friendly. That’s why
the consortium decided to prepare a final version as an e-book, which is certainly more versatile
and easy to browse. In addition, to ensure maximum visibility to the e-book, the S.T.R.E.E.T. partners
applied for the ISBN (International Standard Book Number), that is: 978-88-99781-40-8.
0.2.1 – The TOOLBOX as an ebook
To produce the TOOLBOX as an e-book we started by comparing many potential suitable platforms
and software. To assess which was the best one for our purpose we took in consideration their
prices and their main features, such as the storage allowance, the book setting possibilities and the
services offered by the provider. Since the TOOLBOX is supposed to host a large number of media
files, images in particular, a large storage size has been one of the most relevant requirements for
our choice. All these have been satisfied by PressBooks that with its paid-for PDF+eBOOK PRO
version provides 250MB of available storage.
After a first general evaluation, we decided to start working with the trial version of PressBooks in
order to assess the pros and cons of this platform.
Partners
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We had two possibilities to start with our book: editing directly on the platform or importing the
final Word version of the TOOLBOX. The best solution was to set the book structure on the platform
and then copy the text from the Word document previously created.
We decided to import only the Annex 2 (Evaluation Questionnaire) that included a lot of images and
that was also available in the epub format. All the other images have been uploaded manually in
their relevant paragraphs.
Once the structure was set up, with all the parts, chapters and paragraphs titles, PressBooks created
the Table of Contents (ToC) automatically.
One of the limits of this platform is that the ToC can include only two levels. This means that if you
want the titles of the main paragraphs to appear in the ToC, you have to mark them as “Heading 1”.
PressBooks has been very user-friendly, mainly because we didn’t need to learn any programming
language and we could find all the setting options in the Dashboard of the platform.
Since we bought the PDF+eBOOK PRO version, we also had the possibility to generate our
customised book cover and to export the book in many formats, such as web, pdf, epub and mobi.
The S.T.R.E.E.T. project ebook can be found at https://thestreettoolbox.pressbooks.com
Links and references
S.T.R.E.E.T. Project official page: www.streetproject.eu
S.T.R.E.E.T. Partners:.
 TRANSPADANA - www.transpadana.org
 ALPINE PEARLS - https://www.alpine-pearls.com/
 EPN CONSULTING Ltd. - http://www.epnconsulting.eu/
 BLED Municipality - http://www.e-bled.si/
EU Erasmus+ official website: http://ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmus-plus/
Erasmus+ websites in the partner countries:
 Austria: http://www.erasmusplus.at/
 Italy: www.erasmusplus.it
 Slovenia: http://www.cmepius.si/
 United Kingdom: http://www.erasmusplus.org.uk/
Selection of relevant EU websites on Education and Learning:
 https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-and-fiscal-policycoordination/eu-economic-governance-monitoring-prevention-correction/europeansemester_en
 http://ec.europa.eu/education/policy/strategic-framework_en
 https://ec.europa.eu/youth/policy/youth-strategy/employment-entrepreneurship_en
Partners
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http://ec.europa.eu/education/policy/adult-learning/adult_en
https://ec.europa.eu/youth/policy/implementation/dialogue_en
http://ec.europ a.eu/education/policy/strategic-framework/education-technology_en
http://ec.europa.eu/education/policy/higher-education/bologna-process_en

Rethinking Education: Investing in skills for better socio-economic
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legalcontent/EN/TXT/?qid=1389776578033&uri=CELEX:52012DC0669
 http://ec.europa.eu/education/policy/school/early-school-leavers_en
 http://ec.europa.eu/education/policy/international-cooperation


outcomes

 REGULATION (EU) No 1288/2013 OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL. of 11
December 2013. establishing 'Erasmus+': the Union programme for education, training, youth
and sport and repealing Decisions No 1719/2006/EC, No 1720/2006/EC and No 1298/2008/EC
 COMMUNICATION FROM THE COMMISSION - EUROPE 2020 - A strategy for smart, sustainable
and inclusive growth -EUR-Lex - 52010DC2020 - EN - EUR-Lex - Europa EU
 https://www.isbn-international.org/content/what-isbn
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1 – THE MOBILITY MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK CONTEXT
1.1 – Definition of Mobility Management
Mobility is a fundamental element for people’s lives and responds to their needs for accessibility,
relationship and development: it therefore represents the backbone of a territory, fostering
entrepreneurship and building strong local capacities. Any action taken in the field of mobility
produces effects on the whole territorial system and therefore needs to refer to a new discipline
that puts the integrated approach at the base of its theoretical and operational definitions.
Mobility is therefore a complex system that includes the movement of goods and people on the
territory by any means of transport. This system is formed, inter alia, by people, goods, services,
road infrastructures, railways, airports, car parks and inter-modal hubs, public and private transport,
cycling paths and pedestrian areas. The combination of these elements influences the functioning
of urban areas and the living conditions of its inhabitants and has a strong impact on the quality of
the environment.
The Mobility Management (MM) concept, generated in the 1990s and emerged more prominently
in the last decade, represents the key asset to analyse and manage the transport demand. Mobility
Management entails a totally new approach that begins with a full understanding of customer needs
and evolves towards potential solutions able to match the needs of community groups with a range
of available or possible solutions.
With this term, according to the meaning given by the European standard, we indicate a different
approach to the problems of urban mobility oriented to demand management that defines and
implements strategies, policies and new procedures aimed to ensure the efficient mobility of people
and goods, paying particular attention to social, environmental and energy-saving factors.
Mobility Management promotes and manages Sustainable Transport to reduce the demand for car
use by changing travellers’ attitudes and behaviours. Main objectives of Mobility Management can
be summarised as follows:
 developing and managing an effective mobility system, able to reduce traffic bottlenecks and
ensure safety by incentivising the use of public transport;
 developing and managing an efficient mobility system, made of a flexible and integrated mobility
offer, enabling users to reach their destination in a direct and fast way;
 developing and managing a sustainable mobility system, in terms of cost-effectiveness, green
solutions and social aims (services of general interests).
To achieve these objectives Mobility Management can use a wide range of techniques based on
organisation, coordination, communication and information. It helps to develop ‘soft’ measures in
the transport sector (information and communication, organising services and coordinating
activities), complementary to the ‘hard’ approach of building new infrastructures or implementing
restrictive measures (see Table 1.1).
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Tab. 1.1 - What Mobility Management is and is not

Mobility Management IS

Mobility Management IS NOT

Organisation

Big Infrastructure (building)

Marketing

Infrastructure Technology

Image

Vehicle Technology

Quality

Traffic Management System

Information

Legal Framework conditions

Awareness

Fiscal Framework conditions

Motivation

n/a

Services

n/a

1.2 – Comparison of National contexts in the S.T.R.E.E.T. countries
The European legislation on sustainable mobility was promulgated in accordance with the principle
of subsidiarity. It provides for the Member States to regulate urban transport, while the provisions
at European Commission (EC) level are entrusted with the task of prescribing the improvement of
the quality of fuels and emission standards for motor vehicles as well as the differentiation of energy
sources for transport and the dissemination of good practices.
For example, the EC rules favoured the progressive reduction of Sulphur Oxide (SOx) emissions from
combustion engines, imposing a reduction of this element in fuels distributed within the EC.
Many EC Directives have placed specific restrictions on the type approval of vehicles based on the
emissions produced. The Council Directive 70/220/EEC was the first provision to introduce limits for
Carbon monoxide (CO) emissions. In subsequent additions to this standard, limits were introduced
for Nitrogen Oxides (NOX) and further restrictions on emission limits were set. The Directive
91/441/EC then marked the beginning of a series of rules, known as the Euro 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6
Directives, which gradually restricted the permissible limits of emissions.
As far as mobility models are concerned, the European Union (EU) institutions have taken steps to
promote the adoption of efficient and environmentally friendly solutions through the publication of
steering reports. In particular, on 25 September 2007 the European Commission adopted the
“Towards a new culture for urban mobility” Green Paper that set a new European Agenda for urban
mobility, while respecting the responsibilities of local, regional and national authorities in this field.
The Commission intended to facilitate the search for solutions by sharing best practice. The Green
Paper addressed, for example, how the quality of collective transport can be improved, how the use
of clean and energy efficient technologies can be increased, how walking and cycling modes can be
promoted and how the rights of passengers on public transport can be protected.
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In Europe, the different Countries have introduced the concept of Mobility Management in different
periods and in different ways. Fig. 1.1 presents a comparison between the four representative
countries of the S.T.R.E.E.T. project partners on three key aspects:
 when the concept of mobility management was introduced
 which the competent subjects are in the respective territorial scales regarding the policies
related to the Mobility Management
 what the main legislative key references are regarding the figure of the mobility manager
The situation between the various Countries considered is very different. In some Countries, the
Mobility Management has long been part of the National legislation (as in Italy and the United
Kingdom), which also provides a direct reference to the figure of the Mobility Manager. In other
Countries (such as Austria and Slovenia), however, Mobility Management is considered in a more
general sense, implicitly included in references to transport, sustainable development and planning
as shown in Fig. 1.2.

Fig. 1.1 – National contexts comparison (Source: authors’ elaboration)
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Fig. 1.2 – National legislative framework timeline (Source: authors’ elaboration)

1.2.1 – Mobility Management in Italy
The theme of Mobility Management in Italy was initially addressed in the form of urban transport
planning. In particular, the Legislative Decree No. 285 of 30 April 1992 (Traffic Laws, Codice della
Strada, website in Italian) introduced for the Municipalities with over 30,000 inhabitants the
obligation to draw up Urban Traffic Plans (PUT, Piani Urbani del Traffico) aimed to improve urban
traffic conditions and its environmental repercussions through the promotion of measures to
rationalise road traffic in local urban contexts.
However, the subsequent Ministerial Decree “Sustainable Mobility in Urban Areas” (Mobilità
sostenibile nelle aree urbane, website in Italian) issued on 27 March 1998 by the Italian Ministry of
Environment was the first important reference for the purposes of Mobility Management.
This Decree required that Italian Regions were obliged to introduce measures for safeguarding air
quality and introduced incentives for Municipalities to find solutions aimed to reduce the use of
private cars, such as car sharing and car pooling solutions. The main innovation in the national
regulatory scenario is however the introduction of the figure of the “Corporate Mobility Manager”
and the obligation to adopt plans for home-work travel (PSCL, Piani per Spostamenti Casa-Lavoro)
for large companies and organisations.
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The Ministerial Decree “Encouragement of programs offered by corporate mobility managers”
(Incentivazione dei programmi proposti dai mobility manager aziendali, website in Italian) issued on
20 December 2000 by the Italian Ministry of Environment subsequently introduced the figure of the
“Mobility Coordinator”, i.e. a professional profile with a coordinating role in local administrations.
In addition to assisting companies in drafting the PSCLs, encouraging their consistency with the
municipal administration’s policies on road conditions, the Mobility Coordinator is called to promote
inter-modality between traditional local transport services and complementary and innovative
transport systems.
Regarding the themes of Mobility Management for rationalising local mobility and promoting
environmental sustainability it is worth remembering the Law 340/2000 issued by the Italian
Parliament on 24 November 2000: “Provisions for the delegation of rules and for the simplification
of administrative procedures” (Disposizioni per la delegificazione di norme e per la semplificazione
di procedimenti amministrativi, website in Italian) that introduced the concept of Urban Mobility
Plans (PUM, Piani Urbani della Mobilità) for Municipalities with over 100,000 inhabitants.
The PUMs implied a more general approach to the question of urban mobility and concerned
technological, organisational and management measures as well as the upgrade of mobility
infrastructures. Among the subjects regulated by the PUMs there are regulations on roads and
parking lots, local transport systems and traffic. The PUMs imply a medium-long term time horizon
unlike the PUTs that, not contemplating infrastructural interventions, can be defined and applied in
short time.
One of the last interesting legislative references is the Law 221/2015 issued by the Italian
Parliament on 28 December 2015: “Environmental provisions to promote Green Economy
measures and limit the massive use of natural resources” (“Disposizioni in materia ambientale per
promuovere misure di green economy e per il contenimento dell'uso eccessivo di risorse naturali”,
website in Italian).
At the article No. 5 “Provisions for encouraging sustainable mobility” this document requires to
SUMPs (Sustainable Urban Mobility Plans) to verify solutions, with the support of companies that
manage local transport services by road and rail for the improvement of services and their
integration; ensure inter-modality and inter-change; encourage the use of bicycles and rental
services for electric or low environmental impact vehicles; improve the transport of disabled people.
Recently the Italian Ministry of Environment and Protection of the Territory and the Sea, with the
help of ENDURANCE (the European SUMP Network, http://www.epomm.eu/endurance/) has
activated an Observatory (http://www.osservatoriopums.it/osservatorio/pums) on the state of
implementation of the SUMPs in Italy, about which there is currently no official source.
The survey conducted so far, starting from all the 116 provincial capitals and metropolitan cities as
well as the other municipalities belonging to the SUMPs Observatory, has been extended to official
documents, municipal announcements, calls for tenders and information provided by the main
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companies that offer consulting services to the Municipalities. Currently in Italy there are only 9
approved SUMPs and 15 adopted.
Successful Mobility Management measures:
 Integration of public transport ticketing fares
 Season ticket co-financed by companies
 Promotion of community bike and car sharing
 Compulsory appointment of a mobility manager for companies with over 300 employees
(Ministerial Decree of 27/03/1998 on “Sustainable Mobility in Urban areas”)
 Compulsory creation of a sustainable urban mobility plan (SUMP) for municipalities with over
100,000 inhabitants (Law no. 340/2000)
Main typicalities of the Country:
 In many cases the profile of Mobility Manager (MM) is poorly operational and its support
depends on the availability of funding
 MM is considered predominantly as a site-based activity related to a site that generates traffic
flows such as a company, a school, a hospital
 Bike sharing and car sharing services are considered as tools for sustainable mobility applied in
Italy but not under the direct direction of the mobility manager
 In Italy there are 67 offices of area (55 at municipal level, 12 at provincial and wider area). There
are about 840 Mobility Managers working within companies
1.2.2 – Mobility Management in Austria
The concept of Mobility Management in Austria was included since the mid-1990s from several pilot
projects supporting the development of sustainable transport in everyday-life transport (local buson demand services in Pöttsching, soft mobility in Werfenweng and the Neusiedler See region) and
for companies (“soft mobility partnership”).
Since 2004 Austria carries out the klima:aktiv mobil programme, which currently is the major
Mobility Management programme in this Country, managed by the Austrian Energy Agency. Since
2000 Austria is being developing a National network for Mobility Management called NEMO
(Netzwerk für Mobilitätsmanagement, website in Austrian). The klima:aktiv mobil programme is
part of the klima:aktiv (website in Austrian), a climate protection initiative from the Federal Ministry
of Agriculture, Forestry, Environment and Water Management (Lebensministerium), that
established specific measures for increasing climate and environmental protection in the field of
mobility and transport.
Recently, based on the positive results in the last period, the klima:aktiv mobil programme is now
being extended until 2020 in agreement with the Federal Ministry of Finance and includes:
 Mobility management for companies, property developers and fleet operators, cities and
municipalities, regions, tourism and youth, children, parents and schools
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Eco-driving training for drivers of cars, trucks, buses, tractors and construction vehicles
Promotion of bicycle traffic, infrastructure, rental, parking facilities (new) and electric vehicles
and other electro-mobility solutions (plug-in hybrids, e-buses, trolleys, range extenders, ecobonus for using renewable energy)
Job tickets, alternative vehicles and expansion to include large enterprises
Bonus for cooperative networking among funded partners
Well-integrated packages of funding measures in infrastructure and logistics
Special campaigns for youth mobility, schools and kindergartens

Investment incentives for e-mobility, cycling and mobility management and the eco-driving initiative
are important contributions to the Austrian Climate Act, the Energy Efficiency Act and, above all,
the new 2030 climate and energy strategy and the long-term future options for 2050.
Klimaaktiv
mobil
builds
on
partnerships
(“Klimaaktiv
mobil
Netzwerk”
https://maps.klimaaktiv.at/index.php?id=20, in Austrian) and is designed as national framework to
move the relevant players in transport towards climate friendly mobility in order to reduce CO2emissions, to promote renewable energy and stimulate the economy and green jobs in urban as
well as in rural areas.
Despite the importance attached to Mobility Management in Austria as a tool to contribute to the
greenhouse gases reduction, there are no specific incentives for its use in the business environment.
Moreover, spatial planning (rather articulated in Austria and based on three levels: Federal,
Regional, Local) has its own specific skills in the area of Mobility Management, often generating
contradictions and overlaps between the different levels.
Successful Mobility Management measures:
 Klima:aktiv mobil programme: “tailor-made” mobility management programmes, targeted on
specific target groups, such as enterprises, schools, municipalities, tourism
 Integration of MM and land use planning
 Bicycle promotion programmes
Main typicalities of the Country:
 Mobility Management considered as an effective instrument to contribute to Greenhouse gas
mitigation and to transport sustainability
 No obligation for MM plans within companies (travel plans)
 Rather complex land use planning which negatively affects MM field: the three main levels have
their own specific competences that sometimes contradicting each other in goals and contents
1.2.3 – Mobility Management in Slovenia
In Slovenia the theme of Mobility Management is relatively recent (since 2004) and to date there
are many initiatives in the country for cooperation between the government and local stakeholders
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for the organization of awareness campaigns on the topic. Specific mobility education programs are
also provided in schools, in addition to safety education.
In general, however, there is a lack of awareness of the issue at the level of experts in the sector
(there are no professional figures specifically trained on the theme) and little consideration of the
opportunities that the Mobility Management can offer for the resolution of transport problems. The
concept of Sustainable Urban Mobility Plans (SUMP) was successfully adopted in the Country and
now is becoming more and more a part of regular planning practice. The Country not only
successfully tested and implemented the new concept but also presented an innovative web
platform for promoting sustainable mobility, which serves as a model for other EU countries and
regions.
SUMPs are recommended at all different planning levels and, in particular, not only at the urban
level size recommended for cities with above 100,000 inhabitants but also for all small
municipalities. With the creation of the Slovenian Platform for Sustainable Mobility (in 2012,
website in Slovenian), Slovenia presented an advanced approach towards supporting cities and
experts in developing and implementing their SUMP, something that has become interesting and
relevant for the EU as a whole.
The SUMP for the urban region of Nova Gorica is the only SUMP prepared on the regional level; all
others were developed for municipalities (http://www.eltis.org/mobility-plans/memberstate/slovenia)
The platform is a service for cities, municipalities and regions providing assistance for developing
SUMPs with inputs such as national guidelines for SUMPs, regular lectures, trainings and workshops;
newsletters, site visits, integration and co-ordination with the European Mobility Week.
Successful Mobility Management measures:
 Cooperation initiatives with key local stakeholders to organize awareness campaigns
 Introduction of Mobility Management in schools’ education programmes, in addition to safety
education
Main typicalities of the Country:
 Weak awareness about opportunities offered by soft measures in the transport field, caused by
a lack of high level professionals in the Mobility Management sector
 Mobility measures thus considered as not effective and lacking integration in the overall
Mobility Management system
 Mobility Management measures are considered as an occasion to moderate predicted transport
problems in new urban developments
1.2.4 – Mobility Management in the United Kingdom
In the United Kingdom, Mobility Management policies have been developed since the mid-1990s:
MM is conceived not only as a home-to-work travel planning but as a real strategy for reducing
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traffic, improving accessibility and quality of life, climate and health. Mobility Management in UK is
considered a national topic and has a broader focus than in many other countries: there are three
ministerial departments in charge of mobility policies (see EPOMM, 2013):
 Department for Transport (DfT), which includes bicycling and smarter choices
 Department of Business, Energy and Industrial Strategies (BEIS), which deals with the
development of the market for electric transport and reduction of CO2 emissions
 Department for Health and Social Care, which promotes walking and cycling activities
The Planning Policy Guidance 13 (1994) is considered the first reference about Mobility
Management; the aim was to integrate planning and transport at the national, regional and local
level, in order to promote more sustainable transport choices for both people and for moving
freight; to promote accessibility to jobs, shopping, leisure facilities and services by public transport,
walking and cycling; to reduce the need to travel, especially by car.
The “Creating Growth, Cutting Carbon. Making Sustainable Local Transport Happen” White Paper
(Department for Transport, 2011) is another important reference: the vision is that of a transport
system considered as an engine for economic growth, but one that is also greener and safer and
improves quality of life. The idea is that encouraging sustainable local transport choices depends on
local solutions: it is at the local level that most can be done to enable people to make more
sustainable transport choices and to offer a wider range of genuinely sustainable transport modes,
environmentally sustainable as well as fiscally, economically and socially sustainable.
A further element of interest should be pointed out: that is, the definition of Mobility Management
strategies also for events and tourism. The importance of measuring tourism flows to leading
cultural/historical sites is given by the fact that tourist pressure affects not only the resource, but
also the whole surrounding area (city, region…) is now generally acknowledged.
Finally, it has to be noted that “Mobility Management” is the European term equating roughly to
Transport Demand Management (TDM) - the “soft measures” aimed at travel behaviour change
away from single-occupancy car use, sometimes referred to as “Smarter choices” or “Smarter
Travel” in the UK.
Successful Mobility Management measures:
 Workplace Travel Plans in Urban Areas
 Cycle Super(CS) highways and bicycle promotion programmes
 London cycle hire scheme
 Smarter Travel Towns
 Lobbying for MM (Walking Britain, Walking England, Sustrans, Living Streets, Campaign for
Better Transport, Act TravelWise)
 National MM networks
 Dimension of parking areas proportioned to number of users and inhabitants to grant adequate
space and in the meanwhile reduce the number of vehicles
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Main typicalities of the Country:
 Mobility Management includes reducing traffic congestion, increasing accessibility, quality of
life, climate change and health: thus, it goes beyond business and home-to-work travel
 Mobility Management strategies for events and tourism
Links and references
EPOMM, European Platform on Mobility Management: http://www.epomm.eu
EUROMOBILITY: http://www.euromobility.org
ELTIS, The Urban Mobility Observatory: http://www.eltis.org
ALLINX, European Association of Mobility Managers Professionals: https://www.allinx.eu/
The CIVITAS Initiative– Learning Centre:
https://civitaslearningcenter.talentlms.com/catalog
INVOLVE, Involving the private sector into Mobility Management: http://www.involve-project.eu
Bremen
Declaration
on
Sustainable
Urban
Mobility
Planning
http://www.eltis.org/sites/eltis/files/bremen_declaration_draft_2016-04-07.pdf

in

Europe:

Mobility Management – Tourism, Company and School travel plans – training manual:
http://www.eltis.org/sites/eltis/files/mm_examples_6.pdf
CIVITAS Training on Company Mobility Management:
http://www.civitas.eu/sites/default/files/civitas_training_ljubljana_20151009_resource_pack_cor
r.pdf
“Mobility Management in Europe”, Ing. Manfred Wacker, University of Stuttgart:
https://www.stuttgart.de/europa/moviman/downloads/dokumente/POA05_Universitaet_Stuttga
rt.pdf
“La redazione del Piano Spostamenti Casa Lavoro”, Provincia di Torino:
http://www.provincia.torino.gov.it/ambiente/filestorage/download/mobilita_sostenibile/pdf/eventi/MVRS_PROVTO_184_08_corso_formazione.p
df
“Mobilità sostenibile in 50 città italiane”, Euromobility, 2007:
http://www.euromobility.org
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“Mobility Management: the smart way to sustainable mobility in European countries, region and
cities”, EPOMM, 2013:
http://www.eltis.org/sites/eltis/files/trainingmaterials/epomm_book_2013_web_0.pdf
“National SUMP Program: the approach of Slovenia”, 4th European Conference on SUMPs,
Dubrovnik, 2017:
http://www.eltis.org/sites/default/files/sump_conference_2017_b2_2_demsar-mitrovic.pdf
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2 – THE MOBILITY MANAGER: REQUIREMENTS AND EXPERTISE TO ACCESS THE
PROFESSION
2.1 - Introduction and Objectives
Mobility Management is defined as the development, implementation and adaptation of strategies
to make mobility more efficient, more sustainable and easier, according to the specific needs of the
target groups.

Fig. 2.1 – Effect of Mobility Management

The basic principles of Mobility Management are:
• promoting a wider use of sustainable transport solutions
• managing the demand for car use by changing travellers’ behaviours
• meeting mobility needs while preserving the environment
Encouraging the use of alternative and cleaner means of transportation is a key issue in mobility
management: walking, (e)cycling, travelling by bus / train / shuttles / cableways / etc. but also
“creative” solutions which meet the users’ demand for unusual ways to live mobility.
In practice, Mobility Managers often need to combine different transport technologies to offer
multi-modal solutions that better fit each area’s features and needs.
Mobility management is an inter-disciplinary activity. It’s about finding different solutions for
different problems, e.g.:
Tab. 2.1 – Activities performed by mobility management

Goal

Solution

To influence the choice of sustainable transport
modes instead of the own car

By making alternative transport modes more
attractive

To improve the public transportation services

By optimizing the existing public transport
offers and the infrastructures for sustainable
transport

To improve cooperation and coordination between
transport modes

By facilitating inter-modality of existing
transport solutions
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To improve the accessibility to green transport
options

By strengthening the conditions and
optimizing the information about sustainable
modes

To increase the economic efficiency of the transport
system

By promoting a coordinated approach at the
policy makers level

To reduce traffic

By reducing the need, number and length of
motorised vehicles trip

To preserve the climate and the environment

By reducing pollution and CO2 emissions

2.2 - Who Needs a Mobility Manager?
Mobility is a complex phenomenon which involve thousands or millions of individuals and raise
different problems. Wherever large masses of people travel daily for working, living or leisure, there
is the need to manage their journeys to ensure a smooth and sustainable experience.
• Cities and Regions face pollution, daily traffic congestion, a huge range of target groups with
diverse needs and purposes.
They need to mediate between various interests and needs in order to develop tailor-made mobility
solutions
• Large companies deal with commuting employees who often move along similar routes at the
same time.
They need to change the habit of commuting by private cars without affecting employees’ comfort
• Educational institutions have better chances to communicate best practices to homogeneous
target groups.
They need to develop a future oriented awareness towards sustainable mobility by involving
students and families
• Transport providers are especially interested in mobility policies as they affect their very
business.
They need to get enough customers to guarantee frequency and quality of the service by rentable
costs, optimize and combine different transport solutions, regularly inform and advise their users
• Tourist destinations face irregular seasonal flows of traffic and have to equally meet residents’
and guests’ needs.
They need to contribute to the development of flexible but efficient solutions in order to enable a
successful and attractive integration of the mobility services in the touristic offers, without affecting
the place’s appeal.
2.3 – The Mobility Manager’s role
We can define the Mobility Manager as a professional that in an organisation or public
administration serves the workers or general public through conceptualisation, planning,
developing and operating programs and tries to face the influence the demands of the market.
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These actions and supportive strategies are performed directly or in collaboration with other local
authorities’ officers in order to provide a full range of travel options, more effective in terms of
pricing.
The Mobility Manager acts as a key link between policy levels and the applied mobility management
level: his/her role is to improve business and community support for the organisation of transport
services. However, the concept of Mobility Management is constantly evolving and consequently
also the professional figures associated with it (in particular the Mobility Manager) are characterised
by a progressive refinement and extension of their role. The areas and operational tools for the
management of sustainable mobility (mobility management) are today understood not only as a
limited activity to a single site or pole of reference but considered as an important opportunity for
the solution of the problems of the movement of people and goods.
The mobility manager is a “man in the middle”. His task is to improve existing services and develop
new products. The Mobility Manager’s duties are described in Tab 2.2:
Tab 2.2 – The Mobility Manager’s duties

Hard tasks
These are not typical tasks of a mobility manager






Infrastructure planning and maintenance
Management of transport services
Management of operative personnel
Financial balance

Soft tasks
These are typical tasks of a mobility manager








Analysis of needs
Coordination of existing services and
infrastructures
Involvement of local authorities,
providers, stakeholders
Creation of new “products”
Communicating opportunities to users
Raising awareness

2.4 – The Mobility Manager’s resources
What resources are deployed for the Mobility Management activity? As it can be seen from Fig. 2.2,
the Mobility Manager is considered as a key link between the policy level and the managerial level:
from a terminological point of view, a distinction can be made according to the territorial scale in
which the Mobility Manager operates.
He will be called either “Mobility Consultant” if he operates at regional and or urban level,
developing strategies to raise awareness on alternative mobility solutions (especially car-free) or
“Mobility Coordinator” if he operates on a specific site, supporting target groups and ensuring
continuous exchanges between the organisation where he works and the local authorities. Both
draw up a “Mobility Plan” that is a structural and strategic plan with the aim of identifying in a longterm perspective problems, strategies, actions, goals and monitoring indicators (according to
relevant scales, e.g. Sustainable Urban Mobility Plans).
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Fig.
2.2
Overview
on
Mobility
http://epomm.eu/old_website/graph.phtml?id=826)

Management

(Source:
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reworking
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EPOMM,

The Mobility Manager operates mainly on transport demand management, working in particular on
daily movements and behaviour of people with regards to modal choices: he promotes people and
goods mobility taking into consideration economic, social and environmental requirements. The
specific tasks of the Mobility Manager are:
 increasing the quality and attractiveness of public transport while reducing car use
 introducing strategies and solutions in the field of mobility taking into consideration economic,
social and environmental requirements
 promoting green and sustainable transport of people (cycling, carpooling, …) and goods (e.g. by
train)
 implementing structural and strategic mobility plans at different levels (local/municipal,
provincial, regional) and in different contexts (public, private)
 promoting sustainable behaviours related to mobility, supporting people habits’ change in this
field
 promoting intermodal choices in goods and passengers transport as well as home-to-work
travels
According to Euromobility (2007), “to be a good mobility manager skills in communication,
marketing, planning are needed as well as knowledge of logistics techniques”.
Communication and interpersonal skills (see Chap. 5) are needed to implement an effective
interaction with users as regards their mobility and transports habits. Marketing skills are needed
as the final aim is to change voluntary behaviours enhancing alternative modalities. Finally, planning
skills and logistics knowledge are needed to analyse a defined context and getting useful data in
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order to plan mobility solutions and strategies targeted on specific needs and expectations of a
territory.
2.5 – Training and Education courses to develop Mobility Manager’s skills
The following scheme (Fig. 2.3) shows a comparison among the four Countries involved in the
S.T.R.E.E.T. project from the point of view of Higher Education / Universities and the Vocational
Education and Training (VET) courses about the themes of Transport and Mobility.

Fig. 2.3 – Training and Education: Courses Framework (Source: authors’ elaboration)

Some university and post-university courses are specifically devoted to the education of the Mobility
Manager’s profile, supporting a development of management skills and a specific knowledge about
the sustainable mobility theme. There are also VET courses for experience the Mobility Manager in
the public and private sector.
In Italy, the training of mobility managers takes place on several levels: from the university and postuniversity level (university masters); at the level of Vocational Education and Training (single courses
and advanced training and professional development courses). Often related to the Economy
disciplinary field, all the courses in Italy are almost always organised in order to illustrate the
evolution, innovation and tools inherent to sustainable urban mobility, according to the perspective
of companies, public bodies; the economic, social and territorial system. Other topics relate to
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relevant legislation, current tools and best practices for managing mobility in complex public and
private organizations.
In Austria, the university education is focused mainly on logistics and transport. At the VET level,
there is a specific course in Graz for the management of the mobility in the schools.
In Slovenia, there are not so many specific courses about Mobility Management, although this
theme is often included in university course in Territorial Planning, Transport Planning, Civil
Engineering and Geography. VET courses are organised instead about how to make a Sustainable
Urban Mobility Plan.
Finally, in the United Kingdom there is a long tradition in university education: many courses are
organised about the theme of the relationship between transport and urban sustainable
development, both at university and post-university level (Master and Ph.D.).
2.6 – Focus: Mobility Management and Tourism in the Alps
Mobility management in mountainous areas whose economy especially relies on tourism poses
some special challenges:
 providing apt solutions for a “difficult” territory
 meeting the needs of residents and tourists, which often do not coincide

Fig. 2.4 - Tourists’ and residents’ flows typically follow opposite routes.

Such areas are scarcely inhabited during low season but flooded with visitors during high season.
Transport services need to be planned by seasons, months and even weeks.
The landform requires non-conventional solutions. Routes between towns and points of interest are
riddled with strong slopes, narrow roads, natural obstacles. Special vehicles and infrastructures are
often needed. The presence of environmentally protected areas requires special care and may be
subjected to access limitations in order to preserve their balance.
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Fig. 2.5 - The winding road to Colle di Tenda, Limone Piemonte, Italy. High mountain roads in the region are subjected to tolls and
traffic limitations (http://www.limoneturismo.it/pagina.php?id=76).





Mobility = Exploration of beautiful places as a part of the holiday
Mobility = Leisure. Tourists have more time, they don’t necessarily need the quickest solution
as they’d rather savour the travel
Mobility = Experimentation. Tourists are keener to experiment new forms of mobility as a new
experience

Fig. 2.6 - Climb with llamas in Disentis, Switzerland (http://www.lamaventura.ch/)
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Sustainable mobility needs to be marketed by offering innovative products which promote easiness
of movement with public transportation and raise awareness. The following is an example of how
mobility offers are marketed via Alpine Pearls:

Fig. 2.8 - Package offers of integrated sustainable mobility through the Alps by Alpine Pearls (https://www.alpine-pearls.com).

2.7 – Focus: Practical examples of the Mobility Management
2.7.1 - Mobilito (Pongau, Austria)
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The Mobility Management Utility of the Pongau Region (Salzburger Land, Austria) serves 25
municipalities scattered across mountains and valleys (High Tauerns), with approx. 80,000 residents.
Its services include:
 travel consulting and information: via internet, phone or in person at the customer care office
 providing advice on the best routes, fares and connections with access to every transport
providers – from big to local, included taxi calls and on-demand shuttles
 special focus on tourist trips
 mobility for events: mobility plans and best options for exceptional events
 sustainable mobility: travel agency for “soft mobile” holidays in Pongau and train travelling in
Europe
 barrier-free travels: qualified assistance to disabled travellers, discounted tickets, barrier-free
accomodations
Mobilito’s front office is located within the railway station of Bischofshofen and it’s open to public
365 days/year.
2.7.2 - Weissensee Natural Park (Austria)
Kicked off by an Interreg Project in 2011, the Mobility Management Office in Weissensee is
especially focused on traffic reduction in the protected area of the National Park. The office plays a
multitasking role:
 preparation of travel plans
 coordination of travel offers: shuttles from the railway station, “Wanderbus” for hikers, regional
buses, workers’ buses, e-bike sharing services, electric vehicles
 mobility solutions and problem solving
 press agency, PR, marketing
 organisation of parking areas, tickets and controls
 customer care
 interface between municipality and tourism operators
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Fig. 2.9 - The “Wanderbus” takes hikers around the National Park
(https://www.alpine-pearls.com/urlaub/oesterreich/weissensee).

2.7.3 - I Comuni si mobilitano/Mobilità senza barriere (Tyrol, Italy and Austria)
Joint project between Austrian Tyrol and Italian South Tyrol with local governments and many
stakeholders involved: Alleanza per il Clima Tirolo, Ökoinstitut Südtirol, Land Tirol, Provincia
Autonoma di Bolzano. It’s the result of two European Interreg Projects:
 “I Comuni si mobilitano” (2009-2012) aimed at mobility best practices and customer care in
municipalities
 “Mobilità senza barriere” (2012-2015) aimed at barrier-free mobility for sensible targets in the
area.
The project left a rich heritage in the municipalities involved: helpdesks in mountain villages,
mobility plans, new or improved services, best practices, mobility managers, know how, educational
projects.
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Fig. 2.10 - Left: Senior Mobil (Mobility Handbook for the elderly). Right: Around with Children (Mobility Handbook for women with
children)

Fig. 2.11 – “Südtirol Mobil”, Italy, online regional timetable (https://www.sii.bz.it/). The app gives also information on foot distances
and routes
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2.8 – Focus: Integrated Transport Ticketing
With regard to Austria, a good example is the National Park Summer Card Mobil, an all-inclusive
ticket for summer holidays in the Hohe Tauern National Park Holiday Region in Austria.
Visitors who stay at participating partner establishments in the holiday region between 1st May and
31st October, – including hotels, guesthouses, farms and holiday apartments – receive the “National
Park Summer Card” for free. During their stay, guests can use this card to visit one of 60 attractions
free of charge as well as take advantage of numerous discounts.

Fig 2.12 - National Park Summer Card Mobil

The particular focus of the card is the theme of sustainable mobility, including cable cars, different
hiking busses within the region, e-bike rental for one day, free use of all local public transportation
(daily free use of the Pinzgauer Lokalbahn trains and all buses operated by SVV Post busses between
Königsleiten and Rauris) and much more.
Guests receive this ticket from their accommodation provider on the day they arrive. The card is
valid for the duration of the stay, including arrival and departure dates.
It is also possible to find the Experience Ticket Mobil+ at Lake Weissensee (Carinthia, Austria).
The "mobil+ experience ticket” is an extension of the local guest card with all mobility services
included in order to encourage car-free holidays. Every guest in a mobility partner host can use the
many advantages of the experience ticket "mobil+" and the guest card services to create his or her
own personal holiday.
The last mile connection is guaranteed by the station shuttle service for the arrival and departure
of climate-friendly guests. The nature park bus runs every half hour during the high season and
guests can jump in and jump off as they need along the lake. The hiking bus region takes guests to
the starting points of excursions and even 1 guided e-bike tour is included in the card. Moreover,
the card includes significant discounts for further soft mobile activities. (evening taxi, e-bike rental,
horse-drawn carriages, boat rentals, and so on).
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With regard to Italy, in Lombardy managing mobility is especially aimed to better organise transport
services in order to improve every aspect of the users’ experience. This means:
 Organising schedules, time tables and general information into a single, up-to-date entry point:
web, information plaques, flyers
 Coordinating fares and tickets: travel cards, pass, integrated/combined tickets, tourist tickets
etc.
 Coordinating transport with other services: schools, hospitals, museums, tourist attractions,
events
 Listening to every stakeholder in order to match needs and transport offers
 Suggesting improvements to transport providers

Fig. 2.13 - “Io Viaggio Ovunque” (I travel anywhere) Ticket, Lombardia, Italy (http://bit.ly/2zFugKf). Integrated tickets allow users to
travel on every public transport network in extended areas.

Another example is the BIP (Piedmont Integrated Ticket) contactless card recently introduced in
Turin and Piedmont (NW Italy).
The BIP card is a contactless smart card valid throughout the Piedmont Public Transport Network
that allows quick and easy access to several modes of public transport (urban and suburban buses,
trams, underground and railway services) and bike sharing services. The card can either host
travelcards or being topped up at ATMs in several stations.
The BIP card is equipped with an RFID (Radio-Frequency IDentification) antenna and a special
electronic chip designed to simultaneously contain the tickets and season tickets of all the different
BIP transport companies. After uploading the tickets to your BIP card, to access public transport
services or to use bike sharing, it is sufficient to bring the card closer to the appropriate readers on
public transport, in the underground stations, in the railway stations or on the columns of bike
sharing. A "beep" will confirm that your ticket has been validated correctly.
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Figg. 2.14-15 – The BIP Card, Pyou card for students and the validating machine on board buses and trams

With regard to Slovenia the Municipality of Bled has only one card system. It is used for paying
parking fees, using bike-sharing system and public toilets. It is named Blejska kartica (“the Bled
card”). Municipality of Bled do not offer any card, which would join public transport (train and
buses), street train, using of traditional pletna boat and coaches. - http://www.e-bled.si/wpcontent/uploads/2018/05/Navodila-parkirnina-2018.pdf
A good example of a ticketing system based on soft mobility for tourists, which is used in Bohinj (30
km away from Bled), is Kartica Gost Bohinja (“Bohinj mobility guest card”). This card allows for free
public transport, free parking, free admissions, attractive discounts, special family offer, ... and is
available from 1st April to 31st October. The card can be purchased by guests of Bohinj, who stay at
least two nights in town and pay the tourist tax. Prices depend on the number of staying days. The
Municipality of Bled and other alpine resorts in the North-West of Slovenia are in a process of
preparing something similar for the region of Julian Alps.
In Ljubljana, the capital of Slovenia with a population of less than 290,000 which has the most
developed ticketing system, they use URBANA (Single city card). The Urbana single city card is a
contactless smart card, allowing quick and convenient cash-free payment for rides on Ljubljana city
buses. The Urbana card can also be used to pay for cable-car rides to the Ljubljana Castle, parking
fees for white zones and parking lots managed by “Javno podjetje Ljubljanska parkirišča in tržnice”
as well as the services of the Ljubljana City Library. In the future, the Urbana card will also enable
payment of entrance fees for museums, sports institutions and cultural events.
On the national level, the Slovenian Ministry of infrastructure in September 2017 introduced Enotna
vozovnica – IJPP (“single ticket” – IJPP), which is designed for pupils, students and other participants
of adult education. Its aim is to make public transport nicer, more appealing and accessible. Beside
by buying tickets for public transport on lower prices, also app for route planner, timetable,
operators and news has been established
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Links and references
 “National Park Summer Card Mobil” – Austria - https://www.nationalpark-sommercard.at/en/
 “Experience Ticket Mobil+” - Lake Weissensee, Carinthia, Austria https://www.weissensee.com/en/weissensee/guestcard-discounts-carinthia.html
 “Io Viaggio Ovunque” – Lombardy, Italy (in Italian) - http://bit.ly/2zFugKf
 “BIP Card” – Turin and Piedmont, Italy (in Italian) - https://bip.piemonte.it/carta-bip-cose-ecome-funziona/
 The use of BIP card on GTT transport services (in Italian) - http://www.gtt.to.it/cms/bigliettiabbonamenti/780-bip-dic-2014
 “Südtirol Mobil”, online regional timetable, Italy - https://www.sii.bz.it/
 “Blejska kartica” - Bled, Slovenia - http://www.e-bled.si/wpcontent/uploads/2018/05/Navodila-parkirnina-2018.pdf
 “Kartica Gost Bohinja” - Bohinj, Slovenia - https://www.bohinj.si/en/soft-mobility/summermobility-card/
 “URBANA” (single city card) - Ljubljana, Slovenia - http://www.lpp.si/en/single-city-cardurbana
 “Enotna vozovnica – IJPP” - Slovenia - http://www.jpp.si/en-us/
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3 – IMPLEMENTATION OF ALTERNATIVE MOBILITY PLANS AND SUSTAINABLE
HOLIDAYS TOURISTIC PRODUCTS (Operational Guide)
3.1 - Mobility problems in contemporary cities
Throughout history, cities have been founded along transportation routes. Initially these routes
were rivers or seas, then paths and roads were built to connect cities and include them in a wider
spatial context.
The growth of accessibility of private transport after the World War II brought about a major
transformation. Cities started to grow and city edges slowly disappeared, blending into the regional
landscape. The use of cars, which allowed for urban sprawl, has become an increasingly growing
problem. There are several reasons for this:
 social reasons: because of the advantages of motorised traffic some places in the city became
dedicated exclusively to mobility rather than urban programmes and social contacts. The sprawl
of suburbs adapted to motorised traffic leads to social disintegration
 environmental reasons: exhaust, gas emission and noise deteriorate the environmental
situation in cities and reduce the quality of life, while the increase in traffic reduces safety in
cities
 economic reasons: the increase in personal motorised traffic increased the costs of transport
infrastructure building and maintenance
3.2 - MOBILITY PLANNING: Traditional / historical approach – more roads more cars
The city road networks are complementary with the morphology of the built fabric. The road
network, testifying to the history and development of a city, determines its character in many ways.
The road network reflects the characteristic schemes of individual historical periods, Archaic,
Roman, Middle Ages, the Early Modern Period, Modern, and Contemporary. In its development
continuity we identify and assess the organisation and structure of a city.
The layout typology of the road network includes, among others, branched-out networks
characteristic for small and organic towns, medieval layouts and contemporary cities that did not
follow integrated urban designs but integrated, with their traffic network, the former satellite
(fringe) towns into the continuous urban fabric of today. The historical centres and branched-out
traffic structure of many European cities is characterised by this layout.
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Fig. 3.1 - Branched-out, organic transport system (London) – (Source: Pogačnik, Urbanistično planiranje, 1999)

The orthogonal grid network is characteristic for pre-planned cities. Such networks date back to
Antiquity, with Hippodamus’ layout of Miletus in the 5th century BC, also called the Hippodamian
plan or layout. Such layouts are found, for example, in European cities from the 19th century AD and
in Manhattan (USA).

Fig 3.2 - Orthogonal grid system (e.g. Manhattan, USA) (Source: Pogačnik, Urbanistično planiranje, 1999)

The city layout with its radial network is often completed with circular connections in the form of
rings that connect the radial ends into a web-like network. Such layouts are, for example, found in
Vienna (Austria) with its ringroad and in Ljubljana (Slovenia) with its Inner and Outer ringroad.
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Fig. 3.3 - Radial - circular, star shaped (e.g. Ljubljana) (Source: Pogačnik, Urbanistično planiranje, 1999)

Combined or mixed network systems are typical for larger cities that developed in various periods
in line with the existing planning doctrines. Thus, many European cities have remnants of the Roman
Cardo and Decumano, a medieval organic structure, a 19th century orthogonal layout, as well as
modernistic neighbourhoods. All partial networks are interconnected in a more or less recognisable
structure such as that one of Barcelona (Spain).

Fig. 3.4 - Mixed system (e.g. Barcelona) (Source: Pogačnik, Urbanistično planiranje, 1999)
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Historically, the main thoroughfares went through city centres. Increasing traffic also caused more
negative impacts and the creation of cities-built ringroads for transit traffic.
Along with relieving the city centres from congestion, this measure allowed the transit traffic a faster
route past the city. But soon partial or complete rings no longer sufficed.
Contemporary concepts of regulating road transport involve the hierarchical method of transport
distribution according to its destination. Transit traffic uses express thoroughfares that run past
smaller towns. The traffic then splits off onto radial roads with important programmes along the
road and the city centre and from there onto local access roads.

Fig. 3.5 - Hierarchical road system, partial and total bypass; a temporary solution, hierarchical road system; adding a superior road
(highway), historical road for local traffic – (Source: Pogačnik, Urbanistično planiranje, 1999)

Fig. 3.6 - the hierarchy of traffic connections and distribution of their users: cars and other motor traffic, pedestrians and cyclists, and
public transport. Such network design considers all forms of traffic and allows for connections of various users at key points – (Source:
Pogačnik, Urbanistično planiranje, 1999)
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The siting of stationary traffic areas depends on the hierarchical structure of thoroughfares. Park
and Ride (P&R) parking areas are located on the outskirts, along motorway or ring road access
points. Parking areas are generally provided outside urban centres. Access for motor vehicles in city
centres is decreasing as parking is restricted.
Public Transport is the backbone of an efficient mobility system, particularly in large cities and
densely populated regions. An efficient public transport system requires a branched out and wellstructured network, frequent arrivals, short travel times, good integration of stations and stops
within the urban space, comfort, safety and security.
In less densely populated areas it is more difficult to achieve the appropriate accessibility standard,
particularly in terms of good land coverage and frequency of arrivals.
3.3 - SUSTAINABLE MOBILITY: Accessibility and economic advantages v environmental burdens
The goal of sustainable mobility is to satisfy everyone’s needs for mobility and, at the same time, to
reduce traffic, pollution, GreenHouse Gas (GHG) emissions and energy consumption.
Sustainable Mobility is characterised by the so-called Reverse Traffic Pyramid – priority in transport
organisation is given to the weakest road users and those modes of transport that cause less
negative impacts when satisfying the mobility needs.
The main orientations for the future are to encourage walking, cycling, and public transport as well
as to improve traffic safety and promote inter-modality.

Fig. 3.7 - Reverse Traffic Pyramid

The conventional transport planning in the second half of the 20th century used to address trafficrelated problems primarily in relation to travels by car. Contemporary transport planning gives equal
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weight to all means of transport, while in cities it gives priority to walking, cycling and public
transport.
The goal of sustainable mobility is to create a safe, healthy, efficient, lively and economically
attractive city that takes care of environmental conservation and dedicates its public space to
people rather than cars. Sustainable Mobility can be addressed from various viewpoints:
 Traffic Safety
 Health
 Spatial Efficiency
 Socialisation
 Economics
 Environmental Protection
Traffic Safety - Along with providing accessibility, motor traffic speed reduction is the necessary
measure to provide the safe use of public areas in cities. At a speed above 30 km/h the possibility
of serious injury of pedestrians and cyclists increases quickly. It increases from 10% at 35 km/h to
45% at 55 km/h.

Fig. 3.8 - Correlation between speed and injuries (Source: Steirisches Gesamtverkehrsprogramm)

Health - Motor traffic adversely affects human health and the environment as it causes pollution
and noise and thus reduces the quality of life in cities.
Walking and cycling do not cause emissions and positively affect human health, as they encourage
people to be more physically active.
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Fig. 3.9 - Comparison of emissions for different modes of transport. Pedestrians and cyclists don’t cause any emissions and have
beneficial effects on public health (Source: www.eltis.org)

Spatial Efficiency - The problem of city traffic is that it is heaviest where space is most precious –
where it could be dedicated to other uses. The goal of sustainable mobility is to provide more public
areas to people and only the necessary part thereof to various means of transport.
A simplified but very telling illustration of this fact was shown in 2001 in Münster, Germany: 60
people were first transported by cars and then by a bus – in both cases the usual vehicle occupancy
was taken into account; finally, they were transported by bicycles. While car users occupied almost
the entire four-lane road in a length of almost 100 m, in the second case all passengers were
transported by a single bus.

Fig. 3.10 - Correlation between different modes of transport (cars, buses, bicycles) in term of occupancy (Source: Poster in city of
Muenster Planning Office, August 2001)

Socialisation - Public space is the generator of urban life; it is multifunctional, changing,
contextualised and culturally specific. It is a space of experience and the unexpected.
On the other hand, traffic space is regulated, predictable, monotonous, systemised, impersonal and
intended for transport only.
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Economics - The increase of the share of public transport, cycling and walking reduces the financial
burden of the public and private sectors. Every time you travel, you put money into the system, but
you also represent a cost to the system. Your contribution to and burden on the system differs
depending on how you travel. For example, when you ride the bus you pay a fare (i.e. money) into
the system. Your burden on the system includes the costs of operating the bus and also - less obvious
- impacts like emissions and noise pollution. By looking at the ratio of what we put in versus our cost
to the system, we see that different ways of travelling are more subsidised than others.

Fig. 3.11 - How much does your commute cost (or save) the society? (Source: Discourse Media. https://www.ecocompteur.com/blog/2015/04/01/how-much-does-your-commute-cost-or-save-society/)

The cities where most journeys are travelled by public transport, bicycle or on foot have lower total
traffic-related costs.

Fig. 3.12 - Costs of transport as % of income. Cities that spend least for transport are medium to high density cities, in which the
modal split is in favour of public transport, cycling and walking (Source: Mobility in cities. Brussels, International Association of Public
Transport, 2005)
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Environmental protection - Traffic is a large consumer of energy, which is particularly important in
relation to suburbanisation such as the urban sprawl, that is the migration of population and
activities to the outskirts of cities or the wider region.
A suburban household spends more than half of its energy in traffic. Also, the suburban household’s
energy consumed in traffic is larger than the total energy consumed by a comparable urban
household.
3.4 - SMART AND INTEGRATED MOBILITY PLANNING: Spatial planning concepts
The measures that changes the culture of our movement, our travel habits and thus our public space
are divided in soft measures and infrastructural measures.
3.4.1 – Soft Measures
Soft measures are introduced as various types of awareness-raising, promotion, campaigns and
similar. Soft measures do not involve construction or any major financial input. Examples of soft
measures:
 The walking school bus and the bicycle train are two organised forms of accompanying children
to kindergarten or school. Children and parents are thus encouraged towards everyday
sustainable mobility, in all kinds of weather or season
 Appealing public transport
o Mini bus in pedestrian zone. Areas for pedestrians who live more than 300 m away from
the nearest urban public transport stop should be connected in an alternative form of
public transport as is the case of the kavalir in Ljubljana. This service is an on demand
and free-of-charge, mostly intended for the elderly, vulnerable groups and tourists
o A free-of-charge, small-scale public transport, which allows for the appropriate
frequency of journeys, is an on-time, attractive, accessible and efficient measure suitable
for all cities sizes. Bus stops must be appropriately designed, comfortable, and equipped
with timetables and information boards, giving information about bus arrivals in real
time. The possibility of using the positioning applications and implementation of a single
ticket further helps to increase the system efficiency
o Extending the existing public transport bus lines to the key locations within the city is
more user-friendly than transferring to suburban bus lines
o It is important to provide efficient forms of inter-modality or combine various ways of
transport. The simple exchange of the mode of transport along the Merano–Malles
railway line allows for fast boarding and disembarking from the train to the bus or from
the bicycle to the train
o Integration of school bus rides on regular public transport lines lowers budget costs and
increases the efficiency of journeys.
 An important measure to increase safety of people and cyclists is speed reduction using
systematic and automated speed control. This measure is of key importance particularly for
residential areas, areas of kindergartens, schools, retirement homes, and city centres. Car speed
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reduction increases walking and cycling, social activities and alternative ways of using public
space.
3.4.2 – Infrastructural Measures
Infrastructural measures necessitate considerable financial input and involve spatial
implementation measures. Their effectiveness increases in combination with soft measures.
Infrastructural measures considerably calm motor traffic and simplify the movement of cyclists and
pedestrians. Some examples of infrastructure measures, which make walking and cycling more
competitive to driving follow:


A dead-end street for cars, while the street is passable only for cyclists and pedestrians, thus
reducing transit traffic and creating public areas free of cars, intended for socialising and
vegetation

Fig. 3.13 - A dead-end street



Fig. 3.14 - A way to make walking and cycling more
competitive to driving (Source: Wikipedia, IPOP)

Raising crossing floor ensures safety for pedestrians and cyclists, while in the same time reduces
the speed of cars
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Fig. 3.15 - Raising crossing floor for pedestrians and cyclists (Source: NACTO)



Installation of raised pedestrian road crossings while reducing the width of the road before the
intersection improves safety and increases the public space for people, while the reduced
turning radii and speed bumps lower the speed of the cars in the intersection

Fig. 3.15 - Raising crosswalk with curb extension (Source: NACTO)
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Chicanes, i.e. a feature creating turns in a road, are used to slow traffic while the public surfaces
dedicated to pedestrians increase
Many low volume residential streets (with narrow curbs) operate de facto as shared spaces, in
which children play and people walk, sharing the roadway with drivers. Depending on traffic
volume these streets have the potential to be redesigned as shared streets. Shared streets can
meet the desires of adjacent residents and function foremost as a public space for recreation,
socialisation and leisure

Fig. 3.17 - Residential shared street (Source: NACTO)

 The central traffic island serves the same purpose in the case of wider roads
 Two-way bicycle traffic (or “counter-flow”) on a one-way road is a safe measure for comfortable
cycling as well as a traffic-calming measure.
 A bicycle road is, first and foremost, intended for cyclists. It can be used by other vehicles, but
their driving must be adapted to cyclists. Cycling in parallel is allowed. Motor vehicle traffic is
either one-way or two-way. The maximum speed permitted is 30 km/h. This specifically applies
to the roads with low motor traffic and the roads where cyclists prevail

Fig. 3.18 - Bicycle boulevard (Fietstraat, Fahrradstrasse) – (Source: Wikipedia)
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 Shared space means the disappearance of physical separations between the space exclusively
intended for motor traffic and the space for pedestrians and cyclists. The intention of such a
regulation is to encourage walking, cycling, socialisation, local businesses and at the same time
reduce traffic accidents. The measure of shared space that considers the principles of the
“naked” street (i.e. where all markings and signs are removed) which makes people to observe
other road users, the surroundings and solve conflicts. The drivers’ awareness about cyclists and
pedestrians increases: as all signalisation is removed, the participants feel less safe and are
therefore more cautious.
3.5 – Benefits of a SUSTAINABLE CITY
A sustainable city offers safety, health, multi-use of public areas, socialisation and a healthy and
stimulating environment. A sustainable city can be designed anew or as a transformation of the
existing city, which brings several advantages over designing new cities.
“Improvements in road infrastructure will not reduce traffic congestion. In fact, improvements in
the road infrastructure can make congestion worse if the infrastructural improvements make
public transport less inconvenient or if such investment causes disinvestment in the public
transport system.
The only way to reduce traffic density and congestion is to reduce the number of passenger cars“.

Downs-Thomson paradox

“If you plan cities for traffic and cars, you get traffic and cars. If you plan for people, you get
people”.

Fred Kent of the Project for Open Spaces

3.6 – Examples of SUSTAINABLE HOLIDAYS TOURISTIC PRODUCTS
In this paragraph there is a selection of touristic products that are offered in the cities that
participated in the S.T.R.E.E.T. project.
3.6.1 –Alpine Pearls / Switzerland
The “from Pearl to Pearl by train” route: Arosa - Disentis - Interlaken - Schynige Platte - Glacier 3000
- Les Diablerets.
There are 4 “Alpine Pearls” in Switzerland. The first pearl awaits you in Arosa at almost 1800 metres
above sea level. The All-Inclusive Card allows you to enjoy numerous attractions free of charge,
before you board the red carriages of the Rhaetian Railway to travel on to Disentis. Once there, you
can discover the second pearl: visit the Benedictine Monastery and be transported 1400 years back
in time. The Matterhorn Gotthard Railway will take you via the Lötschberg tunnel to the third pearl.
In Interlaken - the tourism resort at the foot of the famous triple peaks of the Eiger, Mönch and
Jungfrau - it's time to savour the intercultural ambiance. Enjoy the day excursion up to Mt. Schynige
Platte. The nostalgic cog railway brings you up to a wonderful viewpoint. The next day you board
the GoldenPass panoramic train to continue your journey. A must-see attraction along the way is
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the Glacier 3000 with the spectacular "Peak Walk", before you reach the last pearl - beautiful Les
Diablerets.
Follow the pearls one by one through Switzerland and enjoy the country’s diversity in comfort by
relying on ‘gentle mobility’. Gather a wealth of unforgettable experiences as you travel, soak up the
natural and scenic splendour and take a ‘string of pearls’ full of memories home with you.

Fig 3.19 – Pear-to-Pearl route in Switzerland

Day 1 - Individual arrival - Train trip from Swiss airport (Zurich / Basel / Geneva) to Arosa
You travel along Lake Zurich and through “Heidiland” to Chur the capital of the canton of Grisons.
From here the mountain train winds up to the resort town of Arosa at almost 1800 metres above
sea level. Overnight in Arosa
Day 2 - Arosa-Disentis
This relatively short leg allows you to enjoy one of the mountain cable cars in the morning before
continuation by train towards Disentis. From Chur on, you will follow the route of the famous Glacier
express, through the Rhine valley and the impressive “Reinaulta” Gorge. Disentis is famous for its
1400 years old Benedictine monastery. Overnight in Disentis
Day 3 - Disentis-Interlaken
The Matterhorn Gotthard Railway climbs over the Oberalp Pass, the highest point of the Glacier
Express route to Andermatt. Then through the Furka Tunnel and the Rhone valley to Brig. Change
here for the train to Spiez and further on to Interlaken.
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Explore Interlaken with its famous "Höheweg" (promenade) facing the Jungfrau Mountain or take a
stroll through the old town of Unterseen across the river Aare. Overnight in Interlaken
Day 4 - Excursion: Interlaken-Schynige Platte
Today's full day excursion takes you from Interlaken up to a fantastic viewpoint "Mt. Schynige
Platte". Overnight in Interlaken
Day 5 - Interlaken-Gstaad-Les Diablerets
By regular train from Interlaken to Zweisimmen. The GoldenPass panoramic train leads from
Zweisimmen through the Simmental to the town of Gstaad. A Swiss PostBus brings you to the Col
du Pillon.
Excursion: Visit of the Glacier 3000 with great views and the spectacular Peak Walk.
Continuation by PostBus from the Col du Pillon to Les Diablerets.
Overnight in Les Diablerets
Excursion Glacier 3000 - Details
At the Col du Pillon you can board the cable car to the Glacier 3000. Stunning views over the Glacier
including the Matterhorn await you. Attraction: Try the spectacular Peak Walk.
Day 6 - Individual departure
Train trip to Swiss airport (Zurich / Basel / Geneva)
3.6.2 – Turin (IT)
“Turismo Torino e Provincia” is the Convention & Visitors Bureau for the city of Turin and its
provincial territory. Created from the merging of three local tourism agencies (ATL1 "Turismo
Torino", ATL2 "Montagnedoc" and ATL3 "Canavese e Valli di Lanzo”) in 2007 and by incorporating
the “Torino Convention Bureau” in 2010, it is the organisation for promoting the province of Turin
as a tourist destination for leisure, sport, nature, culture, individual and group trips, conferences,
conventions, incentive travel and business travel.
Their mission is to organise all the actions for promoting Turin and its province, welcoming and
providing information to tourists coming for leisure purposes or relating to the MICE (Meetings,
Incentives, Conferences, Events) category. This means creating tourism products and services that
meet the needs of tourists, conference participants and organisers of events, facilitating and
extending people's stay in the territory and increasing the tourist flows and the number of events.
This work consists of communication – developing and producing information material for
promotion and hosting – which presents the “Turin and Province” product in an integrated and
appealing way according to the needs and trends of the market in Italy and abroad.
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“Turismo Torino e Provincia” has a wide and diversified tourist packages services that enable tourists
to experience everything the city and its territory offer, also with the chance to take part into
different events, both about international and local traditions. All over the territory there are guided
services for individuals and organised groups as well as many other services to appreciate all aspects
of villages and cities: Culture, Food & Wine, Nature, Nightlife, Sport, Shopping and more. Details of
each category can be found on https://www.turismotorino.org/en/your-trip/tourist-packages-andservices.
Due to such a huge amount of available tourist packages services, it would be too long and boring
to make a description of all tourism opportunities available in Turin and Piedmont whereas some
services are provided all year round and some others are not provided in Winter.
One stands out as it recalls the glorious past times when Turin was first the capital of the Savoy
kingdom for centuries and then became the 1st capital of unified Italy in 1861. This package is called
“Castelli e Dimore Storiche” (Castles and Historic Homes).
Taking a trip along the rivers and hills in the province of Turin, there are 23 castles and historic
homes with their medieval towers and moats and also the welcome of the beautiful country
residences belonging to the Savoy aristocracy. The package offers the opportunity of admiring their
architecture while discovering all the history, the intrigues and the passions locked within their
ancient walls. They are open every last Sunday of the month, from May to September.
What’s more, in some historic homes it will be possible to enjoy a testing of the Wines of the
province of Turin.
A leaflet describing this touristic package is available as PDF at:
http://cdn.turismotorino.org/public/allegatiEventi/castelli_dimore_2018.pdf
Another example of tour aimed at discovering the architecture of Torino is “Torino Liberty”. As
Torino is considered the “Capital of Art Nouveau”, this tour guides tourists through this particular
cultural and artistic context (https://www.turismotorino.org/en/torino-liberty-0).
An event that joins both culture and local food is “Aperitivo Reale Con Sua Maestà E La Bela Rosin”,
that is a special tour of the “Reggia di Venaria”, with theatre actors guiding visitors through the
building (https://www.turismotorino.org/en/aperitivo-reale-con-sua-maesta-e-la-bela-rosin).
As an example of service proposed by Turismo Torino e Provincia merging both nature, culture and
sport, we can mention the “Royal E-Bike Tour” that is a way to live an easy, funny and sustainable
experience to discover Torino and its Royal Residences. The tours with e-bikes take tourists along
specific cycling paths while admiring famous places and being entertained with anecdotes and
interesting stories (https://www.turismotorino.org/en/royal-e-bike-tour-1).
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As many other European cities, also Turin enjoys the City Sightseeing® Bus service that allow visitors
to get involved into the charm of a city with over 2,000 years of history. City Sightseeing Torino
currently offers 3 routes:
 the Line A, to explore the city centre and the hill, overlooking the Po river with the Valentino
Park, the village and the medieval fortress;
 the Line B, to get to sites of unexplored charm as the Automobile Museum, the Lingotto
exhibition centre, the “Pinacoteca Agnelli”, Eataly, the 2006 Winter Olympic sites and the
“Officine Grandi Riparazioni”
 the Line C, to visit the Allianz Stadium & Juventus Museum, Reggia di Venaria (Venaria Royal
Palace) and “La Mandria” Castle.
The tourist services are not only restricted to the Metropolitan Area of Turin. Indeed, there are also
several sustainable tourism initiatives that take place in 2018 in the municipalities belonging to the
"Olympic Mountains" areas.
The activities mainly focus on cycling pathways, both with mountain bikes and e-bikes, and on the
discovery of the area in its cultural, historic and œno-gastronomic aspects.
Specific areas for recharging electric cars and bikes are being set up and with the closure of some
main roads to vehicles during the summer weekends, it is hoped to foster cycling, walking and horseriding itineraries. Relevant websites are:
https://www.valdisusaturismo.it/
https://www.valdisusaturismo.it/idee-vacanza/bike-experience/
3.6.3 – Bled (SLO)
The selection of a touristic product concerns the MOBILITY OFFER FOR TOURISTS ARRIVING IN BLED
WITHOUT CAR. Visitors arriving in Bled without car have several options to move around:
 Walking: Bled is a small town and it is completely accessible on foot
 Cycling: in 2017 the Municipality of Bled and Bled Tourism Board established bike sharing system
– “Bled. Green Ways.” There are also many bike rental shops
 Local buses: about 85 buses on average stop in Bled and drive into different directions every
day. They serve Bohinj, Gorje, Jesenice and Ljubljana
 Trains: there is a train station “Bled-Jezero” on the western side of the lake in the middle of the
line Jesenice – Nova Gorica. About 4 km away there is another train station “Lesce-Bled” that
connects Jesenice with Ljubljana
 Hop-on Hop-off bus: it is a tourist bus based on timetable that operates on three lines (popular
with tourists):
 Bled – Radovljica – Kropa – Radovljica – Bled
 Bled – Vrba – Žirovnica – Begunje – Brezje – Radovljica – Bled
 Bohinjska Bistrica – Pokljuka
 Taxis
 Rental cars
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A Touristic train operates around the Lake Bled every day in summer season (June - September),
from 9am until 9pm every 45 minutes. In spring and fall (May, October) it runs on weekends in
case of good weather between 10 am and 5 pm. The train schedule is available at the train stops
around the lake
Fijakers are open carriages with a long tradition in Bled. Fijakers are driving you around the lake,
to the Bled Castle or even to the nearby or more remote surrounding countryside
Wooden boats, traditional Pletna boat and Bled boat lines are ideal ways for reaching the island

3.6.4 – London (UK)
London is the capital of the UK and with its 8.8 million inhabitants (2018 forecast) is the largest city
in Europe second only to Moscow (11.5 million, 2010 census). This means London has a huge
touristic offer that would be impossible to list in this paragraph.
The Official Tourist website is Visit London (https://www.visitlondon.com/) that is managed by
London & Partners, the Mayor’s of London’s Official Promotional Agency. On Visit London it is
possible to find hundreds of touristic packages, travel information, maps, etc.
Tourism plays a vital role in London’s economy: it employs 1 in 7 London’s workforce, strengthens
London’s reputations an open and welcoming city and represents 11.6% of the capital’s GDP.
Visits to the capital by 2025 are projected to attract 40.4 million international and domestic visits
annually - 30% more than in 2016. But such growth and associated economic benefits will only be
realised with a coherent vision and the means to implement it.
How London can get there - This vision outlines how creating a world-class visitor experience will
be crucial to growing London’s tourist sector. The industry believes this can be achieved through
activity in four areas:
 Pre-visit promotion: convincing more visitors to choose London by attracting more first-time
visitors; drawing more visitors during off-peak seasons and directing them to locations where
London has capacity; showcasing London’s cultural offer.
 Visitor experience and information: providing visitors with information to help them do more
and see more in London; improving information to help them find rewarding food experiences
and encouraging visitors to explore areas beyond central London and connect with Londoners.
 Infrastructure and amenities: ensuring London can sustain and accommodate growing numbers
of visitors; investing in culture, amenities and digital infrastructure.
 Developing the infrastructure for business visits and events: strengthening the meetings and
events proposition by understanding drivers for growth and reviewing capacity constraints;
creating a world-class business visitor experience through greater coordination across the city;
addressing regulatory constraints that make London less attractive for delegates.
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According to the concept of Sustainable Tourism that has led the development of the S.T.R.E.E.T.
project, we include a small selection of packages that allow excellent visits to be made in a
sustainable way:
 Top Bus Tours of London - https://www.visitlondon.com/things-to-do/sightseeing/sightseeingtours/bus-tour . These include the Hop on Hop off Bus Tours, Big Bus Tours, The Original Bus
Tours, BB Bakery Afternoon Tea Bus Tour, the Ghost Bus Tours, the Spirit of London Tour, the
London Time Tour Bus and the Megabus Sightseeing Tour
 Thames River Cruises - https://www.visitlondon.com/things-to-do/sightseeing/sightseeingtours/river-tour . These include the City Cruise hop on hop off Tour, Bateaux London dining
cruise, Speedboat experience, Circular cruise, Tate boat, MBNA Thames Clipper to Greenwich,
Thames River services, Turk launches Tour, Clipper and Emirates Air line cable car, Canal boat
tour, Kayak tour
 Top10 London Attractions - https://www.visitlondon.com/things-to-do/sightseeing/londonattraction/top-ten-attractions
 FREE London Attractions - https://www.visitlondon.com/tag/free-attractions-in-london
 Things to do in London by month - https://www.visitlondon.com/things-to-do/london-bymonth
The London Pass® - https://www.londonpass.com/how-it-works/what-you-get-with-the-londonpass.html . It is the ultimate sightseeing package that has been especially tailor-made for visitors to
the city. It gives holders the ability to make the most out of their trip visiting top sights and
attractions whilst saving time, money and stress.
The London Pass® includes:
 Free entry to over 80 attractions, tours and museums including Tower of London, Westminster
Abbey and many more
 Free 1-Day Hop on Hop off Bus Tour to explore London and discover all of its iconic landmarks
 Fast Track Entry - skip the lines at selected attractions to save time during busy periods
 Open Late - Ascend to London's highest building at The View from The Shard
 Instant Mobile Ticket option - get The London Pass on your Smartphone device
 Optional Oyster Travelcard to cover all of your transport needs
 Free 160+ page guidebook packed with helpful tips, info and maps
 Free Money Back Guarantee for all online orders - purchase with confidence online today
 Over 20 exclusive special offers also available to London Pass customers
Links and references
https://www.jungfrautours.ch/en/panorama-train-packages/pearl-to-pearl
https://www.turismotorino.org/en
https://www.turismotorino.org/en/castelli-e-dimore-storiche-4
https://www.city-sightseeing.it/en/turin/
https://www.borgomedievaletorino.it/documenti/inglese.pdf
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http://www.museoauto.it/website/en
http://www.lingottofiere.it/index.php?l=uk
http://www.pinacoteca-agnelli.it/visit/en/
http://www.ogrtorino.it/en/
http://www.juventus.com/en/stadium-and-museum/
http://www.lavenaria.it/en
http://www.residenzereali.it/index.php/en/residenze-reali-del-piemonte/castello-de-la-mandria
https://www.visitlondon.com/
http://www.londonandpartners.com/
https://www.visitlondon.com/things-to-do/sightseeing/sightseeing-tours/bus-tour
https://www.visitlondon.com/things-to-do/sightseeing/sightseeing-tours/river-tour
https://www.visitlondon.com/things-to-do/sightseeing/london-attraction/top-ten-attractions
https://www.visitlondon.com/tag/free-attractions-in-london
https://www.visitlondon.com/things-to-do/london-by-month
https://www.londonpass.com/how-it-works/what-you-get-with-the-london-pass.html .
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4 – CASE STUDIES: VIRTUOUS EXAMPLES OF INNOVATIVE CONTEXTS

In this chapter we report the experience made by students in the 2nd part of the S.T.R.E.E.T. project
and classified as Specialised Course.
The idea was to provide students not only with theoretical lessons learned online (Basic Course) but
also with practical live examples of different situations that an Expert Manager of Sustainable
Mobility and Tourism could deal with during their career:


London (UK) – “Traffic Congestion and Safety: problems and solutions in the largest European
capital” – http://www.streetproject.eu/?page_id=449



Werfenweng (AT) – “Soft Mobility and Tourism: good practices of sustainability in an Alpine
territory” – http://www.streetproject.eu/?page_id=451



Bled (SLO) – “Reducing Environmental Impact in a Touristic town: from mobility policies to
mobility solutions” – http://www.streetproject.eu/?page_id=453



Turin (IT) – “Turin and Piedmont on the move between Tradition and Innovation” –
http://www.streetproject.eu/?page_id=455

4.1 – LONDON Study Visit (18-22 Sept 2017)
The goal of the London Study Visit was to show students how the largest city in Europe can be visited
entirely by using the wide offer of public transport. Bike sharing, car sharing services and suburban
trains were not included in the visit for logistic reasons.
All these services can be paid by using one electronic payment tool only: The Oyster contactless card
that can be topped up online or at ticket machines located in every tube station and many shops in
the city. Students could enjoy the concept of multi-modality and how information to travellers is
provided in different way according to different transport services.
Visits to some main train stations were also included in the tour as travelling by train is very common
in the UK and, specifically for London, there are hundreds of thousands of commuters reaching
every day the city by train that then use several means of transport.
The 5-day visit was organised in two phases:
DAY 1 and DAY 2 – classroom lessons
The first one and half days of the study visit were dedicated to lectures and lessons at the University
College London (UCL). Dr Ing Stefano Mainero (EPN Consulting Ltd Founder & CEO, London)
introduced the theme of the London Study Visit, a brief study of London and presented how the
integrated public transport system in London is organised along with the ticketing system and the
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high level of ITS (Intelligent Transport Systems) solutions that manage urban traffic and public
transport. Other themes such as travel maps and services for private cars: congestion charge
scheme, parking slots, Low-Emission Zone (LEZ) and the Ultra-Low Emission Zone (ULEZ) were also
discussed: [Transport in London No.1 and No.2].

Figg. 4.1-2 – Dr Ing Stefano Mainero and a snapshot of some S.T.R.E.E.T. students

In the first lecture, “The Innovative Concepts for Mobility in London”, Dr Maria Kamargianni (Head
of MaaSLab at the UCL Energy Institute) presented the innovative concepts of mobility in London.
Her research activity included travel behaviour modelling, transportation systems analysis, new
mobility services and business models including “MaaS” (Mobility as a Service)

Figg. 4.3-4 – Dr Maria Kamargianni and the UCL

The second lecture, “The Journey of Transport and Tourism in London over the last 20 years”,
was given by Mr Giles Bailey (Stratageeb Ltd. Director) who showed the evolution of the evolution
of London public transport, ticketing and Tourists experience in the last 20 years thanks to the
introduction of the engagement strategy for the Visitors Industry.
The third lecture was dedicated to the theme of “The Adaptive Behaviour in Mode Choice” and
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presented by Dr Margherita Mascia (EPN Consulting Senior ITS Expert) and Dr Ing Stefano Mainero.
This lecture was focused on the new London Mayor’s Transport Strategy (June 2017), the “Legible
London” and the new, clean, technologies (hydrogen-powered buses, electric buses and electric
taxis).

Figg. 4.5-6 – Giles Bailey, Stefano Mainero and Dr Margherita Mascia

DAY 2 to DAY 5 – field visits
Three and half days were spent travelling in London to visit crucial areas of the city whilst using the
whole public transport system. The itinerary was designed to cover fare zones 1 to 3 only (in total
there are 9 zones) in order to reduce the cost of travelling as in London public transport is very
expensive, although using the Oyster card one can enjoy discounted fares. Only once did we travel
to zone 6 by underground to visit Heathrow airport Terminal 5 for two reasons described below.
During the visit students travelled by rail (underground, ground and overground level), by road, by
cable car and waterborne. In particular, they:
 experienced travelling on a Hydrogen-powered bus that since 2010 serves Tourist route
 visited some major train stations: Victoria, King’s Cross, St. Pancras International (where depart
also trains to Paris, Brussels, Amsterdam), Paddington, Wimbledon, etc.
 travelled by London Overground and enjoyed other kinds of multi-modality
 travelled by Emirates Air line Cable Car connecting North Greenwich (interconnected with the
Jubilee underground line) to the Royal Docks (interconnected with the Docklands Light Railway)
 travelled by MBNA Thames Clipper (river service)
 travelled by Underground (Piccadilly line) to Heathrow, the largest European airport (77 million
passengers per year) that allow tourists to be environmentally sustainable and pay 1/10 of taxi
fares
 took on the Personal Rapid Transit (PRT) service (automated vehicles) that transfer passengers
from/to the Heathrow T5 terminal and parking areas
 learned what being a Legible City means for pedestrians (Tourists and residents)
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visited the Victoria Coach Station where depart the majority of coaches to tens of destination in
the UK and Europe
learned about the Cycle Superhighways and how cyclists can ride their bikes in safe, segregated
lanes. In London it is possible to travel multi-modal by using folding bikes that can carry on board
underground, trains,
learned how easy is to reach some top London’s touristic destinations such as the Westminster
Abbey and the Shard by public transport

DAY 2 - In the afternoon, when classroom lessons ended, the active visit started with the following
programme:
Departure point: UCL – Heading to:
 King’s Cross Railway Station (and related streetscape design)
 St Pancras International Railway Station (inc. direct high-speed services to Paris and Brussels)
 St Pancras – Heathrow T5 (Tube)
[goal: Pods/Personal Rapid Transit]
 Heathrow T5 – South Kensington (Tube)
[goal: car-pedestrian shared space]
It was dedicated to see Signs to suit the surrounding in London “Legible City”, streetscape design in
King’s Cross railway station, way-finding and multimodality in St. Pancras International Railway
Station, the “POD” (Personal Rapid Transit) at Heathrow Airport connecting the Terminal 5 with two
parking lots. The visit ended with looking at and discussing pros and cons of Car-Pedestrian Shared
Space in South Kensington

Figg. 4.7-8 – King’s Cross Square and St Pancras International Station
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Figg. 4.9-10 – PRT at Heathrow airport T5 and Shared Space (vehicles and pedestrians) in South Kensington

DAY 3 - The goal of the 3rd day was the visit some multi-modal transport hubs, travelling by
hydrogen-powered bus and by air line cable car as well as appreciate the innovative Greenwich
borough, the O2 area (large venue hosting concerts and exhibitions) and “Bank” that is not only one
of the Tube stations with lots of underground lines, but also the heart of the financial centre of
London known as “the City”.
Departure point: Victoria Railway Station - Heading to:
 Victoria Railway Station (inside)
 Victoria Coach Station (walk)
 Victoria Station - Temple (Tube)
 Temple – Catherine St. (walk)
 Catherine St – Tower Gateway
 Tower Gateway – Canning Town (DLR)
 Canning Town – Stratford Station (DLR)
 Stratford Station – North Greenwich (Tube)
 The O2 - https://www.theo2.co.uk/
 Greenwich Peninsula – Royal Docks
 Royal Docks – Bank (DLR)
 Bank out and about
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Figg 4.11-12 – The Hydrogen-powered bus and the multi-modal Stratford Station

Figg 4.13-14 – The Emirates Air line Cable Car and the Royal Docks DLR station

Figg. 4.15-16 – The O2 Arena
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DAY 4 - The aim of the fourth day was to visit additional multi-modal transport hubs as well as use
several kinds of means of transport. Besides, it was planned the visit to the ExCel Exhibition Centre
that can host multiple events in parallel, which attracts thousands of visitors accessing the area at
the time. Finally, the visit terminated at one of the most popular and populated touristic areas of
London: the House of Parliament, the “Big Ben” and the Westminster Abbey.
Departure point: Victoria Railway Station - Heading to:
 Victoria – Wimbledon (Tube)
 Wimbledon – West Croydon
 West Croydon – Shadwell
 Shadwell – Prince Regent (DLR) for ExCel
 ExCel London – https://www.excel.london/
 ExCel – Royal Docks (walk)
 Royal Docks – Canning Town (DLR)
 Canning Town – North Greenwich (Tube)
 North Greenwich – Westminster
 Parliament/Big Ben + Westminster Abbey (Walk)

[goal: Tram + multi-modal hub]
[goal: Overground + inter-modal hub]

[goal: Thames Clipper/River Bus]
[goal: major London Touristic sites]

Figg. 4.17-18 – Onboard the Croydon Tram and the Tram ticket validating machine at West Croydon station

DAY 5 - The final day of the London Study Visit was designed to be a bit lighter and that’s why
students were taken to “Bird Street”, a short street located a few minutes’ walk from the Oxford
Circus Tube Station. It is for pedestrians only and shows a sustainable technology that produces
energy by walking on a specific path. Other examples of good and efficient wayfinding signs were
spotted and described around Central London.
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The group moved to the Paddington Train Station that was an additional example of multi-modal
hub. It was shown how easy it is to use three different modes of transport: train, bus and tube,
reachable in just 5 minutes’ walk. Cyclists can arrive to the Station by bike and load it on the train
but recently they must have a cycle reservation if travelling with a non-folding bike on High Speed
services.
The final part of the visit included the London Bridge Tube Station whose surroundings are full of
services and well designed. Several digital information panels show information about weather
conditions, advertisements, local services and transport information. A nice corridor led to the
special view of Tower Bridge, where the visit ended.
Departure point: Oxford Circus, Heading to:
 Oxford Circus – Bird Street – Oxford Circus (walk)
 Oxford Circus – Paddington Railway Station (Tube)
 Paddington Railway Station
 Paddington – London Bridge Station (Tube)
 London Bridge – the Shard – “More London” (walk)
 London Study Visit wrap up

[goal: wayfinding + eco-smart street]
[goal: multi-modal hub]
[goal: multi-modal hub]

Figg. 4.19-20 – Bird Street and several examples of traveller information at Paddington Railway Station
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Fig 4.21– The London Study Visit wrap-up

Fig 4.22– Final picture of the S.T.R.E.E.T. Students

Useful links
 The LONDON Study Visit Programme: http://www.streetproject.eu/?page_id=449
 #LearnedInLondon: http://www.streetproject.eu/?page_id=748
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http://epnconsulting.eu/
http://www.streetproject.eu/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/S.T.R.E.E.T._EPN_London-StudyVisit_Classroom-Lessons_2017-09-18.pdf
http://www.streetproject.eu/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/S.T.R.E.E.T._London-StudyVisit_Lecture-No.-1_M.Kamargianni.pdf
https://www.maaslab.org/
https://www.ucl.ac.uk/bartlett/energy/
http://www.streetproject.eu/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/S.T.R.E.E.T._London-StudyVisit_Lecture-No.-2_G.Bailey.pdf
http://www.stratageeb.co.uk/
http://www.streetproject.eu/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/S.T.R.E.E.T._EPN_London-StudyVisit_Classroom-Lessons_2017-09-19.pdf
http://www.streetproject.eu/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/S.T.R.E.E.T._London-StudyVisit_Lecture-No.-3_M.Mascia.pdf
https://oyster.tfl.gov.uk/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ULTra_(rapid_transit)
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2010/dec/10/hydrogen-bus-london
https://tfl.gov.uk/modes/emirates-air-line/
https://tfl.gov.uk/modes/london-overground/
https://tfl.gov.uk/modes/dlr/
https://tfl.gov.uk/info-for/boroughs/legible-london
https://tfl.gov.uk/modes/cycling/routes-and-maps/cycle-superhighways
https://tfl.gov.uk/modes/coaches/victoria-coach-station
https://www.visitlondon.com/things-to-do/place/401836-houses-of-parliament
https://www.visitlondon.com/things-to-do/sightseeing/london-attraction/big-ben
http://www.westminster-abbey.org/visit-us
https://www.the-shard.com/
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4.2 – WERFENWENG Study Visit (16-20 Oct 2017)
The 2nd Study Visit, dedicated to “Soft Mobility and Tourism: good practices of sustainability in an
Alpine territory”, was held in Werfenweng (Austria). Eco-sustainable tourism and mobility
experiences: in Salzburg’s surrounding areas, students tried different soft mobility experiences
thanks to the provision of a large fleet of electric vehicles (cars, bicycles, pedelecs, etc.), discussed
the SAMO Project with the local administration and attended the “Tourism Mobility Day”
Conference.
DAY1 - In the first day of the Study Visit, students were asked to test as “normal tourists” the offers
of the Werfenweng SAMO-Card (“SAMO” is the abbreviation for “Sanfte Mobilität” which means
Soft Mobility): service quality, how to get info about offers, degree of satisfaction with the
experiences offered, etc. The SAMO-Card idea is simple: buying the personal card for a small fee
(€10) and enjoying environmentally friendly transport solutions such as e-cars and all other evehicles in Werfenweng.
The SaMo Card - guests who stay at a SaMo-host and arrive either by train or drop their car keys at
the tourist office get the SaMo-Card for a small fee of €10 per Person.
The card allows them to a free use of a whole car pool, fun vehicles, shuttle to and from
Bischofshofen, local public taxi, guided walks and hikes, bus trips to Salzburg and other sights (in
summer) and plenty of other benefits.
The SaMO-card is financed through contributions of the SaMo-hosts
25% of the Werfenweng-guests arrive by train
Tourism business significantly benefits from the concept (massive increase in overnight stays)
(http://www.werfenweng.eu/SAMO/Card/).

Fig. 4.23 - Bernd Kiechl (tourism director of Werfenweng) and Giovanni Vassena (Alpine Pearls) explain the SaMo concept
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Further information on the SaMo project can be found in Chapter 3.
DAY2 - The second day scheduled a Visit of the Mobilito, the Mobility Agency
(http://www.mobilito.at), in the Railway Station of Bischofshofen (Austria) with an interview with
the Director Stephan Maurer.
Mobilito is the mobility management company of the regional association Pongau and its 25
municipalities; its main objective is to promote soft mobility without a private car, therefore:
 they provide customers with detailed information on schedules and timetables
 assist in finding the best connections to destination
 provide detailed information on barrier-free travel
 consult companies and tourism operators in terms of mobility
 develop attractive packages together with tourism or event operators
 the travel agency Urlaub vom Auto sells tickets and reservations for all kinds of trains in Europe
The visit was followed by the presentation of the SAMO Project in Werfenweng by the Director of
the Tourism Association Mr Bernd Kiechl: history, status quo and challenges for the future were the
themes discussed.
The students were asked to compare the offer in Werfenweng with card systems and mobility offers
of other regions and contexts (countryside/big towns) and to work together in order to elaborate
proposals and suggestions for further developments of the SAMO Project (GO GREEN: a sustainable
tourism concept).
Wir-SAMO project
‘Wir SaMo’ was initiated a few years ago to increase authenticity of the project by participating
locals and residents of Werfenweng and furthermore to promote the idea of soft mobility among
this group, so they can become multipliers of the idea –towards guests and other residents. In
particular:
 residents or locals who come to Werfenweng on a regular basis can book different soft mobility
packages (annual contracts)
 main objective of all packages is to reduce cars mileage by using the soft mobility services in
Werfenweng
 the packages target are families (e.g. to discourage taking children to school by car), commuters
(inbound, outbound and within the commune), teenagers (e.g. to use e-scooters instead of
mopeds), elderly people (to use the services for shopping and cultural trips)
 another objective is to convince families of getting rid of the 2nd car and/ or do without the car
once a week
 all packages include different vouchers for the soft mobility services, reduced rates for the use
of the e-car-sharing and plenty of other benefits (free use of the swimming lake in summer, coskiing tracks, trips, parties, etc..)
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Fig 4.24 - Visit at “Gut Wenghof Family Resort Werfenweng” to discuss SaMo

DAY3 - The goal of the third day was Working in Groups: interviews with tourists in Werfenweng
and with Marcus Klein, director of Gut Wenghof, discussing their impressions of the SAMO card
with an important local tourism promoter (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=To-I1u3t9nE).
 SaMo project made Werfenweng very visible/prominent as a touristic destination
 nevertheless, it is quite expensive for the hosts and there are still some accommodation
providers who are not willing to become a member (30% of beds) and promote the idea of SaMo
and soft mobility
 some of Werfenweng’s inhabitants do not know about SaMo (also not WirSaMo) because they
may think that it is not relevant to them (neither tourism nor SaMo) – generally because of lack
of information
 besides, some guests complain about the price of SaMo-card finding it too expensive and don´t
want to pay for each family member (it would be important for the promotion to underline the
high value of the received services – about €226 per person perholiday)
 the Tourism board needs to find a better way to advertise the services and advantages of SaMo
to improve promotional efforts
http://www.streetproject.eu/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/Presentation-Notes-Day-5Werfenweng.pdf
A nice guided trekking excursion in the region of Werfenweng represented a great experience for
students.
Werfenweng holds many opportunities for active and relaxing holidays with: e.g. cross-countryskiing, winter-hiking, skiing, sledging, paragliding, snowshoeing, horse-drawn sleigh rides and many
more winter activities (http://www.werfenweng.eu/EN/Winter/). In Summer guests enjoy excessive
hikes and bike tours in the Tennen mountains, paragliding, climbing, horse riding or swimming in
the lake (http://www.werfenweng.eu/EN/Summer/).
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Figg. 4.25-26 – Electric car and electric fun vehicles in Werfenweng

Furthermore,
Werfenweng
focuses
on
connoisseurs
(http://www.werfenweng.eu/EN/Gastro-Shopping/restaurants.php ).

of

regional

cuisine

A very special service in Werfenweng is ‘Genuss Pension’: guests who stay in B&Bs or holiday
apartments, which offer breakfast only, can book this half board option and choose from 9 different
local restaurants for their daily dinner (http://www.genusspension.at/ ).
DAY4 - The fourth day was dedicated to the Tourism Mobility Day Conference: keynote speeches
about the future of touristic mobility and information for tourism promoters and guests. Panels
with projects from the 7 alpine countries and discussions about:
 Touristic mobility of tomorrow
 Sustainable mobility in touristic municipalities
 Travelling by train through the Alps
 Guest cards make mobile
KEY QUESTIONS
 What are the entrepreneurial challenges for Alpine destinations?
 How do mobility offers contribute?
 What is missing for a sustainable, successful business model?
Challenges: volatile, uncertain, complex and ambiguous is ‘the new normal’, makes it very hard
to target and bind customers. For this reason:
 can soft mobility be used as a distinguishing feature? >> it`s an important topic but main
distinguishing feature for only 2%
 cross-border traffic is mainly operated by plane or individual transport-> public transport is a
niche – but soft mobility destinations cannot just run on domestic tourism (day-trippers)
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continuous innovations and investments are necessary to be competitive, at the same time
revenues are very small in the tourism industry

Potentials of public transport for tourism destinations are:
 ca. 28% of day-trippers use public transport
 ca. 50% of visitors travel to car-free destinations (e.g. Saas-Fee) by public transport
 automated driving vehicles hold potential for periphery areas because they can operate on
demand and without high labour cost
 car sharing is an option (not for the large groups though), but not the very best one because
there will still be traffic, pollution and a shortage of parking lots
A Sustainable Business model should:
 generate USP, assets (tangible and intangible) that are hard to imitate
 include a sustainable stakeholder management (include partners, locals and guest in the process
of defining a destinations vision and profile)
 create offers/packages “in-house”, so returns stay with the company
The presentation of the conference can be downloaded here. While the keynote speech can be
downloaded here (in German).

Fig. 4.27 – S.T.R.E.E.T. Students attended the Tourism Mobility Day Conference

CIPRA (SLO) Sustainable mobility in the Alps
CIPRA is an NGO, founded to protect and develop the Alps in sustainable ways such as:
 carrying capacity in protected (mountain) areas are normally lower than in other less fragile
ecosystems – at the same time do they hold a high economic potential > field of tension
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inhabitants, visitors, managers and suppliers generate traffic in protected areas, it needs to be
managed trough: infrastructure, mobility means, mobility need and objects which generate
traffic demands (e.g. visitor centres)
using large events to promote soft mobility through good organisation, communication,
awareness and education
teaching soft mobility at schools (develop concepts with locals, parents, teachers and kids)

The presentation can be downloaded here.
BEST and GOOD PRACTICE examples
Werfenweng (AT), SaMo Card – already described
Braunwald (CH), car-free mobility
 2-hour by train from Zürich, cableway takes visitors to the city
 A car-free family oasis where children play, parents recharge their batteries and grandparents
can be inspired
 3 Modules to realise the mobility system: A. Exploitation of the first and last kilometre ->
incentives to use public transport, B. Relocation of the mountain station of the cable car ->
guarantee and improve access to the skiing area C. Braunwald mobility system -> based on
politics, technology, organisation and marketing with the goal to reduce polluting emissions
Adamello Brenta Nature Park (IT)
 Geopark as USP, Val Genova shuttle bus (17km, €1 each leg) or wheeled train (€3 each leg),
Malga Ritort wheeled train (foc),” Panorama Tour” mobility network (€2 each leg or €7 daily
pass)
 funded through fees payed by municipalities, tourist offices and visitors
Rail Away (CH)
 subsidiary company of SBB, with the vision to inspire with leisure ideas, thereby promoting the
use of public transport
 largest network of service and cooperation partners (ca. 700) with the intention to combine
public transport and tourism products to inspire leisure ideas -> thereby help service partners
to win new customers + offer support in marketing and advertising platforms
 support cooperation partners in customer loyalty programmes
 market segmentation is the key, not only to understand customers’ demand and behaviour, but
also to be more efficient in the use of resources and synergies
Fahrtziel Natur (CH/DE)
 local steering groups working on the aim of shifting touristic traffic within environmentally
sensitive areas from private vehicles towards public transport
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DE - founded in 2001 by Deutsche Bahn and 3 environmental associations: BUND, NABU, VCD
CH - founded in 2016 with the goal of promoting the discovery of Swiss parks by public transport
aims to expand to the entire CH by 2020 (so far only in Grisons)
22 areas (NP, biosphere reserves and natural preserves) in DACH

Rail Tours Touristik (AT)
 “ÖBB Kombitickets” combine rail travels with touristic services (mainly day trips)
 targets local population and tourists at the same time
Luggage Transport Scuol Samnaun Val Münstair (CH)
 goal: to secure luggage transportation on «the last mile» - to the very last destination an back,
so travellers do not worry about travelling by train with plenty of luggage
 understand tourism as a “tour” -> comprehensive engagement: 1. comfortable arrival 2. improve
regional schedule 3. cross border public transportation network 4. enhance packages and offers
5. international offers and visions
 target group: mainly Swiss guests (50% to 90%), 1400 pieces per year, plus of 4.2 arrivals using
public transportation
Guest Card Bohinj (SLO)
 rich cultural and natural heritage need protection from traffic, chaos at many parking lots
 2002 first implementation of guest card, 2015 guest card becomes MOBILITY guest card, 2016
introduction of Winter MOBILITY guest card
 card is issued for 3, 5 or 10 days, can be used within Bohinj but also to reach Radovljica, Kranj,
Ljubljana, Postojna, etc.
 from 2017 only available for guests of Turizem Bohinj partners (135 out of 230), funded through
partners (79%)
 it includes: free public transport, free parking, free admissions, discounts, family offers...
 areas: 1. main area of Triglav NP does not allow any entry of vehicles with internal combustion
engines -> free of private cars, 2. soft mobility is stimulated within the entire area of Bohinj ->
traffic is calmed, intelligent transport systems are implemented, 3. Transit traffic is eliminated
from surrounding cities and areas
Gästekarte Tourismusregion Berchtesgaden-Königssee (DE)
 free guest card for all overnight guests
 free public transport in the whole region with the guest card (train, bus, on-demand bus)
Liechtenstein Museum & Adventure Pass
 target group: day trippers, overnight guests, locals
 connects ca. 30 sights by public transport
 1, 2 or 3 days pass
South Tyrol Mobilcard (IT)
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public transport and museums in one ticket
ca. 1.4 million museum visitors (25% locals) -> huge potential for use of public transport
>100% increase of entrances in museums
from sale to integration for overnight guests (benefit for guest and partners – no long sales talk
needed, high added value, instrument to monitor guest flows and identify potentials) -> needs
a very good IT system

Presentations of Panel 1, Panel 2 and Panel 3 are available for download.
SwitzerlandMobility (CH)
 “Veloland Schweiz” was founded 1993, since the integration of hiking division (1999)
SchweizMobil
 Its goal is to develop and improve the national network for human-powered mobility (e.g.
walking, hiking. biking, skating, kayaking, etc.) – all from a single source ->synergies can be used
 clients are various federal offices, the cantons, the Principality of Liechtenstein as well as
numerous organizations from transport, sport and tourism
 physical network addresses tourists and locals mutually, most users of the platform are Swiss
(number of users shows continuous growth)
 role model for other countries, e.g.’ KoreaMobility’
http://www.streetproject.eu/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/4TMT_Impulsreferat_SchweizMobil.pdf
“Tirol on Track” mobility coaching (AT)
 objectives: increase rail travellers by 10% by 2020, expand last mile solutions, promote on site
mobility and extend mobility systems with guest cards, internal and external marketing and
information (therefore create a strong network for consulting and cooperation)
 mobility coaching project for tourist boards and hotels – educate mobility coaches within
destinations (work with accommodation advisory service)
http://www.streetproject.eu/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/5TMT_Impulsreferat_Mobilitaetscoach.pdf
Interviews during the tourism mobility day conference
Marianna Elmi, Deputy Secretary of Alpine Convention
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fAMbyOXzxkY)
Philosophy/ concept: the mobility in the Alps should be sustainable in ecological, economic and
socio-economic matters
 more than 80% of the tourists travelling to, in or through the Alps use their own private car
 transnational co-operations are very important: cross-border tariffs, information on timetables,
policies...
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planning mobility services in a way tourists and inhabitants can use it, means of transport and
timetables need to be attractive for both groups – problem is that target groups are often very
different > can be a risk or a chance

Klemen Langus, Director of the touristic centre in Bohinj (SLO)
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RtExRM_kzts)
 Bohinj tries to persuade people of buying the card with free public transport and plenty of
reduced entrances fees, benefits
 need to calm the traffic (day visitors and overnight guests), especially to the lake
 future objective is to extend the card to a bigger geographical area, e.g. to Bled and other villages
in the Julian Alps – the first challenge is to encourage development of public transport in
different valleys
Franz Rasp, Mayor of Berchtesgaden-Königssee (DE)
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jxRVtSotsJ4&t=94s)
 guest card is a mobility tool, included from the first overnight on for all guests
 it can be used for all schedules public busses and park&ride parking lots, some discounts are
included
 funded through visitors’ tax
 in the future mobility guarantee will not be a USP because guests will expect it from every
destination
Uwe Penker, tourism board of Mallnitz (AT)
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HN8mXG_LecM)
 big advantage: long distance train station in Mallnitz
 free shuttle bus from station to hotel or apartment for all guests, free use of e-bikes and hiking
shuttle, program of NP Hohe Tauern
 number of guests arriving by train increases constantly
 project to use synergies between transport for locals and guests, because so far they are funded
and operated separately
Lino Anziutti, Mayor of Forni di Sopra (IT) (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1_PWthpkdA&t=217s)
 key factor for success in soft mobility concepts is a good connection to public transport – in the
case of Forni di Sopra the next train station is ca. 50 kms away
 good connection to main roads is essential as well
 main problem in Forni di Sopra is to bring people to the destination, soft mobility on spot is
available and easy
 big problem is that more and more inhabitants leave small, remote alpine villages –> no one to
service the guest because the infrastructure (mobility, internet, ...) is not sufficient
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At the end of the day 4, in front of a very good beer, students ended the evening with a networking
experience exchange with another study visit from GPS Tourism Interreg Project from Spain and
France.
 The Pyrenees is a territory with abundant cultural and natural assets and a significant tourism
potential. For many years, the development of infrastructures and services promoting
sustainable mobility in tourism has been important, further giving an answer to local population
needs. This development is in line with a growing trend towards a tourism profile that aspires
for a sustainable and healthy life style. However, the consolidation of these products in that
territory is still weak, given its limited dimension and international visibility, and because of a
business sector without support mechanisms to adapt to those market conditions
 GPS Tourism tackles this cross-border challenge fostering economic and tourism revitalisation
of the Pyrenees through public and private cooperation, relying on soft mobility as a tourism
offer differentiation strategy and a sustainable tourism model proposition
 The project seeks to improve the territorial tourism connectivity, to increase its international
visibility through a common label, to adjust public and private equipment and enterprises to a
sustainable mobility strategy, getting inspiration from best European practices, to create new
tourism products and to create cross-border management structures. The increase of visitors
and the de-seasonalisation will have a clear impact in the local economy and in the creation of
jobs in the micro-SMEs of the sector.
DAY5 - The last day of the Study Visit students presented in the Werfenweng municipality their
proposals for the development of mobility offers in touristic areas with Bernd Kiechl (Director of
the Tourism Association)
 The role of IT - Although some people prefer personal contact with the information office, they
stated that an online platform (e.g. smartphone application) could be helpful for bookings and
skipping the queues. Therefore, we believe that an app that would be complementary to the
information office (which would only be designed to provide particular information) could add
value to the overall experience whilst making SAMO more efficient (real time information about
fleet availability, carbon savings -> help create sustainable behaviours, etc.)
 Awareness - Hosts must engage more in communicating SAMO (we noticed that many hotels
do not state they are SAMO hosts -> Guests should already know about SAMO at the time they
are in Werfenweng
 Create Sustainable behaviours - people should know what soft mobility is so that they can
become more conscious of their actions. Measuring their carbon footprint and emissions saved
during their stay in Werfenweng should be incorporated
The Study Visit ended with a last trip to Salzburg.
The public bus system in Salzburg provides an attractive stress-free way of getting around the city
throughout the year. The trolley bus (Obus) system, which has been in place since 1940, allows
riders to access almost every corner of Salzburg, all from the comfort of a quiet, modern, and
environmentally responsible vehicle. The ways to and from Salzburg airport and the train station
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are covered. Riders can purchase single trip tickets, 24h-tickets or the ‘Salzburg-Card’ with free,
unlimited use of public transport and free access to museums, among many other benefits.
Getting to Salzburg is comparably convenient with Salzburg being a train station with international
and domestic train arrivals with high frequency.

Fig. 4.28 - The Study Visit group in front of the Werfenweng tourism office

Useful links
 The WERFENWENG Study Visit Programme: http://www.streetproject.eu/?page_id=451
 #LearnedInWerfenweng: http://www.streetproject.eu/?page_id=750
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4.3 – Bled Study Visit (06-10 Nov 2017)
The 3rd Study Visit was about “Reducing environmental impacts in a touristic town: from mobility
policies to mobility solutions”. Students had the opportunity to get to know Bled (guided tour to
castle, island, regional visitor centre Triglavska roža Bled). They were educated about the
Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan of Bled and introduced by Vision of development of Bled. The third
day was dedicated to the excursion to Ljubljana, where they could see how the European Green
Capital 2016 works. The fourth day students enjoyed in Bohinj and Pokljuka, in the heart of
Slovenia’s biggest protected area, Triglav national park. On the fifth day, when students have plenty
of information about Bled and its wider area, they presented their suggestions to improve tourism
and traffic situation in Bled.
4.3.1 – The Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan (SUMP) in Bled
The Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan is a strategic plan designed to satisfy the mobility needs of
people and businesses in cities and their surroundings for a better quality of life. It builds on existing
planning practices and takes due consideration of integration, participation, and evaluation
principles. In practice this means:
 accessibility and quality of life
 focus on people instead on traffic
 transparent decision-making that includes the public

Fig. 4.29 - Sustainable urban mobility plan for Bled, the main strategy for improving public spaces regarding traffic and transport.

In March 2017 also Sustainable urban mobility plan for Bled has been adopted. This document,
which is a result of one-year process pursued Guidelines of the Ministry of Infrastructure, involves
traffic analysis, public involvement, challenges, opportunities, vision, goals and action plan for five
pillars:
 sustainable planning and awareness
 walking
 cycling
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public transport
motor vehicle traffic

In the action plan of SUMP for Bled one of the most important goal is to construct Southern and
Northern bypass road in order to minimise the traffic in the centre of Bled and placing new parking
places among bypass roads. Many actions are already ongoing.
In September 2017 the bike-sharing system “Bled. Green Ways” was introduced to the citizens of
Bled. At the moment the system has 4 stations (two in Bled and two in the nearby villages) with 40
lockers and 24 bicycles (8 of them are electric). The system is currently free for all citizens of Bled
and people who owns “Bled card”. This is a card which is used for parking in the municipality and
using public toilets. Also tourists can cycle by those bicycled. They need to register at the visitor
centre Triglavska roža Bled.

Fig. 4.30 - The newest procurement is bike-sharing system called "Bled. Green Ways"

The Municipality of Bled is also in the process of purchasing 10 charges for electric vehicles.
Besides, the Lake Promenade has been closed to traffic. Nearly 50 parking slots has been cancelled.
The place is in the process of projecting. Once one of the biggest parking places is now meant for
people and places, events and culture, …
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Fig. 4.31 - Bled Lake promenade will soon get a new look. It will become a place nicer for people

4.3.2 – The Ljubljana Traffic System
Ljubljana is the capital of Slovenia and has more than 280 000 inhabitants. It is a regional city, its
conurbation counts around 650 000 inhabitants (Slovenia has 2 million people) and produces 36%
of GNP. The city is located in the middle of national and the state territory, on the gateway which
has been the most convenient natural passage between Adriatic and CEU. The city region benefits
location on the intersection of two main PAN-European transportation corridors: London - MunichIstanbul, Kiev- Vienna – Barcelona.
Every day 150 000 car commuters drives to Ljubljana. Personal car usage increased by 60% in the
last 20 years.

Fig. 4.32 – Ljubljana was the European Green Capital in 2016

The Ljubljana Urban region is overburdened with traffic - The entire Ljubljana Urban region is easily
accessible by individual cars; however, this is not the case when talking about public transport.
Moreover, even commuting by car is getting to be more and more difficult due to increase in transit
freight transport. Besides, approximately 150 000 commuters go to Ljubljana every day worsening
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the overall environmental condition of the city. The improvement of the public transport system is
therefore the most important task of the future urban development. A more cooperative
collaboration of municipalities and the state is essential to tackle transportation problems.
The use of public means of transport is decreasing – The use of public means of transport has been
decreasing since 1986. At that time the inhabitants of the Ljubljana Urban Region regularly made
use of public transportation by making 350 000 trips daily. Then the number of these trips quickly
decreased. A fast increase in the number of vehicles is on the increase, the road network capacity
remains the same. Therefore, the Ljubljana Urban Region is strongly behind in one very important
indicator of regional development: the quality of public passenger transport services.
The sustainable mobility approaches are as follows:
 The city transport policy ought to promote walking and cycling in combination with different
types of public transport
 It is high time for transport engineers to start regulating the development of the city by giving
priority to pedestrians and cyclists over cars
 There is a direct link between the quality of public life in the city and areas closed to moving and
stationary motor vehicle traffic
 Walking is the only truly natural mode of movement in the city, furthermore it promotes urban
living in public spaces
 Road network expansions further increase and attract inbound motor vehicle traffic in the city
 An efficient and comfortable public transport should replace rather than merely complement
car journeys
 Only if freight trans-shipment and delivery are differently organised, the number and duration
of delivery and cargo vehicle journeys within the city could be reduced

Fig. 4.33 - The main strategic goal of SUMP 2012 is to balance modal split in 33% of all means shares to 2020. That means
increasing share of walking by 20%, cycling by 40%, public transport by 50% and decreasing share of driving cars by 20 %
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The Municipality of Ljubljana has adopted municipal guidelines for traffic planning. They are
removing cars from riverbanks and giving space to trees and people. Many central streets have been
closed to traffic. Squares and streets (Prešernov trg, Kongresni trg, Slovenska ulica, …) are dedicated
to pedestrians and cyclists. In those areas only, free public transport on demand is driving (for old
people, people with luggage, …). Also shared space is established in many places.
Ljubljana is improving cycling infrastructure, creating new thematic cycling paths and making small
re-arrangements in terms of floor indications. To make cycling more popular, cyclists counters have
been set up on the main cycling routes. Also public transport is evolving – city and intercity lines are
extending, on demand minibuses round-trip service are available for people, the “City Card” was
introduced as a modern electronic payment system that allows 90 minutes’ free travel from the
time of payment for the first journey, 50 buses on methan were bought in 2016, separate yellow
lines for buses reducing delays during peak commute hours on arterials, 3 parking payment zones
restrictions were established (the closer you get to the city canter, the more expensive it gets), park
and ride…

Fig. 4.34 - Cable-lift to the castle hill
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Fig. 4.35 - Kongresni trg

Fig. 4.36 - Čopova ulica

Squares and river banks re-arrangements = a joint venture project of the city of Ljubljana and the
city’s public companies
 Communal infrastructure investments and pedestrianisation of public spaces activate the
economic and social regeneration of the historic town centre
 Renewal of historic pavements and street furniture reinforces the spirit of place
 Renewal of avenues and parks meet new needs of the people
 Limited or eliminated motor traffic makes public spaces more attractive, comfortable and safer
 New arrangement of reconquered public domain extends the continuous pedestrian area
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New public green spaces improve the climate and environmental conditions within the old city
New arranged public spaces attract new visitors and new residents into city centre
New arranged public spaces extend the use and stimulate the outdoor city life on the streets
and squares
New footbridges enlarge the network of footpaths and cycle lanes
Renovation of river banks extends the public space and improve access to the water element
Flexible public transport on demand within car-free pedestrian areas provides good access to all
people

By all those measures slowly improves air quality and positive trends in modal split are already seen.
4.3.3 – Sustainable Mobility in the Alps
In Slovenia and other alpine countries, we have some autonomous non-governmental, non-profit
organisations, whose goal is protection and sustainable development of the Alps since 1952. This
organization is called CIPRA. Their goals are written in Alpine Convention. Slovene CIPRA is taking
care from macro to micro level – from mobility planning in protected areas, mobility planning at
mass (sport) events to school neighbourhood as a pillar for sustainable (urban and rural) mobility.

Fig. 4.37 – S.T.R.E.E.T. Students at the presentation of Sustainable Mobility in the Alps

Mobility planning in protected areas - Protected areas have exclusive natural, cultural, landscape
heritage and often have symbolic value. Problems which are facing Alpine valleys and protected
areas are overcrowding tourism, depopulation, quality of life, air quality, noise, etc. Related to
pollution in ecology we are dealing with a term “carrying capacity” of a given area, which means the
maximum number of species (humans, plants, animals) in an area that can be smoothly evolve
(grow) and the supply of available natural resources, not to cause pollution of the environment, to
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the extent that it reduces the carrier the ability of the environment in the future (Hardin, 1977).
Carrying capacities in protected (mountain) areas are normally lower than in other less fragile
ecosystems. To minimise the impacts on nature it is very important to plan.
Traffic is generated by local inhabitants, visitors, managers and suppliers. Their mobility is managed
by infrastructure, mobility means, mobility needs, object and events which generate traffic
demands.
How do we retain visitors in the areas while managing traffic pressures?
1. Define carrying capacities of the area – where are the limits (safety, number of parking spaces)
… and possibilities for sustainable mobility – public transport, cycle infrastructure, walkability
2. Suitable distribution of activities, services, objects in protected areas (role of spatial planning)
3. Legislation should regulate traffic in protected areas
4. Road status – ownership, management, regulatory powers, duties
5. Define areas where you have specific goals in traffic management (zoning)
6. Seasonal traffic limitation – for example parking prohibition in July and August
7. Alternatives – public transport, cycling, walking
8. Informing, rising awareness, promoting sustainable mobility
9. Thinking and reacting in advance
10. To make compromises with all stakeholders
All the measures should be harmonized with local inhabitants, otherwise possibilities for success
are reduced. In highly protected areas measures are stricter, with a goal of traffic pressure
limitation.
Mobility planning and mass sport events – From the logistic and organisational point of view mass
events are extraordinary situations. Logistic challenges are connected with a high number of visitors
in a short period of time, with the use of infrastructure which was not build for such a demand.
Some negative impacts can be avoided by well-organised public transport service, changing of traffic
regimes, increased number of parking spaces, awareness, promotion, informing, … Successful
business model and sustainable mobility are key factors for good organization mass events.
Sustainable events are events based on:
 preventing climate changes
 protecting nature and conservation biodiversity
 saving energy and water
 using of renewable source of energy
 respecting animals and their habitat
 welfare of the local community
 health and safety
 respecting of workers’ rights and encouraging of education
 protecting of natural and cultural heritage
 development of sustainable production and consumption
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An example of mass event in Slovenian Alps are World Cup ski jumps in Planica, valley located near
Kranjska Gora on the North-West of Slovenia. The Event has a 60-year old history, so organisers
have plenty of experience. In only four days between 40 and 110 thousand people visit Planica. In
the last 6 years sustainable organisation has been their goal. The organisers cooperate with nongovernmental organization Umanotera. They tried to minimise the effects of mass events through
the project “Čista zmaga” (in English: “Clean victory”).
In the framework of the project a guide for the organisation of sustainable sports events was
prepared, some criteria for sustainable sporting events as a tool has been evolved, proposals of
possible measures were presented, guidelines for the use of the organisers were written, overview
of good practices were introduced, some analysis were done, … Organisers of ski jumps in Planica
promote going to the venue by train (cooperation with Slovenian railways), tourist buses, local
buses. They also promote car sharing and walks from accommodation facilities in nearby villages.
For visitors public transport free or discounted tickets are available. Also advertising via social media
has a great impact on minimising consequences of organising such a massive event.

Fig. 4.38- Promotional material for visitors of Planica ski jumps has well marked parking places, bus stations and walking path from
nearby villages.

Sustainable mobility in the school - Nevertheless, the most important factor to promote soft
mobility is to start with children. Making their regular everyday trips by foot or by bicycle is a nice
example also for parents and others.
In the last decades we are dealing with the “sitting generation”. Pupils are coming to school by car
or by bus, fewer people are coming by foot or by bike. More and more children are getting fat. In
the past the way to school was a place to walk, learn, play, hanging around with schoolmates,
neighbours, …
In Slovenia some organisations that are working in the field of sustainability and soft mobility are
trying to make popular cycling and walking to school by several actions, such as Pešbus (walking
bus, pedibus) and Bicivlak (Bicycle-train). This means that schools are encouraged to promote soft
ways of arriving to school and local communities are involved too.
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Some meeting points are established in which pupils and some escorts from local community are
gather together. From every destination there is a timetable, when the pešbus or bicivlak will start
to the school. Pupils are accompanied with elderly volunteers to get to school.

Fig. 4.39 - An example of meeting point with hour. Pešbus

4.3.4 – Students’ Feedbacks after the Bled Study Visit
During the Bled Study Visit students were given a special assignment. They were provoked to
observe Bled and neighbourhood and to propose some changes to make Bled nicer to the tourists
and locals. Students were divided into three groups, which discussed about three different topics.
Their results are shown on the posters.
Some of the activities that could be held in Bled and were also presented to the local authority are:
 to establish apps for timetables of public transport,
 to add some information how to reach Bled from certain destination in sustainable way on the
Municipality website (http://www.e-bled.si/) on a certain day (finding the most optimal way of
using public transport)
 putting signs for routes in Bled (beside direction there should be also walking distance time
information (in minutes))
 branding of Bled under well known “Alpine Pearls”,
 to establish green vehicle park with e-vehicles like in Werfenweng,
 promotion of “Zero waste” destination among tourists,
 to set up water pipes along most popular walking paths (since Bled has drinkable water and to
avoid pollution with plastic bottles),
 to promote less known spaces in the neighbourhood to spread tourists,
 creating of new tourist packages,
 timetables on the bus and railway stations should be translated at least in English,
 to educate drivers also to speak at least English,
 to become nicer to the tourists in a way that also on buses people would know in which station
they are (for example: “Next station Bled Union”).
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Fig. 4.40 – Output of Study Group 1

Fig. 4.41 – Output of Study Group 2
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Fig. 4.42 – Output of Study Group 3

Fig. 4.43 – The S.T.R.E.E.T. Students in front of Higher Vocational College for Hospitality and Tourism in Bled

Useful links
 The BLED Study Visit Programme: http://www.streetproject.eu/?page_id=453
 #LearnedInBled: http://www.streetproject.eu/?page_id=752
 http://www.streetproject.eu/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/171108_TM-v-Alpah_STREETprojekt_low.pdf
 http://www.streetproject.eu/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/20171107-BLEDSUMP_low.pdf
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http://www.streetproject.eu/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/Ljubljana-TRAFIC-SYSTEM2016_low.pdf
SUMPs videos
o https://youtu.be/-D_v2q3u6so
o https://youtu.be/33qD6YR1esY
o https://youtu.be/abi-xS79eWo
Links to presentations:
o Katja Miklič: Sustainable urban mobility plan Bled
o mag. Polona Filipič: Ljubljana traffic system
o Špela Berlot: Sustainable mobility in the Alps
Info Sources for Sustainable Mobility in the Alps:
o Trajnostna mobilnost v praksi, 2016:
http://ipop.si/wp/wpcontent/uploads/2016/10/Trajnostna-mobilnost-v-praksi.pdf
o Trajnostna mobilnost v šoli, 2017. URL: www.aktivnovsolo.si
o Bohinj za trajnostni turizem/promet. Turizem Bohinj:
http://www.tnp.si/images/uploads/Turizem_Bohinj_trajnostni_promet.pdf
o CIPRA Slovenija, Mlekuž Consulting, 2009. Umirjanje prometa v Julijskih Alpah.
o Guzelj, T., Zagonec, K., 2010: Študija možnosti zapor v Triglavskem narodnem parku.
Ljubljana.
o Ogrin, M., 2011: Je trajnosten razvoj zavarovanih območij mogoč brez trajnostne
mobilnosti?. Razvoj zavarovanih območij v Sloveniji. Ljubljana.
o Ogrin, M., 2016. Promet v zavarovanih območjih. Predavanje.
o Planica Ski cup, 2017. URL: http://www.planica.si/en
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4.4 – TURIN Study Visit (19-23 Mar 2018)
The 4th and last Study Visit, dedicated to “Turin and Piedmont on the move, between tradition and
innovation”, was held in Turin (Italy) where the students compared multidisciplinary topics related
to sustainable mobility and tourism, condensing the experiences already carried out in previous
study visits. Some crucial questions were asked such as:
 What are the most recent transport policies promoted to support Turin as a touristic and
sustainable city?
 How to strengthen the territorial competitiveness through the major infrastructures and the
networking of the most marginal territories?
 What are the tools that an expert in sustainable mobility and tourism should know to work on
urban and territorial mobility?
 What are the main bottlenecks to setting up an efficient start-up dedicated to sustainable
tourism?
DAY 1 – The week started in the morning with a visit to “Turismo Torino e Provincia” the Agency in
charge of promoting Turin and its province as a destination for leisure tourism, sports, nature,
culture, individual and group travels (Fig. 4.44).
Daniela Broglio briefly presented some data about the state of art of tourism in Piedmont: actually,
the tourism sector is equivalent to about 50,000 jobs and 7% of Piedmont GDP. The activities
promoted by the agency are:
 hospitality service and tourists welcome;
 promoting destinations;
 submitting bids to host congresses;
 monitoring performance of tourism;
 supporting municipalities in international projects.

Fig. 4.44 – The students in the meeting with the “Turismo Torino e Provincia” Agency

After the speech about the agency, our students Matteo Circio and Maria Paola Ritrovato presented
two keynotes.
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Matteo gave a short presentation about the “Walking in the Clouds”, an interesting project whose
aim is to regulate the private car traffic to reach the heights of Nivolet Hill (Gran Paradiso National
Park) during summertime and encourage walking, cycling or using a shuttle bus service.
Maria Paola presented a short overview about two services in Piedmont: SFM (Servizio Ferroviario
Metropolitano/Metropolitan Rail Service), the local transport network and BIP (Biglietto Integrato
Piemonte/Piedmont Integrated Ticket), a contactless smart card able to host several tickets of the
local public transport services.
Leo Rieser (Slow Food deputy for Piedmont and Aosta Valley) presented the experience of “Terra
Madre – Salone del Gusto #foodforchange”, a project conceived by the Slow Food organisation as a
result of its growth and development and its belief that “eating is an agricultural act and producing
is a gastronomic act” in a sustainable way.
Finally, Alberto Sacco (Councillor for Tourism and Commerce – City of Turin) gave the vision and
strategies of the City of Turin for a sustainable tourism development.
In the afternoon participants found out how a major infrastructure can be intermodal, sustainable
and connected with local projects, by visiting TELT (Tunnel Euralpin Lyon-Turin) with Luigi
Pinchiaroglio (Fig. 4.45) and Giulia Avataneo, the public promoters of the new high-capacity railway
link between Lyon (France) and Turin (NW-Italy). With its 57.5-km length the Mont Cenis base tunnel
is the main project of the whole Mediterranean Corridor. It is highly strategic because it is corridor
that will connect South-West Europe with Central and Eastern European Countries.

Fig. 4.45 – Presentations at TELT – Tunnel Euralpin Lyon Turin, the public promoter of the Turin-Lyon High-Speed railway

Day 2 – The second day started with an e-bike trip in Novello, a nice little town of the Langhe, near
Turin, located between Bra (the home of Slow Food), Cherasco (the home of snails and amazing
chocolate) and the Maritime Alps. During the trip, Massimo Infunti (mobility manager and expert in
sustainable transport) presented through a role-game play BikeSquare, an innovative start-up
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company with a social vocation for e-bike renting and sustainable tourism development in the
Langhe (Fig. 4.46 and 4.47).
The main questions of the day dealt with how to replace car ownership with e-bikes for short
touristic trips and what main skills are needed and what bottlenecks prevent from setting up an
efficient start-up dedicated to sustainable tourism.

Fig. 4.46 - Presentation of the “Bikesquare” e-bike project, bike rental and cycling along Langhe
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Fig. 4.47 - Lesson on Mobility Management by Massimo Infunti.

Day 3 – The third day started with a visit to the wonderful village of Chamois (only 96 inhabitants!)
at the foot of Mount Cervino (Fig. 4.48). When one plans a trip, they have two options to reach to
this Alpine Pearl: by cable car or on foot. Chamois is the only totally car-free municipality in Italy. In
the afternoon, a beautiful excursion took place to reach La Magdeleine, another wonderful Alpine
Pearl.

Fig. 4.48 - Visit to Chamois, one of the Alpine Pearls

Day 4 – A special tour with Ing. Alberto Forchino at GTT SIS, the Turin Public Transport Control Room
(Fig. 4.49). The GTT SIS (Sistema Informativo di Servizio Gruppo Torinese Trasporti) operational
centre is the “brain” that coordinates the entire surface transport network. All the bus and tram
services managed by GTT are assigned to control room operators whose purpose is to ensure the
regularity of the service and manage all potential emergencies.
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Fig. 4.49 - Visit to GTT SIS (Sistema Informativo di Servizio Gruppo Torinese Trasporti) central offices.

In the afternoon there was a visit to 5T, the Mobility Management Centre of the City of Turin 5T is
a company focused on Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) solutions, aiming to improve individual
and collective mobility and to provide innovative services for mobility. Francesca Marinetto showed
5T main activities (Fig. 4.50): traffic monitoring, traffic lights control, data analytics, enforcement
systems, traffic and park VMS display panels and the “Muoversi a Torino” and “Muoversi in
Piemonte” projects, two websites about info-mobility in Turin and Piedmont with information
bulletins via radio and specific journey planner. Finally, with Francesca Sabatelli and Marco Bono,
students experienced real-time traffic management in the city.

Fig. 4.50 - Visit to 5T, Mobility Management Centre of the City of Turin
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Day 5 – The last day was spent at ENGIM’s premises. It was the time to kick off the “World Café”
(Fig. 4.51), an interactive open space where students could debrief about the Study Visits and create
their own ideal project about sustainable tourism and mobility asking questions such as: “Which are
the strong elements of today’s offer and demand for sustainable mobility and tourism? Which are
the weaknesses?”.

Fig. 4.51 - Final workshop on soft mobility solutions with the World Café methodology

Finally, during the World Café some experts were invited, in turn, to tell their experiences as
administrators and representatives of institutions and associations on the theme of sustainable
mobility and tourism:
 Giannicola Marengo (Transport Sector Manager of Turin City Metropolitan Area) presented
the current situation and latest policies for traffic and transport in Turin.
 Federico Vozza (vice president of NGO “Legambiente Piemonte Valle d’Aosta”) showed the
“Mal’Aria. Pollution in Italian Cities” research: “Change your engine but first change your
habits!” was the message (Fig. 4.52).
 Andrea Scagni (professor of Statistics, University of Turin) presented the results of a survey
about the “home to school” and “home to work” trips carried out by its Green Office’s
sustainable mobility working group (Fig. 4.53).
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Giuseppe Estivo (Department for Transport, Turin Municipality) presented the city’s policies
about sustainable mobility planning in Turin (Fig. 4.54).
Massimo Tocci, president of the FIAB Turin (Italian Association of Bicycle Friends) and of the
“Bici e Dintorni” Association, showed some solutions for improving cycling mobility in the
future city (Fig. 4.55).

Fig. 4.52 – Selected slides from Federico Vozza contribution: “Mal’Aria. Pollution in Italian Cities” research

Fig. 4.53 – Slides from Andrea Scagni contribution: “UniTo-Go. All round mobility initiative for a smarter, cleaner university”
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Fig. 4.54 – Slides from Giuseppe Estivo contribution: “City of Torino”

Fig. 4.55 – Slides from Massimo Tocci contribution: “Cycling Mobility: a mindful choice for everyone”

Links and references
 The TURIN Study Visit programme: http://www.streetproject.eu/?page_id=455
 #LearnedInTurin: http://www.streetproject.eu/?page_id=754
 TurismoTorino - https://www.turismotorino.org/en
 Nivolet Hill (Italian only) - http://www.turismoceresolereale.it/it/schedadettaglio?id=38155
 Gran Paradiso National Park - http://www.pngp.it/en
 Slow Food Piemonte (Italian only) - http://slowfoodpiemonte.com/
 BIP-Biglietto Integrato Piemonte (Italian only) - https://bip.piemonte.it/
 TELT - http://www.telt-sas.com/en/home-en/
 The Langhe - http://www.italia.it/en/travel-ideas/unesco-world-heritage-sites/langhe-roeroand-monferrato.html
 Bikesquare - https://ebike.bikesquare.eu/en/langhe/towards-barolo-ebike
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Town of Chamois - http://www.lovevda.it/en/database/3/tourist-resorts/aostavalley/chamois/375
Town of La Magdeleine - http://www.lovevda.it/en/database/3/tourist-resorts/aosta-valley/lamagdeleine/398
GTT - http://www.gtt.to.it/cms/en/
5T - http://www.5t.torino.it/en/
Legambiente Piemonte Valle d’Aosta (In Italian) - http://www.legambientepiemonte.it/
FIAB (in Italian)- http://www.fiab-onlus.it/bici/

4.5 – The Study Visits follow-up
Each study visit was followed by an evaluation test to check students’ lessons learnt. There were
prepared 10 questions for each test and it was considered as successfully completed if the score
reached at least 70/100. Each test could be performed for maximum 2 times by every student and
the highest score obtained was recorded.
Once successfully completed all tests concerning each study visit attended, students were awarded
the final certificate of Expert in Sustainable Mobility and Tourism.
Some students were then selected to report the experience acquired during the entire project and,
in particular, during the Study Visits at the Turin and London Multiplier Events (see paragraph A1.4).
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5 – DEVELOPMENT OF ENTREPRENEURIAL ATTITUDE AND KNOWLEDGE: A
HORIZONTAL SKILL
5.1 - Communication abilities, marketing skills, social networks
Nowadays knowing how to communicate is one of the most important skills. It is necessary to be
able to speak appropriately with a great variety of people, but also to listen to our interlocutors
effectively. In fact, communication allows us to interact with other people and transfer information.
Without it we would not otherwise be able to share knowledge or experience. Communication can
take place through various forms: “verbal” (using the voice); “written” (through books, newspapers,
e-mails, websites, social media, ...); “visual” (using logos, maps, graphs, infographic, …); “paraverbal” (through body language, gesture, tone and volume of voice) (De Vito, 2017).
5.1.1 - What is communication?
What is communication then? Wikipedia (2018) defines communication as:
“What allows us to interact with other people; without it, we would be unable to share knowledge
or experiences with anything outside of ourselves. Common forms of communication include
speaking, writing, gestures, touch and broadcasting”.
We can summarise it in these key points:
 It is the normal process of contact between two or more people
 It is bidirectional (dialogue), not unidirectional (monologue)
 It can be an intentional process or not
 It can implicate conventional signs or not
 It can take on linguistic forms or not
 It involves non-verbal (gestures, look, ...) and para-verbal language (tone of voice, rhythm,
pauses, ...).

COMMUNICATION

A study conducted by prof. A. Mehrabian (“Non-verbal communication”, 1981) has shown that what
is perceived in a vocal message can be divided as shown in Fig 5.1

55% NON-VERBAL
38% PARA-VERBAL

7% VERBAL

Fig. 5.1 - Mehrabian’s scheme about non-verbal communication (Source: authors’ reworking)
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So, when we communicate with one or more interlocutors, what is our gesture? Do we respect
physical spaces? Do we use an appropriate tone of voice according to the various situations? Are
we assertive or too accommodating? There are numerous aspects to consider. Therefore,
communicating is not a simple act. On the contrary, it becomes even more complex from the
moment when there are two key elements not to be overlooked: listening and feedback.
The communication process is in fact a very complex process (Foulger, 2004): it involves, as we have
seen, various aspects that can influence and condition the message we would like to convey.

Fig. 5.2 - The process of communication (Source: authors’ elaboration)

Communication is sharing, interaction and feedback. Therefore, it is not just a one-way passage of
news and information, or even a simple disclosure. If we wanted to simplify the process, we could
say that communication is a process not linear but circular (Fig. 5.2):
 Message: content of the communication
 Source of the message: issuer
 Message encoding: it is the activity of the issuer to transform ideas, concepts and mental images
into a message that can be communicated through a shared code
 Transmission channel: can be understood both as the technical means external to the subject
with which the message arrives (telephone, fax, mail etc.) and as the sensory medium involved
in communication (hearing and sight, etc.)
 Decoding: it is the reverse path taken by the receiver that transforms the message from code
into ideas, concepts and mental images
 Feedback: it is the interchange that takes place between the receiver and the broadcaster when
the return information allows the issuer to perceive if the message has been received,
understood etc.
Finally, we could add:
 Noise: communication disorders arising from the context.
5.1.2 - Effective communication
“Effective communication” is the communication that produces intended or desired result. It is a
two-way process: sending the right message and send it to the right person. It is important to know
the psychology of the people you are interacting with for communication to be effective.
For communication to be effective it is necessary to know the circumstances of the counter entity.
Effective communication includes all the aspects of visual, auditory and kinaesthetic language to
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appeal the listener. To make effective the communication, just follow the 7C rule (Cutlip and Center,
1952), summarised in the following scheme (Fig. 5.3).

Fig. 5.3 - The 7C of effective communication (Source: authors’ elaboration)

The first “C” means “Completeness”. The information conveyed in the message should be complete
for the communication to be effective. The sender must take into consideration the receiver’s
mindset and convey the message accordingly. Complete communication enhances the reputation
of the sender and always gives additional information wherever required, it leaves no question in
the minds of the receiver. This helps in better decision making as it serves all the desired and crucial
information, persuading the audience.
The second “C” means “Conciseness”. Conciseness means communicating what you want to convey
with the smallest number of words. It is necessary for effective communication. Concise message is
more appealing and comprehensive to the audience: messages are non-repetitive in nature.
The third “C” means “Consideration”. Effective communication must take audience into
consideration by knowing the viewpoints, background, mind-set, educational level, etc.
Consideration implies stepping into the others’ shoes, ensuring that the self-respect of the audience
is maintained and their emotions are not harmed. Consider the needs and requirements of the
audience to achieve an effective communication!
The fourth “C” means “Clarity”. Clarity implies emphasising on a specific goal or objective at a time,
rather than trying to move away from track. This skill helps to understand the message easily.
Complete clarity of thoughts and ideas enhances the meaning of message, coming with the use of
exact, appropriate and concrete words.
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The fifth “C” means “Concreteness”. Concrete communication implies being specific and clear
rather being fuzzy and general. It shows good level of confidence and helps to strengthen the
reputation of the organisation. Concrete information cannot be misinterpreted.
The sixth “C” means “Courtesy”. Courtesy means being polite, kind, judicious, enthusiastic and
convincing. It reflects the nature and character of the message sender and it is the same as give
respect and expect the same. Courtesy is not at all bias in nature.
The last “C” means “Correctness”. Correctness in the communication implies that the correct
information is conveyed through message and it boosts up the confidence level of the sender.
Correct information has greater impact on the audience, free from grammatical errors and use of
appropriate and correct language. It requires the precision and accurateness of facts and figures
used in the message.
Today, communication does not focus more exclusively on the individual and on what s/he says, but
on the context in which it is inserted. The human being is considered within a system of
relationships, communities, social groups, which generate behaviour and reactions.
5.1.3 - Marketing
Defining what Marketing is in a few words is quite difficult as there are many definitions. One of the
most effective is a word game (McCharty, 1960):
“Marketing is putting the right product/service in the right place at the right price at the right time
for the right people by the right way”.
Marketing is the communication between a company and the consumers’ audience that aims to
increase the value of the company or its merchandise or to raise the profile of the company and its
products in the public mind.
The purpose of marketing is to induce behavioural change in the receptive audience. Doing
marketing means listening, interacting, transmitting value and communicating with
consumers/users (i.e. those who buy and use products or services), studying their needs and
preferences to be able to satisfy them in the best way, inducing a change in their behaviour. It is the
consumers/users, therefore, with their needs and desires to be pivotal around which the marketing
revolves (Fig. 5.4).
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Fig. 5.4 - The 8 steps to improve marketing skills (Source: authors’ elaboration)

Now let’s move on to the concept of Digital Marketing, starting from the definition - which is not as
obvious as it would seem - of digital marketing.
According to Wikipedia: “Digital Marketing is an umbrella term for the marketing of products or
services using digital technologies, mainly on the Internet, but also including mobile phones, display
advertising, and any other digital medium”.
In a nutshell: Digital Marketing is that particular set of marketing techniques that use new media
to promote a product or service, a brand or an organisation.
Talking about the importance of digital marketing in recent years is almost superfluous. Indeed,
having a commercially effective online presence is absolutely essential today and it is for any
business. It is even true for professionals; thus the concept of personal branding was defined.
5.1.4 - Social Media
Social media represent a change in the way people learn, read and share information and contents.
In social media there is a fusion of sociology and technology that transforms the monologue (one to
many) into a dialogue (many to many) and the people from users into publishers of contents. The
digital marketing through social media (Social Media Marketing) has the goal of
stimulating/generating conversations with users, putting closer sender and receiver of a
topic/message.
Social Media are important for digital marketing, changing the relationship between the
producer/supplier of goods and services and the consumer/user. This is because now more and
more people use the Internet for every type of need and especially the Social Network, a growing
trend especially thanks to the use of mobile devices (smartphones and tablets) in different moments
of everyday life.
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Why use social media? Because:
1. Information is multi-channel: an advanced communication must employ different channels,
giving each one a peculiar role within a homogeneous and coherent plan
2. it is an integrated strategy: it means that the presence in a social platform will have to be
coordinated with that in the others (in times, type of service offered, etc.) linking them with
offline marketing activities (e.g. events, advertising, ... )
3. it allows to listen to people's needs and relate with them: the Social Media Manager is a
communication officer who knows how to write well and how to relate with users at different
levels
4. it allows to build a custom-tailored information: understanding your starting situation, defining
long-term objectives, understanding a definition of targets, positioning, contents, etc.
5. it allows to measure results: constantly monitoring the progress of the campaign based on
quantitative and qualitative parameters.
Which Social Media is best suited to our needs? As in television and paper advertising, even in web
marketing, it is fundamental to know how to choose the right channels. You need to know your
audience and what's on Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, etc. As you know, every social platform is
different in many ways: first of all, what we want to communicate and for which recipients’ category.
Let's try to explain in a funny way the differences between the 6 most used social platforms, through
the example of a user who wants to communicate to the world his way of eating:

« I need to eat »
« I have just eaten »
« This is where I eat »
« Why am I eating? »
« Look at me while I'm eating! »
« I’m good at eating »
Fig. 5.5 – Different way of conveying messages on different social media platforms

If he were on Twitter he would write a sentence like “I need to eat”: in fact, Twitter is a social
networking and microblogging service created in 2006 that provides, through the platform of the
same name, a personal page updatable via text messages with a maximum length of 280 characters
(previously it was up to 140 chrs).
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If he were on Facebook he would write “I have just eaten”, making his friends aware of his action
just taken: Facebook, the most popular among social networking services, was created in 2004 with
the aim of relating the students and former university students, sharing common interests with
"posts", organized according to the workplace, school, university, etc..
If it were on FourSquare instead he would write “This is where I eat”: Foursquare is a social network
founded in 2008 and based on geolocation available via the web and mobile applications, where
users can perform a "check-in" (registration of the own GPS position).
If he were on Quora he would then write: “Why am I eating?”: Quora is a social network founded in
2009 where users can post questions and answers on any subject. The platform groups the
questions and answers by topic and allows users to vote or add comments.
If it were on YouTube it would instead write “Look at me when I am eating!”: YouTube is a web
platform, founded in 2005, which allows the sharing and viewing on the network of video (video
sharing). Users can also vote and comment on videos.
Finally, if he were on LinkedIn he would write “I'm good at eating”: LinkedIn is a social service
launched in 2003 mainly used for the development of professional contacts and relationships. On
LinkedIn, the user can upload their curriculum vitae and describe their experiences and skills.
To be successful in social media it does not mean having a large number of “likes” or “followers” but
transforming interaction into measurable results. It means having the ability to maximise the
exchange with its users, listening to them and observing the market from a privileged position. Once
you have learned to move in this “social space” and master its tools, you will be ready to invest time,
money and hopes in a high-profile social media marketing activity, which will allow you to take
measurable actions in line with your pre-set goals.
5.2 - Teamwork and problem solving
5.2.1 - Teamwork
Let's start from the literal meaning of “Teamwork” which is, in fact, the crucial point. It is a group of
people working in synergy to reach together one or more common objectives. Working together is
the best way to build something, to realise a project, to present a proposal to a consumer/user. But
it is not always easy to get along and in harmony with the different facets of the individual
characters.
The word TEAM can be considered as the acronym of “Together Everyone Achieves More”. In TEAM
the individuals do not retain their individuality but unite themselves and their skills in favour of the
“goals” to be achieved; it is a group of individuals working together to solve a problem, meet an
objective, or tackle an issue.
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Working in a team generates several advantages:
 The whole is more than the sum of parts: the advantage is that working with a group of people
with different experiences and skills who work together to achieve one or more common
objectives
 Individuals contribute with their own talent, knowledge, experience, contacts, etc.: opening up
the possibility of learning from each other; but also enhancing the skills of each individual, which
improves by learning from other colleagues
 Working as a team imply better results can be achieved: this is always valid! An effective team
is based on grouping and matching of individuals with some skill sets, with the intention of
reaching a specific goal and working on the different problems in order to find the best feasible
solutions.
Although individual thinking can, in some cases, be effective in solving certain problems, working in
groups can generate innovative ideas and solutions. Teamwork, on the other hand, can bring
positive aspects:
 increasing overall efficiency
 improving the performance of all members
 developing and distributes skills
 building confidence in success
 reducing stress and increases motivation
 allowing the leader to focus on the big picture
 bringing innovation and satisfaction
 finding the right role for each member
 improving the quality of final result
Therefore, when an individual is included in an effective and active team, they generally acquire
intangible benefits such as feelings of self-esteem, happiness, satisfaction, and even a sense of
realisation and intellectual learning.
What is the best way to build an effective team? We have collected a list of 5 tips to identify the
right people to join in a team:
1. Do not create a group with homogeneous figures: the strength of a group is the different
skills of each component that, merged together, can make an essential contribution to
achieve a common goal
2. Build consensus on team’s purpose: it is important that each team member has a clear
understanding of which goals to achieve. Only in this way will s/he be able to give such an
effective contribution that the group can reach them
3. Identify available resources: it is very important that everyone knows the different
responsibilities each “team member” is required to take
4. Establish shared rules of behaviour: all must be constantly aligned with the progress of work
to take corrective measures in case of problems and needs
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5. Establish periodic monitoring reports: it is periodically useful to check whether the team
work is in line with the objectives that were initially identified
Obviously, these are just some of the many “rules” that should be followed to create a successful
team, however these ones are very useful to make teamwork efficient. Individuals who are part of
the team can achieve better results than the sum of individual contributions, generating synergies
that allow even better performances.
A teamwork can be considered in two ways: a “short-term team” and a “long-term team”.
For example, there are teams that work for a short period of time to achieve a specific goal. Once the
goal is achieved, the team dissolves and moves to a new goal. Other types of teams are more
complex because they operate for a longer period of time and because they set more specific
objectives to design a larger strategy, defining a precise sequence of deadlines to be respected. We
should remember that a goal, even if very specific and apparently simple, can greatly stress the
team. The achievement of a set of goals is possible only if consensus is built and individualism is
avoided within the work team, as Michael Jordan reminds us (NBA, 2017):
"Talent wins games, but teamwork and intelligence win championships."
The stage concerning the team building involves 6 key aspects to consider (Northouse, 2016):
 understanding the team purpose (end result)
 determining how the team will be organised
 delegating responsibilities and accountability
 discussion of milestones or short-term goals
 outlining team rules including future meeting dates
 discussion of available resources
To ensure that it works properly and that they are able to pursue the objectives set, the Team
Members should always maintain positive behaviour that is indeed necessary to keep the group's
morale high, to recognise the different skills and experiences and to lead them to a single goal.
Relationships within a team, focused on trust and respect, are crucial to achieve the final result. In
general, we can summarise a positive behaviour in:





the ability to always offer and accept constructive criticism
keeping the communication open and independent
establishing clear rules of behaviour
adapting attitudes to support and trust the other members of the group

Despite positive attitudes, some factors of conflict can always emerge (Fig.5.6). Conflicts and, in
general, negative behaviours can emerge above all in the phase of the so-called storming, that is
the debate around the resolution of a given problem.
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This happens because very often there are ideas, ways of working, values and opinions also very
different from each other: but we must say that conflict can often be very useful for the
identification of a problem and the search for possible solutions, but should not reach too high
levels. In fact, if negative behaviours take the upper hand and conflicts are not adequately managed,
they can eventually lead to confrontation and influence the entire functioning of the team. During
conflicts, team members can become increasingly frustrated and lose motivation of the activity or
project.

Fig. 5.6 - The 9 most despised teamwork personalities (Source: www.workfront.com)

To build a successful team we realised that: ambitious goals cannot be achieved on their own.
Diversified skills and competences can be put in place; the process of elaboration of shared solutions
is simplified. This can only be possible knowing how to bring together, effectively and efficiently,
the work of many individual professionals, better if distinguished from different professionalism, in
a single synergistic assembly, a team immersed in an environment that can also favour “inspiration”
and “creativity”, elements that have become indispensable to win the challenges.
The only way to build a successful team is to put together a good team, composed of elements each
with a defined role and useful for the purpose. A team needs its leader, a person who can preserve
it over time and inspire it to work better together. It is therefore essential:
 getting each team member constantly involved
 taking advantage of contributions given by all members
 stemming most dominating personalities
 allowing all members to express their ideas freely and clearly
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In any case, conflicts are a component (also essential) of team work. It is not possible to imagine a
relationship, a team, a group without a conflict.
In particular, conflictual situations may arise depending on:
 individuals attacking personalities or ideas
 constant criticism of others’ viewpoints
 showing anger
 showing contempt
 unwillingness to share workload
 poor participation
 gossip
Conflict Management in a project is therefore an important task for every leader who must be able
to lower the level of emotionality and bring attention to the rational aspects.
On the other hand, teamwork often involves people with different experience, competence, culture,
values, personal power and level of delegation. This can determine very different expectations,
attitudes and perceptions among the project team members. Conflict by itself should not be
considered a negative factor. Indeed, in some cases it can bring out issues that are not sufficiently
evaluated. Instead, it becomes problematic when it becomes a confrontation between the parties
to make one opinion prevail over the other. Therefore, it is not the conflict itself that constitutes a
problem, but the wrong way of managing it or the fact of not managing it at all.
Conflict Resolution implies more than just a role of arbitration and the leader must limit the
emergence of conflict situations by:
 always informing the team about the direction of work or project
 explaining the general objectives, motivations and constraints or communicating any changes in
a clear and timely manner
 clarifying the expectations of the team members as a whole
 assigning tasks to be carried out without ambiguity or overlapping skills
5.2.2 - Problem solving
In order to introduce problem solving, the following diagram (Fig. 5.7) illustrates the entire problemsolving process working in a team (Koppenjan and Klijn, 2004). First of all, we must identify and
define the problem to be solved and then analyse in detail its nature. We must then propose more
general solutions to the problem and generate all the alternative hypotheses. From here we proceed
to the adoption of the best solution and its verification. Finally, we must evaluate the results of the
solution adopted and, if it does not meet the expectations, return to generate a valid alternative.
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Fig. 5.7 - Rational Problem-Solving Approach (Source: authors’ elaboration)

The value of the structured approach to solving a problem clearly depends on the type of problem
we face: the more complex and unstructured the problem, the more teamwork is useful to find
solutions to it.
Identification, definition and analysis of the problem are key steps: but, unfortunately, even when
a team has identified and analysed a problem, it can be misinterpreted. The ability to identify and
analyse a problem depends on three fundamental aspects:
 the nature of the problem
 the team
 the work context
Problems vary in terms of complexity: the most common problems are those that are more easily
identified; while new or more complex problems are those that are more difficult to interpret.
Often, because complex problems are difficult to analyse and interpret, the team can try to select
only a part of the problem, simplifying it (even if this may not be the method that completely solves
the situation).
The search for an effective solution to a problem always depends on the development of alternative
quality solutions. This also depends very much on the knowledge and ability of the team as well as
on the climate or context in which it operates. Techniques such as brainstorming are often used to
generate alternatives: an important factor is the participation of all members and the ability to
manage ideas that are very divergent one from the other. In fact, too often compliance leads the
team to adopt non-innovative and often ineffective solutions. After generating the alternatives, the
team must consider how to determine the best adoptable solution, considering the positive and
negative effects of each alternative.
A good solution is often determined by:
 a correct balance between the ideas proposed by all team members
 limited resource consumption (including time)
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a process that depends on a situation of harmony and sharing within the team

One important thing: once the solution has been adopted, one must not stress the merits of each
one. This could generate new conflicts.
Once the team has acquired information, analysed the problem and generated possible alternative
solutions, the next step is to examine these possible solutions from different perspectives. Precisely
for this reason, the Solutions Matrix can be a useful tool to help you do this: for every possible
solution it is useful to identify:
 the cost (high, low) not only in terms of resources but also in terms of time
 the ease of implementation, considering all the operational aspects that are to be considered in
order to implement the solution
 any support from other team members or external members
Tab. 5.1 - Solutions Matrix (Source: authors’ elaboration)

POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS

COST (HIGH/LOW)

EASE OF IMPLEMENTATION

SUPPORT FROM OTHER
TEAMS
(EXTERNAL SUPPORT)

The adoption phase of the chosen solution is a delicate step that must be carried out considering
that the consensus on the solution to be approved is built on the majority of opinions expressed by
all the team members and that each member must eventually accept the solution chosen on the
basis of consent even if their opinion is different.
After the team has selected a decision, it is always best to organise a new meeting to review the
decision. Even when a team decides by consensus, it is convenient to have a second meeting to
prevent the decision from being influenced, inappropriately, by a single thought group.
Adopting and evaluating the chosen solution nullifies the differences between the current and
desired status but, if a problem occurs again, it is necessary to go back to generating new ideas and
new adoptable solutions, and even to reformulate the initial problem.
5.3 - Entrepreneurship
5.3.1 - Developing the entrepreneurial skills
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Who is an entrepreneur? An entrepreneur is someone who starts a business venture by providing
goods or services to individuals or businesses for payment. A “good entrepreneur” should have
some personal qualities which include:
 curiosity and creativity
 motivation and self-conﬁdence
 willingness to take risks
 eagerness to learn
 ability to co-operate
 ability to identify opportunities
 ability to innovate
 determination to overcome obstacles
 ability to learn from mistakes.
These qualities help the entrepreneur think, analyse, solve problems and take action. Many of these
qualities can also be acquired through the learning process.
Managing the business - People who start their own business have control over what they do in
their working life. One needs management skills to make the business successful as well as to
convince the community that it can help them or, at least, can do them no harm.
A good manager is a planner, a person who has vision, sets goals for achieving that vision and
ensures that the necessary resources - ﬁnancial and human - are obtained and allocated in time.
Communicating - Good communication in business is important, because clients and business
partners need to understand precisely what you are trying to buy or sell. Entrepreneurs should show
interest in their customers and listen carefully to ﬁnd out as much as possible about their needs.
Listening is an important part of communicating.
Entrepreneurs need to inform clients and business partners about the products and/or services they
sell and how these can meet their needs. Being honest and frank about their product or service can
help build clients’ trust and conﬁdence. This means that they should not give clients an incorrect
impression of their product. Being frank in general may also help to buy materials or services at a
reasonable price from business partners.
Making the best use of the time - Managing time is an essential part of good business planning,
because time is a resource that has a monetary value. Poor time management usually leads to last
minute rushes to meet deadlines, causing stress and lower performance quality. This may result in
a product or service of poor quality and/or it not being delivered in time. A disappointed customer
may seek a more reliable business provider. Time should be allocated to tasks depending on:
 when the product or service is to be delivered
 how long the preparation of the product or service is likely to take
 the need to co-ordinate people working on the product or service preparation
 how important the product or service and the client are to the business as a whole, etc.
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Often, we must undertake several tasks at the same time in order to complete our job. We do this
by estimating the amount of time necessary for each task and organising our work accordingly.
Similarly, a person working on a task may be asked to help with another task when the work
situation requires it. The time taken for the various stages of production should be recorded, so that
clients can be given estimates of delivery time and the timeframe of future projects may be planned.
Practising business ethics - Businesses need to function according to established law and rules set
out by the community as well as the prevailing ethical standards.
But most importantly, young entrepreneurs may wish to set their own high ethical standards.
In addition, many groups of businesses have established ethical standards for speciﬁc businesses.
Although they are not legally required, these values help to provide levels of service that distinguish
the best businesses and build conﬁdence among clients. Issues to consider include, but are not
limited to:
 conﬂict of interest
 corruption and bribery
 environmental responsibility
 non-discrimination against others, for instance women, people with HIV/AIDS and people with
disabilities
 after-sales service
 truthful advertising
 fair treatment of staff
 refusal to deal with illegal partners, etc.
5.3.2 - Getting started with a business idea
Assessing demand - The ﬁrst step in starting a business is to identify a need in the community and
estimating the size of that need is called “assessing demand”. Effort should not be put into any other
part of business planning before demand has been assessed.
Some methods and criteria they will use to assess demand for a product or service could include:
 listening to people’s complaints about a need in the community
 sending informal surveys in the marketplace
 sending mail surveys / questionnaires
 assessing a need that is highlighted in the local newspaper or radio
 generating local focus groups, etc.
Sizing up the market - The people in the community who need our product or service and are willing
to pay for it are the market.
The market must be aware of the availability of the product or service and be able to obtain it.
Helping the community to know about a product and how to obtain it is a marketing strategy.
It makes sense for a business to have an effective marketing strategy that should take into account:
 the business location
 advertising
 packaging
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the need for good relationships with other businesses
reputation in the community (aka “word-of-mouth”)
competitors’ prices

The entrepreneur should be willing to adapt products or services to customer preferences, taking
into consideration local safety and security regulations.
A new product/service may have an initial period of high demand. However, a saturation point may
be reached, and demand may stay stable or even decrease. A sustainable market is one in which
demand keeps increasing or stays stable with a steady rate of replacement.
Estimating cost and setting a price - A product or service may be exchanged for money or for
another product or service.
Most businesses intend to make a proﬁt on products/services sold. Proﬁt is the difference between
the cost and the selling price. A part of the proﬁt can be reinvested or used for expansion of the
business. A reasonable margin of proﬁt enables the business to continue and even expand.
Fixing the selling price of a product/service must take into consideration:
 costs of production (including the entrepreneur’s own salary)
 overheads (aka “indirect costs”)
 proﬁt
The costs of production and overheads can be calculated by taking into account each component
that goes into production and overheads. Labour and depreciation of equipment may also need to
be taken into consideration. In calculating the cost of labour, the entrepreneur should set a wage
that adequately compensates the workers’ knowledge and contribution, taking into account the
experience and qualiﬁcations of the worker, prevailing basic wage rates, holiday pay, sick leave,
government tariffs and social security contributions.
Paying a lower price for materials and/or production could enable the entrepreneur to reduce the
selling price.
The entrepreneur should also be careful in setting the level of proﬁt made on the sale of a
product/service, taking into account the relationship between demand for the product and the
available supply (amount of product available to be sold). If demand is great for the available supply,
the price (and thus the proﬁt) may be increased. If there is a large supply, but few people want to
buy, then prices may drop. An excessively high price due to a big margin of proﬁt will dissuade
customers. When sales increase, proﬁt margins may be reduced. This can enable the entrepreneur
to lower the selling price, therefore allowing the business to ‘capture’ the market and even expand
it.
Managing the workplace - A workplace is where goods and services are produced or sold, such as a
factory, office or shop. Workplaces must be kept clean and safe for workers and clients. The
entrepreneur should pay particular attention to:
 space
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lighting and ventilation
material handling and storage
electric appliances
control of hazardous substances
etc.

5.3.3 - Assessing resources
The resources usually needed to launch a new business may be broadly classiﬁed in three groups:
ﬁnancial, human and material.
Financial resources - When the nature of the new business has been decided, it will be necessary to
estimate the cost of starting operations. These may include the cost of:
 premises
 utilities
 equipment
 initial stock
 insurance
 etc.
One of the key point for starting the business is to obtaining funds. The funds for launching the
business may be obtained from one or a combination of sources:
 personal savings
 family funds
 community co-operative organizations
 community ﬁnancial syndicates
 micro-ﬁnance organizations
 post ofﬁce
 savings and loan associations
 banks
 etc.
A new entrepreneur should investigate as many sources of funding as possible. Lending institutions
may require evidence regarding the prospective business, such as a business plan (see par. 5.3.4), a
guarantee and a contribution by the entrepreneur, before they actually disburse funds.
When funds have been obtained for the purpose of launching a business, the entrepreneur needs
to be meticulous about keeping records of income on the one hand and expenditures on the other
hand.
Human resources - Entrepreneurs may launch the business by themselves and consider obtaining
assistance as the business expands and the workload increases.
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Mobilising people to help with the business will involve compensating those people with a fair wage
that corresponds to their suitability (i.e. qualiﬁcations) for the job and the number of hours, days,
weeks or months they will work.
Before hiring workers, the business needs to identify clearly the nature of the work that is to be
done and the professional qualiﬁcations and skills of the person who should be hired to do this work.
Staff may need to receive training when they start their work and then again periodically during
their working life with the business. Relevant training may contribute to motivating staff - which
increase its retention - and making it more productive.
A business may choose not to hire an employee to do some of its work. It may instead assign the
work to a person or agency outside the business and pay for that assignment only.
An advantage of outsourcing is that the business can choose to terminate the services of the
contracted person or agency if their performance is not satisfactory or their charges are excessive.
A disadvantage of outsourcing is that the contracted person or agency would feel no signiﬁcant
loyalty or commitment to the business and would not be a part of the business working force.
Material resources - Starting and running a business requires materials. The materials a business
needs will depend on the nature of its activity (the product/service it provides), and how many
people it employs, how many clients it has and the amount of goods or services it provides.
Entrepreneurs must determine very carefully what items or types of materials they need to best run
the business, and in what quantities.
Some items will need to be obtained only once every year or few years, while others will need to be
constantly renewed.
5.3.4 - The Business Plan
The Business plan is a necessary document for summarising the entrepreneur’s business aspirations,
securing legal authorisation and mobilising the resources to launch the business.
Thus, the Business plan is used when you wish to create a new business but also all the times you
need to check the reliability and sustainability of a change in your business.
It is also a useful tool for managing and controlling the business, both for new companies and for
existing ones.
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Fig. 5.8 - The scope of the Business plan

What is the business plan used for? - When you wish to create a new business, the Business Plan
is useful for:
 Organising the launch of a new business, i.e., clearly express the business idea and its mission,
highlighting the need for money and human resources
 Showing the expected results, i.e., clearly describe the services and products offered
 Producing reliable economic forecast, i.e., clearly describe the costs and earnings plan
 Presenting the business, i.e., clearly explain to potential stakeholders the business idea and how
it will be realised
Who needs a business plan? - A business plan can be useful for:
 the entrepreneur to fully understand the feasibility and convenience of the business idea
 Lenders and external investors to decide whether to support the implementation of the business
 the business itself to have a tool for managing and controlling every phase of the business
How to create a business plan - The first step to create a business plan is to describe the mission of
the business, the role it plays in the reference market, identifying the elements of success (that is,
the distinctive features and any innovative element).
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Fig. 5.9 - Description of the business

The second step is to describe the timescale of the business implementation:

Fig. 5.10 - Description of the business implementation timescale

The third step is related to the services/products offered. You need to provide:
 detailed information about the product/service, focusing on the differences from existing
products/services
 technical characteristics of the product/service offered and its working
 type of needs that the product/service satisfies: consumer benefits and differences from the
competitors
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Fig. 5.11 - Description of the product/service

The fourth step is to analyse the market where the business operates, its operating rules and the
relationship between the product/service, the target of the reference customers, the possible
suppliers and the competitors.

Fig. 5.12 - Description of market analysis
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The fifth step is to describe the main tools used to achieve the objective, such as:
 material and immaterial technical resources (technological skills, know-how, patents and
licenses, logistics, financial availability)
 roles and responsibilities of every actor of the business

Fig. 5.13 - Description of organisation and needs

The sixth step is to highlight the most suitable actions to make the business known on the market:
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Fig. 5.14 - Description of advertising and promotion

The seventh step is to present credible economic-financial projections that reflect the results that
the business aims to achieve, through:
 Estimated investment, that is the costs incurred to acquire tangible and intangible assets that will
produce value over several years
 Financial requirements, that is the financial needs for the feasibility of the business and the
funding opportunities
 Budget and income statement. The budget aims to provide useful information to better
understand the future profitability of the business. The data to be taken into consideration are:
o Direct revenues and direct costs, related to the sale and production of products/services
offered
o General costs that the business faces
 Cash flow, that is the difference between money in and out
 Taxes
The eighth step is to assess profitability and breakeven. The profitability of the business is the first
element that needs to be verified before starting: am I earning money or losing it?
The breakeven establishes the minimum quantity that must be produced to achieve "zero
profitability" (revenues = costs). It is also the tool for determining the price to be set to obtain the
expected level of profit.
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6 – PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATION AND EVALUATION

The European Union has developed several instruments to support the transparency and
recognition of knowledge, skills, and competences to make it easier to study and work anywhere
in Europe. The professions related to Mobility and Transport have a wide range of fields but there
is no such a quality as an “official” recognition. The closest profession is the Mobility Manager, but
it is often described as a set of competencies carried out by someone having a different role in the
company or municipality.
However, lots of initiatives and courses related to mobility management and transport are
nowadays implemented.
The aim of this chapter is to describe what the EU is doing in terms of competencies recognition and
what the situation is in the countries involved in the S.T.R.E.E.T. project.
6.1 - What has been done so far in the European Union?
To date, a variety of initiatives have been launched to simplifying the transparency and recognition
of skills and qualifications across Europe. These include:
 The European Qualifications Framework (EQF), which helps compare national qualifications
systems, frameworks and their levels to make qualifications more readable and understandable
across different countries and systems in Europe
 Validation of non-formal and informal learning is a way to recognise the full range of an
individual’s knowledge, skills and competences, regardless if acquired within or outside the
formal education system. If validated (identified, documented, assessed, and/or certified) these
learning experiences can be made more visible and usable for further studies or work. Member
countries are invited to put the necessary arrangements for validation in place by 2018.
Guidelines for implementation of these arrangements in the member countries are being
developed. A European Inventory is updated on a regular basis to provide an overview of good
practices in the area of validation
 Europass, a set of five standardised documents and a skills passport available for free in 26
languages, designed to enable users to present their skills, qualifications and experience across
Europe
 Credit systems, ECTS for higher education and ECVET for vocational education and training
 Quality assurance arrangements in higher education and Vocational Education and Training
6.2 - At national level: national occupational classifications
Most Member States manage national classifications of occupations. In some Member States,
regional or sectoral classifications exist as well. Such classifications can be mapped to ESCO
(European Skills/Competences, qualifications and Occupations) to achieve semantic
interoperability. The national occupational classifications of Member States are usually mapped to
the ISCO (International Standard Classification of Occupations).
Examples of national occupational classifications:
 Belgium (Flanders): Competent
 Germany: Klassifikation der Berufe
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France: ROME
Austria: AMS Berufsklassifikation
Italy: L’Atlante delle Professioni

6.3 – The European Qualification Framework
The European Qualifications Framework (EQF) is a common European reference framework whose
purpose is to make qualifications more readable and understandable across different countries and
systems. Covering qualifications at all levels and in all sub-systems of education and training, the
EQF provides a comprehensive overview over qualifications in the 39 European countries currently
involved in its implementation. In close cooperation with the European Commission, CEDEFOP
(European Center for the Development of Vocational Training) provides analytical and coordination
support for the implementation of the EQF and carries out a number of comparative studies and
analysis on issues related to the implementation of the framework at EU, national and sectoral level.
The core of the EQF is its eight reference levels defined in terms of learning outcomes, i.e.
knowledge, skills and autonomy-responsibility. Learning outcomes express what individuals know,
understand and are able to do at the end of a learning process. Countries develop national
qualifications frameworks (NQFs) to implement the EQF.
Why the EQF is important
The main purpose of the EQF is to make qualifications more readable and understandable across
countries and systems. This is important to support cross-border mobility of learners and workers
and lifelong learning across Europe. In the Find and Compare Qualifications Frameworks webpage
it is possible to see how national qualifications levels of countries that have already finalised their
referencing process have been linked to the EQF.
The legal basis of the EQF
The implementation of the EQF was based on the Recommendation on the European Qualifications
Framework for lifelong learning adopted by the European Parliament and the Council on 23rd April
2008.
Reflecting the success of implementing the 2008 recommendation, a revised and strengthened
Recommendation on the EQF was adopted on 22nd May 2017 by the Education, Youth, Culture and
Sport Council. The purpose of this revised recommendation is to ensure the continuity as well as a
further deepening of the EQF.
The EQF implementation
The EQF has been the catalyst for development of comprehensive national qualification frameworks
based on learning outcomes. All countries committed to the EQF consider such national frameworks
necessary to make their qualifications comparable across sectors and countries.
By December 2017, 34 countries had linked (‘referenced’) their national qualifications levels to the
EQF: Austria, Belgium (Flanders and Wallonia), Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, the Czech Republic,
Denmark, Estonia, Finland, former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, France, Germany, Greece,
Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lichtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Kosovo, Malta,
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Montenegro, the Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Slovakia, Slovenia, Sweden, Switzerland,
Turkey and the United Kingdom (England, Scotland and Wales). Finland presented its referencing
report in the December 2016 meeting of the EQF Advisory Group. The remaining countries are
expected to follow in 2017-18, which means that the first stage of EQF referencing is nearly finished.
The EQF has been a source of inspiration for the development of national and regional qualifications
frameworks throughout the world. An increasing number of countries and regions are seeking closer
links between their qualifications framework and the EQF.
There are 8 levels in the European Qualifications Framework (EQF) and each level is defined by a set
of descriptors indicating the learning outcomes relevant to qualifications at that level in any system
of qualifications. More details can be found in an exhaustive table at:
https://ec.europa.eu/ploteus/en/content/descriptors-page
6.4 - STATE OF THE ART IN EUROPE and in THE “S.T.R.E.E.T.” COUNTRIES (2017)
 39 countries are cooperating on the European qualifications framework implementation.
 35 countries have officially established or formally adopted their national qualifications
frameworks (NQFs); 4 countries are still working on the design and/or the formal adoption of
their NQFs;
 21 NQFs have reached operational status; Austria, Belgium (FL), Czech Republic (partial
framework for vocational qualifications - NSK), Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany,
Ireland, Latvia, Lithuania, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Malta, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal,
Slovenia, Sweden, Switzerland and the UK.
 35 countries are working towards comprehensive NQFs covering all types and levels of
qualification from formal education and training (VET, HE, general education); and increasingly
opening towards qualifications awarded outside formal education and training (e.g. Austria,
Netherlands, Poland, Slovenia, Sweden)
 34 countries had formally linked (‘referenced’) their national qualifications frameworks to the
EQF: Austria, Belgium (Flanders and Wallonia), Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, the Czech Republic,
Denmark, Estonia, Finland, the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, France, Germany,
Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Kosovo, Latvia, Lichtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg,
Malta, Montenegro, the Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Slovakia, Slovenia, Sweden,
Switzerland, Turkey and the United Kingdom (England, Scotland and Wales). The remaining
countries are expected to follow in 2018, which means that the first stage of EQF referencing is
nearly finished.
 29 countries participating in the EQF implementation have also self-certified their framework
against the Bologna framework (QF-EHEA), 20 jointly with the EQF referencing;
 23 countries have introduced NQF/EQF levels in national qualifications documents: Austria,
Belgium (Flanders) Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, the Former Yugoslav Republic of
Macedonia, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Lithuania, Latvia,
Luxembourg, Malta, Montenegro, Norway, the Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Slovenia,
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Switzerland; 17 in their national qualifications databases (Austria, Belgium (fl) Czech Republic,
Denmark, Estonia, France, Germany, Greece, Lithuania, Latvia, Malta, the Netherlands, Portugal,
Slovenia, Slovakia, Switzerland and UK).
The European Inventory has comprehensive documents on the state-of-the art of the EQF in all the
European countries, the European Inventory.
6.5 – NON-FORMAL LEARNING
Why the validation of non-formal and informal learning?
"Real" life-long learning is about more than adding professional trainings and courses to your
curriculum vitae. We also learn in non-formal ways, out of interest but without an approved
syllabus, and even informally by experience, but without the deliberate intention to acquire
knowledge or skills. The EU is engaging in activities to make sure that these alternative ways of
learning are acknowledged, validated that may lead to a qualification.
What is the validation of non-formal and informal learning?
As highlighted in the New Skills Agenda for Europe of June 2016, people should be able to use the
full range of their skills for their careers or for further learning – including what they acquired in
non-formal or informal ways. Learning from whatever source has a value. These skills should be
made visible and accounted for, for example to increase employability.
The validation process allows individuals in four distinct steps to i) identify, ii) document, iii) assess
and iv) certify all forms of learning. Its impact can be significant in better matching skills and labour
demand, promoting transferability of skills between companies and sectors, and supporting working
and learning mobility between countries. It can also contribute to fighting social exclusion by
providing a way to improve the employability of early school leavers, unemployed individuals, lowskilled adults and third country nationals.
When? - The 2012 Council Recommendation on validation encourages Member States to put in
place national arrangements for validation by 2018. These arrangements should enable individuals
to increase the visibility and value of their knowledge and skills acquired outside formal education
and training: at work, at home or in voluntary activities.
How? - It is expected that by the end of 2018, a vast number of Member States will have taken
concrete steps to provide individuals with the possibility to show and prove all the learning acquired
during their life, also beyond formal education. The European Commission and the European Center
for the Development of Vocational Training (CEDEFOP) assist the Member States in this process. The
European Guidelines on validation provide policy and practical advice to Member States and
stakeholders on implementing validation. The European Inventory provides a unique record on how
validation is used at national, regional and local level in Europe, illustrated by good practice
examples. It further contains thematic analyses of key issues relating to the design and
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implementation of validation initiatives. These reports are a source of information to support
dialogue between the different stakeholders in developing and implementing validation in Europe.
The Guidelines and the Inventory are linked in the online database published by CEDEFOP. The EQF
Advisory Group follows up on the implementation of the Council Recommendation (minutes and
documents can be found in the Register of Commission Expert Groups.
Source: https://ec.europa.eu/ploteus/content/validation-non-formal-and-informal-learning
6.6 - The European Inventory
The European Inventory on validation of non-formal and informal learning is a regularly updated
overview of validation practices and arrangements across Europe. It is compiled in cooperation with
the European Commission. The Inventory was endorsed by the Council Recommendation of 2012
on validation and works together with the European guidelines as a tool to support countries to
develop and implement validation arrangements.
The inventory reports are a source of information to encourage more dialogue between the
different stakeholders in developing and implementing validation in Europe. Our key objective is to
support Member States so that more learners and workers acquire and make visible new skills to
support their career and further learning and to enhance their quality of life.
The 2016 update of the Inventory provides a unique record on how validation is being used at
national, regional and local level in Europe. It contains a state-of-play and overview of developments
for 33 European countries since the 2014 update and is illustrated by good practice examples. It
further contains four thematic reports relating to key issues in the design and implementation of
validation initiatives. The Inventory is the end result of a two-year process and is based on the work
of a large network of national experts, extensive review of documents and interviews with key
stakeholders.
Source: http://www.cedefop.europa.eu/en/events-and-projects/projects/validation-non-formaland-informal-learning/european-inventory
6.7 - TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES AND RESOURCES
There are several training opportunities in the mobility, transport and sustainability sectors;
however, being a field changing all the time, there is no fixed training yet.
Here are just some examples taken from “Learning Opportunities and Qualifications in Europe Information about courses, work-based learning and qualifications” (Ploteus website
https://ec.europa.eu/ploteus/en):
 Environmental studies and Sustainability Science
https://www.lunduniversity.lu.se/lubas/i-uoh-lu-XAESS
equivalent
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 Master Programme in Sustainable Development at Uppsala University in Sweden
http://www.uu.se/en/admissions/master/selma/program/?pKod=THU2M - Education Level:
Master's or equivalent
 Intelligent Transport Systems and Logistics at Unkoping University, Sweden
https://liu.se/en/education/program/6mtsl - Education Level: Master's or equivalent
In Italy, there are private short courses for mobility managers that are focused on specific targets
such as “Mobility Management for the Public Organisations” or “Mobility Management for the
schools”. In this particular case (School Education) a 2015 law introduced new regulations for
promoting the green economy and introduced the role of “School Mobility Manager”.
Unfortunately, the schools have no added budget for this activity.
A University in Italy, Università Niccolò Cusano, has just set up a course on Mobility Management:
https://www.unicusano.it/corsi-di-perfezionamento-e-aggiornamento-professionale/mobilitymanagement?highlight=WyJtb2JpbGl0XHUwMGUwIl0=
Another organisation in Italy, Euromobility, a not-for-profit organization, developed and promoted
the figure of the mobility manager within private companies and public administrations.
Euromobility’s mission is to “create and spread a culture on sustainable mobility throughout the
country. Encourage people and organisations to use eco-compatible transport modes and to act
more responsibly in order to generate a better quality of life”.
In 2011 Euromobility was designated by the Italian Ministry of Environment, Land and Sea as
National Focal Point for Italy in EPOMM.
Here are some training resources:
 http://www.euromobility.org/corso-di-formazione-sul-mobility-management
 https://nuovamobilita.com/risorse/la-new-mobility-agenda/
There are also many projects on the subject: a comprehensive database is available here:
https://ec.europa.eu/energy/intelligent/projects/en
6.8 - OTHER RESOURCES
6.8.1. – The CIVITAS Initiative
CIVITAS is a network of cities for cities dedicated to cleaner, better transport in Europe and beyond.
Since it was launched by the European Commission in 2002, along with the beginning of the 6th
Framework Programme (FP6), the CIVITAS Initiative has tested and implemented over 800
measures and urban transport solutions as part of demonstration projects in more than 80 Living
Lab cities Europe-wide.
The knowledge garnered through these practical experiences is complemented, and supported, by
a number of research and innovation projects (ECCENTRIC, PORTIS and DESTINATIONS), also run
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under CIVITAS. These research projects look at ways of building a more resource efficient and
competitive transport system in Europe.
CIVITAS offers practitioners opportunities to see innovative transport solutions being developed and
deployed first-hand and learn from peers and experts working in the field. CIVITAS nurtures political
commitment, new marketable solutions, and offers funding and knowledge exchange with a view
to creating growth and better connected, more sustainable transport modes.
The initiative focuse on 10 thematic areas, related to sustainable transport mobility, covering: CarIndependent Lifestyles, Clean Fuels & Vehicles, Collective Passenger Transport, Demand
Management Strategies, Integrated Planning, Mobility Management, Public Involvement, Safety &
Security, Transport Telematics, Urban Freight Logistics.
The “Civitas Learning Centre” (http://civitas.eu/learning-centre) contains a large library of elearning resources about all aspects of sustainable mobility. Below you can filter this collection of
past eCourses, recorded webinars, presentations given at webinars, training material, etc. By
selecting multiple criteria it is possible to narrow down the search results whereas by leaving a filter
empty, the results obtained will be the same as if all options in a given field were selected.
The e-courses are individual courses that can be followed online, anywhere, anytime. Each e-course
is concluded with an online test and certificates are given to participants who have successfully
passed the course. An e-course takes approximately 1-2 hours.
The thematic group on mobility management can be found on:
http://civitas.eu/TG/mobility-management
6.8.2. – EPOMM and ECOMM
EPOMM is the European Platform on Mobility Management, a network of governments in
European countries that are engaged in Mobility Management (MM). They are represented by the
Ministries that are responsible for MM in their countries. EPOMM is organised as an international
non-profit organisation based in Leuven (BE).
ECOMM (The European Conference on Mobility Management) has developed itself as the annual
meeting place for mobility management practitioners and experts all over Europe.
ECOMM is a 3-day event with excursions, keynote speeches, an exhibition, 50-80 presentations and
workshops and lots of opportunities for making new contacts. It takes place every year in May in a
European city selected by EPOMM and attracts 300-400 delegates. Papers are selected by an
International Programme Committee (IPC) with appointed experts from all EPOMM member states.
The programme is developed in a cooperation between the host city, the IPC and EPOMM. EPOMM
takes care that the ECOMM maintains its agreeable size, its high quality and also strives for its
continuous improvement.
The history from ECOMM to EPOMM
The European Conference on Mobility Management was founded as the final conference of the
MOMENTUM research project in 1997 in Amsterdam. The International Programme Committee
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(IPC) was formed and decided to develop it into a series and the next host was Nottingham in the
UK in 1998. It became obvious that there was a necessity to develop a platform to provide some
continuity. In 1999 EPOMM was established, first as a European project, and since 2003 as an
international association. Since 1997, the ECOMM takes place every year and so far was organised
in 19 cities in 8 different countries.
Presentations and Photos from the 21st ECOMM held in Maastricht (NL) in 2017 are available on
this webpage: http://epomm.eu/ecomm2017/#B5
In the EPOMM website it is possible to find material concerning the previous conferences.
6.8.3. – ELTIS, the Urban Mobility Observatory
ELTIS (http://www.eltis.org/) facilitates the exchange of information, knowledge and experiences in
the field of sustainable urban mobility in Europe. It is aimed at individuals working in transport as
well as in related disciplines, including urban and regional development, health, energy and
environmental sciences.
Created more than 10 years ago, ELTIS is now the Europe's main observatory on urban mobility,
funded by the European Commission's Directorate General for Mobility and Transport (DG MOVE).
Under three key themes – DISCOVER, RESOURCES, PARTICIPATE – ELTIS provides information, good
practices, tools and communication channels needed to help turn cities into models of sustainable
urban mobility.
The dedicated MOBILITY PLANS section offers a hub of information on how to develop and
implement Sustainable Urban Mobility Plans (SUMPs) as the need for more sustainable and
integrated planning processes in Europe grows.
What will you find on ELTIS?
ELTIS enables to DISCOVER sustainable urban mobility. In particular:
News presents a regular round-up of local, regional and European news related to sustainable urban
mobility
Case studies presents and analyses successful local examples of sustainable urban mobility
initiatives and strategies
Facts & figures provides a range of statistical data on sustainable urban mobility
Topics outlines the key sustainable urban mobility related subjects covered by ELTIS
EU legislation & policies contains information on legislation and policy developments on sustainable
urban mobility
ELTIS RESOURCES support action and promotion of sustainable forms of mobility in your region or
city.
Tools contains tools, guides, handbooks and reports to support and inform urban mobility
professionals in their work
Photos hosts a gallery of images you can use to promote urban mobility
Videos features outstanding examples of sustainable urban mobility approaches
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Training materials presents training and educational materials produced in the sustainable urban
mobility fields
EU funding brings together the current EU funding opportunities and programmes that are
accessible for local governments
Press & promo contains ELTIS and Mobility Plans platform promotional materials (such as logos,
templates) as well as material from events and seminars
Source: http://www.eltis.org/resources/training

6.9 – Professional Profile in the S.T.R.E.E.T. Project
According to the ESCO classification1, the professional profile goal of the S.T.R.E.E.T. Project is
closely linked to the “Transport Planner” profile.
Description - Traffic planners develop and implement policies in order to improve transport
systems, taking into account the social, environmental and economic factors. They collect and
analyse traffic data using statistical modelling tools.
Among the competencies and skills of the profile the learners in Street Project have acquired the
following:
Essential Skills and Competencies
 analyse environmental data
 analyse road traffic patterns:
 analyse test data:
 analyse transport business networks
 analyse transport studies
 analyse transportation costs:
 apply statistical analysis techniques
 conduct environmental surveys
 develop urban transport studies
 identify statistical patterns
 monitor traffic flow
 regulate traffic
 report analysis results
 study traffic flow
Essential Knowledge
 environmental legislation
 environmental policy
ESCO is the multilingual classification of European Skills, Competences, Qualifications and Occupations. ESCO is part of the Europe
2020 strategy. The ESCO classification identifies and categorises skills, competences, qualifications and occupations relevant for the
EU labour market and education and training. It systematically shows the relationships between the different concepts.
1
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geographical routes
public law
statistics
traffic engineering
urban planning
urban planning law

Optional Skills and Competencies
 educate public on road safety
 give live presentation
 manage car park operations
 match vehicles with routes
 prepare technical reports
 promote public transport
 simulate transport problems
Optional Knowledge
 local geography
 parking regulations
 rail infrastructure
 road traffic laws
 train routes
The sixth CEDEFOP National Qualifications Framework (NQF) monitoring report confirms that NQFs
play a key role in the European Qualifications Framework (EQF) implementation and in improving
transparency and comparability of qualifications nationally and internationally.
However, the visibility and use of the certification by the labour market is still limited. Sustainability,
visibility to end-users, stakeholder involvement, ownership of the process, and consensus-building
are among the conditions critical to successful NQF use and impact.
http://www.cedefop.europa.eu/en/publications-and-resources/publications/5565?NL=77
Regarding the recognition of the non-formal learning, such as the S.T.R.E.E.T. Project, the 2012
Council recommendation on validation encourages Member States to put in place national
arrangements for validation by 2018. These arrangements will enable individuals to increase the
visibility and value of their knowledge, skills and competences acquired outside formal education
and training: at work, at home or in voluntary activities.
The latest documents are from 2016 and provide a unique record on how validation is being used
at national, regional and local level in Europe. It contains a state-of-play and overview of
developments for 33 European countries since the 2014 update and is illustrated by good practise
examples. It further contains four thematic reports relating to key issues in the design and
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implementation of validation initiatives. The Inventory is the final result of a two-year process and
is based on the work of a large network of national experts, extensive review of documents and
interviews with key stakeholders.
http://www.cedefop.europa.eu/en/events-and-projects/projects/validation-non-formal-andinformal-learning/european-inventory
6.9.1 - Focus on AUSTRIA
National developments towards a national strategy for validation of non-formal and informal
learning started in 2013 and are strongly linked to both the Austrian Lifelong Learning Strategy (LLL:
2020, 2011) as well as to the development of the National Qualifications Framework (NQF). The
Council Recommendation on validation as well as the implementation of the European Credit
System in Vocational Education and Training (ECVET) also play an important role in this process.
Steering groups and working groups have been set up for supporting coordination across sectors.
Since the 2014 Inventory, important developments have taken place particularly in relation to the
national validation strategy and the implementation of the NQF. Until now, there has been no
uniform framework for validation and recognition of non-formal and informal learning in Austria.
Within the education and training system, a number of different Acts and Regulations enable formal
education and training institutions (general education, vocational education and training, and
higher education) to recognise learning outcomes acquired in non-formal and informal settings (for
example, in the context of ‘external exams’). Many validation initiatives and arrangements are
linked to the sector of adult education (in many cases in the context of second chance education)
and some measures can also be identified in other fields (such as the labour market and the third
sector). These initiatives were mainly developed from bottom-up processes with the involvement
of relevant stakeholders (such as social partners). The national validation strategy intends to provide
a platform and framework for the development and coordination of all of these initiatives and to
provide potential users with an overview of relevant available measures.
More details in this document.

6.9.2 - Focus on ITALY
As a result of years of debate and initiatives since 2012, a national legal framework on validation
has progressively developed in Italy:
■ The National Law 92/2012, reforming the Labour market, foresees the immediate institution of a
national system of competence certification and validation of non-formal and informal learning.
■ Subsequently on 16 January 2013, the national Legislative Decree on the national certification of
competence and validation of non-formal and informal learning was declared, starting with an
implementation phase.
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On 30 June 2015, an Inter-ministerial Decree, DI (Ministry of Labour and Ministry of Education)
defined the National Framework of Regional Qualifications according to Decree 13/2013. According
to this new framework, the background in which local and sectoral validation practitioners work in
Italy has now fundamentally changed. In order to provide more detail, the National Framework of
Regional Qualifications, defined through DI 30 June 2015, established:
1. A mechanism of mutual recognition among regional qualifications
2. Process, attestation and system standard procedures for the services of identification/validation
of non-formal and informal learning and certification of competences
There is already some concrete application of these rules for specific target groups (a national
programme is being run over the course of 2015/2016 to validate the competences of
approximately 5,000 civil service volunteers within the Youth Guarantee Programme).
Moreover, the National Technical Committee (which according to Decree 13/2013 is the
institutional authority in charge of the implementation of the system) decided to define a draft of
National Guidelines on validation of non-formal and informal learning and certification of
competences by the end of 2016. This means that a framework could be defined in Italy to also
include school education and HE, where there is still a lack of regulatory tools on validation.
In conclusion, there has been a decisive shift in Italy to a more concrete and comprehensive stage
in the implementation of a national strategy on validation
More details in the following document:

http://www.streetproject.eu/wp-content/uploads/2018/competences_validation/2016_validate_IT.pdf

6.9.3 - Focus on SLOVENIA
Slovenia does not have a long tradition in the validation of prior learning; however, the country is
taking the first steps towards establishing an overarching national system of validation. In 2016, the
national qualification framework, the SQF, was legally adopted. The SQF is referenced to the EQF.
In addition to the SQF, the Ministry responsible for education has invited all institutions involved in
the validation of non-formal and informal learning (up to the tertiary level) to start developing an
overarching, national system for validation that will include common standards, processes and
quality assurance. At this point in time, validation is done individually by each institution, even
though common practices can be observed.
Validation is most developed and implemented in the CVET sector where processes are centralised
to some extent at national level. On the other hand, the validation system is completely
decentralised at higher education level, where it is performed individually in each school or
department. Institutions responsible for validation are public and their core function is funded by
the government, while single validation processes are paid for by applicants.
The validation process typically includes assembling a portfolio with evidence of prior learning and
experience. This portfolio is then analysed by a validation practitioner or a validation committee
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who may request extra evidence from the applicant either in the form of an interview, a test, a
performance or additional documentation.
In the CVET sector, whole qualifications may be awarded as a result of validation determined under
the National Professional Qualifications Act that provides the legal framework for validation of nonformal and informal knowledge for the labour market. On IVET and higher education level only
partial validation is possible, the result of validation can be the award of credits for a single course
or a module within a study programme (ECTS points).
More details in the following document:

http://www.streetproject.eu/wp-content/uploads/2018/competences_validation/2016_validate_Sl.pdf

6.9.4 - Focus on the UNITED KINGDOM
There is a number of routes through which learners can have their non-formal and informal learning
recognised and validated in England and Northern Ireland. Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL) is
used in relation to formal, regulated qualifications. In vocational education, RPL is mainly used to
tailor the learning offer and in higher education (HE) it can be used for access, exemption and award.
Progress and achievement in non-regulated learning (non-accredited learning) can be recognised
through a five-stage process known as RARPA (Recognising And Recording Progress and
Achievement), which however does not lead to any form of certification. National Vocational
Qualifications (NVQs) represent an opportunity to validate workplace learning. They are aimed
mainly at people in work and lead to a nationally-recognised qualification, proving the ability to
perform an occupation to a nationally-recognised occupational standard.
There are also some separate validation initiatives in the third sector. However, there is no system
in place to coordinate validation activities taking place in the different sectors. There have been no
notable developments relating specifically to RPL in the UK since 2014.
There is no specific strategy devoted to RPL but it is referenced in both the Skills Funding Agency
and Ofqual policies for funding and qualifications, respectively. The Qualifications and Credit
Framework (QCF) has been replaced by the Regulated Qualifications Framework (RQF), which is
part of a policy approach seeking to devolve responsibility from national level to Awarding
Organisations and learning providers. This means that the actual offer of RPL depends on the
providers themselves.
The process is designed to be self-governing and allow for RPL to be accredited where it is relevant
to do so, but not to impose an overly rigid model on those who deliver qualifications. The advantage
is that each validation process and even each individual procedure of validation can be tailored to
the learner(s) assessed, but the potential disadvantage is that without a greater drive at national
level, it is likely that the numbers of people actually benefiting from RPL opportunities will remain
low. More details in the following document:
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http://www.streetproject.eu/wpcontent/uploads/2018/competences_validation/2016_validate_UK_EN.pdf

6.10 – Experiment in Italy with learners in the S.T.R.E.E.T. Project
Within the project, ENGIM learners, who participated in the S.T.R.E.E.T. learning activities, had a
certificate of participation issued by the coordinator and, for each learning activities, learning
agreements have been set up and, at the end of the project the Europasses will be issued.
Besides, as the project coordinator is based in the Italian region of Piedmont where a system of
recognition of competencies was set up, ENIGIM tried to certificate the competencies of learners.
ENGIM PIEMONTE is an organisation accredited to certificate the competencies acquired through
work-placements and different experiences.
ENIGIM used the “Atlante del Lavoro e delle Qualificazioni”2 which has a list of professions and
related competencies according to the ISTAT (Italian National Institute of Statistics) classification.
ENGIM searched which competencies and professional profiles could be connected to those
acquired in the project and extracted those areas of activity related. They then certificated those
competencies which can be transformed into credits.
For those learners residing in Piedmont the competencies have also been inserted into the labour
market data base system which is the database of each worker. In the section “Further professional
experience” these activities have been listed and their counterpart will be the workers CV.
Links and references
Most documents and references in this chapter are taken from materials produced by CEDEFOP,
European Centre for the Development of Vocational Training, agency of the European Union:
http://www.cedefop.europa.eu/
Decision No 2241/2004/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 15 December 2004 on
a single Community framework for the transparency of qualifications and competences (Europass)
A Framework for Qualifications for the European Higher Education Area; Bologna Working Group
on Qualifications Frameworks, published by the Ministry of Science, Technology and Innovation,
Copenhagen, February 2005
http://www.ond.vlaanderen.be/hogeronderwijs/bologna/documents/050218_QF_EHEA.pdf
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9620-2017-INIT/en/pdf
Recommendation of the European Parliament and of the Council of 18 June 2009 on the
establishment of a European Credit System for Vocational Education and Training (ECVET) - (2009/C
155/02)
2

http://atlantelavoro.inapp.org/
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ESCO Strategic Framework Document of the EU 28.07.2017
COUNCIL RECOMMENDATION of 20 December 2012 on the validation of non-formal and informal
learning (2012/C 398/01)
http://www.cedefop.europa.eu/en/events-and-projects/projects/validation-non-formal-andinformal-learning/european-inventory
https://europass.cedefop.europa.eu/
https://ec.europa.eu/education/resources/european-credit-transfer-accumulation-system_en
http://ec.europa.eu/education/policy/vocational-policy/ecvet_en
https://ec.europa.eu/education/resources/european-tertiary-education-register_en
http://ec.europa.eu/education/policy/vocational-policy/eqavet_en
https://ec.europa.eu/esco/portal/escopedia/Occupation
https://ec.europa.eu/esco/portal/escopedia/International_Standard_Classification_of_Occupatio
ns_%2528ISCO%2529
https://www.vdab.be/competent
https://statistik.arbeitsagentur.de/Navigation/Statistik/Grundlagen/Klassifikation-derBerufe/Klassifikation-der-Berufe-Nav.html
https://www.pole-emploi.fr/candidat/les-fiches-metiers-@/index.jspz?id=681
http://www.ams.at/bis/bis/BerufsstrukturBaum.php
http://atlantelavoro.inapp.org/
https://ec.europa.eu/ploteus/content/descriptors-page
http://www.cedefop.europa.eu/en/events-and-projects/projects/learning-outcomes
www.cedefop.europa.eu/en/events-and-projects/projects/national-qualifications-frameworks
https://ec.europa.eu/ploteus/en/compare
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http://www.cedefop.europa.eu/files/4163_en.pdf
http://www.cedefop.europa.eu/en/publications-and-resources/country-reports/europeaninventory-on-nqf?search=&year%5bvalue%5d%5byear%5d=2016&country=&items_per_page=20
http://www.cedefop.europa.eu/en/events-and-projects/networks
http://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?catId=1223
http://www.cedefop.europa.eu/en/publications-and-resources/publications/4054
http://www.cedefop.europa.eu/en/publications-and-resources/data-visualisations/europeandatabase-on-validation-of-non-formal-and-informal-learning
https://www.openeducationeuropa.eu/en
http://civitas.eu/learning-centre
http://epomm.eu/
http://www.eltis.org/mobility-plans
https://www.allinx.eu/
https://ec.europa.eu/transport/about-us_en
http://www.streetproject.eu/wp-content/uploads/2018/competences_validation/2016_validate_AT.pdf
http://www.streetproject.eu/wp-content/uploads/2018/competences_validation/2016_validate_IT.pdf
http://www.streetproject.eu/wp-content/uploads/2018/competences_validation/2016_validate_Sl.pdf
http://www.streetproject.eu/wpcontent/uploads/2018/competences_validation/2016_validate_UK_EN.pdf
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7 – JOBS PLACEMENTS AND JOBS OPPORTUNITIES

To find jobs in Europe it is possible to refer to EURES, the European Job Mobility Portal that links Job
Seekers and Employers:
[https://ec.europa.eu/eures/public/it/homepage; https://twitter.com/EURESJob].
The purpose of EURES is to provide information, advice and recruitment/placement (job-matching)
services for the benefit of workers and employers as well as any citizen wishing to benefit from the
principle of the free movement of persons. In particular, concerning the European cross-border
regions, EURES has an important role in providing information about and helping to solve all sorts
of problems related to cross-border commuting that workers and employers may experience.
In the S.T.R.E.E.T. Project we designed this chapter to provide readers with specific information on
the labour market and employment opportunities in the cities and countries where the project
partners are from. To make it effective we decided to structure each paragraph with an introduction
of the local job market followed by a table that could be used as reference to find jobs in Sustainable
Transport and Tourism.
To make the table users friendly we identified four main items:
 Category (job search engine with key words, newspapers, local/central governmental websites)
 Name of the website
 Weblink
 Keywords
The “Category” item was then divided in six sub-categories such as:
 Job search engine – general
 Job search engine – specific
 Central/Local governmental website
 Transport Authority/Agency
 Newspapers
 Technical Associations
Depending on each country and related translations, the most popular “Keywords” to search for a
job as Expert of Mobility for Sustainable Transport would include, but not limited to:
 Sustainable Transport Expert
 Transport Planner
 Strategic Transport Expert
 Mobility Manager
 Sustainable Mobility Manager
 Environmental Engineer/Manager
 Tourism Management Executive
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7.1 – London and the UK
The UK offers great working opportunities, especially for people who do not require a work permit.
Its flexible labour market has produced a healthy employment market in recent years, with
unemployment mostly below 5%, which compares well to other EU countries.
Much economic growth is concentrated in the South-East, so usually regional unemployment is
higher in Northern England, Scotland, Northern Ireland and Wales. There are also certain sectors
where job opportunities are poor, such as manufacturing and heavy industry. For those who are not
eligible to work in the UK, it may be more difficult to obtain a permit than a job.
Most recruitment agencies specialise in a particular field such as IT, Transport, Energy, Environment
etc. It is common to look in the Yellow Pages or go to the Recruitment & Employment
Confederation website (https://www.rec.uk.com/) to find a recruitment agency in the right sector.
If the candidate is an executive, manager or a professional, s/he might want to register with a
“headhunter”. These agencies are employed by large companies to find people to fill senior
positions. There are numerous headhunters in the UK and, in particular, in London.
There are Temping agencies specialised in placing staff in temporary positions and are a great way
for expats to get into the British job market and try working in different sectors – or place them in
a position to apply for full-time work if the opportunity arises.
In London, finding a job it is often about what you know and whom you know – or these days, to
whom you tweet or follow on social media. Not only can someone make contact with others in their
field through social media but headhunters also use it to find suitable applicants. They obviously
look at LinkedIn (so it is highly advised to keep professional profile updated), but they also look at
what people are doing on Twitter, Facebook – even Pinterest – so it is important to make sure what
one posts is what one would be happy for future employers to see.
Making as many contacts as possible before going to London is desirable and while one is there it is
good to use them. Letting everyone know if one is looking for work. Attending conferences, forums,
professional networking events and social gatherings is very important.
Regarding foreigners, if one is looking for professional or well remunerated employment, high
English language ability will be a requirement for the majority of positions. Depending on the type
of job, qualifications may also be important (although not as important as in some countries – e.g.
to work in a general business role, one's experience will be taken into account ahead of whether or
not you have studied business).
Category (*)

Name

Job search engine –
general

ADZUNA

Partners

Weblink
JOB SEARCH ENGINES - GENERAL
https://www.adzuna.co.uk/
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Job search
general
Job search
general
Job search
general
Job search
general
Job search
general
Job search
general
Job search
general
Job search
general
Job search
general
Job search
general
Job search
general
Job search
general
Job search
specific
Job search
specific
Job search
specific
Job search
specific
Job search
specific

Job search
specific

engine – INDEED UK

https://www.indeed.co.uk/

engine –

MONSTER UK

https://www.monster.co.uk/

engine –

WORKCICLE

https://www.workcircle.co.uk/

engine –

TOTALJOBS

https://www.totaljobs.com/

engine –

RANDSTAD

https://www.randstad.co.uk/

engine –

HAYS

http://jobs.hays.co.uk/

engine –

BLUE ARROW

https://www.bluearrow.co.uk/

engine – TARGETJOBS

https://targetjobs.co.uk/

engine –

JOBS24

https://www.jobs24.co.uk/jobs

engine –

GLASSDOOR

https://www.glassdoor.co.uk/index.htm

engine – REED

https://www.reed.co.uk/

engine –

https://hired.com/jobs/london

HIRED

JOB SEARCH ENGINES – SPECIFIC for Transport, Environment, etc.
engine – JOBS in
https://www.jobs-in-transport.com/
TRANSPORT
engine – TRANSPORT
https://jobs.transport-network.co.uk/
NETWORK
JOBS
engine – GREEN JOBS
https://www.greenjobs.co.uk/browse-jobs/sustainabletransport-jobs/
engine – ENVIRONMENT https://www.environmentjob.co.uk/jobs
JOBS
engine – JUST
https://www.justengineers.net/jobs/highways-transport/uk
ENGINEERS –
HIGHWAYS
and
TRANSPORT
engine – NEW CIVIL
https://www.newcivilengineercareers.com/jobs/transportENGINEER
and-highways/
(NCE) CAREERS
– TRANSPORT
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and
HIGHWAYS
UK Government
Transport
Authority/Agency

JOB SEARCH ENGINES – CENTRAL GOVERNMENT
Department
https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/departmentfor Transport
for-transport/about/recruitment
(DfT)
Transport for
https://tfl.gov.uk/corporate/careers/
London (TfL)

JOB SEARCH ENGINES – LOCAL GOVERNMENT – We advise to contact the relevant city council or
county council for more information. We provide only a short selection of councils as an example
England/London
London &
http://www.londonandpartners.com/get-involved
Partners
England/London
Westminster,
https://jobs.westminster.gov.uk/job-search.html
Hammersmith
and Fulham triboroughs:
England/London
Brent City
https://www.brent.gov.uk/your-council/jobs-and-careers/
Council
England/Bristol
Bristol City
https://jobs.bristol.gov.uk/home.html
Council
England/Manchester Manchester
http://www.manchester.gov.uk/info/100008/work_jobs
City Council
_training_and_advice/5731/see_job_vacancies/
England/Liverpool
Liverpool City
http://liverpool.gov.uk/jobs-and-training/
Council
Scotland
several
https://www.myjobscotland.gov.uk/councils
councils
Wales/Cardiff
Cardiff City
https://jobs.cardiff.gov.uk/
Council
Wales/Swansea
Swansea City
https://www.swansea.gov.uk/jobs
Council
Northern
Belfast City
http://www.belfastcity.gov.uk/jobs/Jobs.aspx
Ireland/Belfast
Council
Northern
Derry City &
http://www.derrystrabane.com/Council/Jobs
Ireland/Derry
Strabane
Newspaper
Newspaper
Newspaper
Newspaper

JOB SEARCH ENGINES – NEWSPAPERS
The Guardian
https://jobs.theguardian.com/
The
http://independentjobs.independent.co.uk/
Independent
The Telegraph https://jobs.telegraph.co.uk/
The Times
http://appointments.thesundaytimes.co.uk/jobs/
JOB SEARCH ENGINES – MAGAZINES
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Magazine
Magazine
Magazine
Magazine

Association

Association

Association

Association

Social Media

Local
Government
Chronicle
Local
Government
Association
The Municipal
Journal
Transport Extra

https://www.lgcjobs.com/
https://www.jobtrain.co.uk/lga/Vacancies.aspx
https://jobs.themj.co.uk/
https://www.transportxtra.com/publications/local-transporttoday/jobs/

PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS
https://ciltuk.org.uk/Careers/Jobs

CILT UK –
Chartered
Institute for
Logistics and
Transport
IET
–
The https://engineering-jobs.theiet.org/
Institute
of
Engineering
and
Technology
CIHT
– http://www.cihtjobs.com/
Chartered
Institution of
Highways and
Transportation
ICE –
https://www.icerecruit.com/jobs/
Institution of
Civil Engineers
LinkedIn

SOCIAL MEDIA
https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/sustainable-transportjobs/?country=gb

7.2 – Bled and Slovenia
The best way to find a job in Slovenia is working as a student in a company you want to be employed.
This is the way you get some experiences and evolve skills, you get to know the kind of work,
workplace and company. Students who have acquired competences and are independent are more
likely to get a job. Employers like to employ students or young people who already worked for them
and proved they are reliable and capable of achieve the assigned tasks..
Word of mouth is another usual practice of getting a job. Employers are sometimes searching for
workers by recommendations.
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Slovenia is so small that people usually commute to their working place every day. We believe that
young people with a certificate of “expert for sustainable mobility and tourism” should have more
chances of getting a job at least in Ljubljana, the capital of Slovenia.
Knowing the meaning of soft mobility and sustainable development of tourism is certainly an
advantage if you want to work in tourism and in professions related to landscape architecture,
urbanism, traffic, environmental issues. … It is also important that teachers and professors
understand theories of soft mobility and green tourism, so they can transfer this knowledge to our
children.
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Category (*)
Job search engine general
Job search engine general
Job search engine general
Job search engine –
specific
Job search engine general
Job search engine –
general
Job search engine –
general
Job search engine –
general
Job search engine –
general
Job search engine –
general
Job search engine –
general
Job search engine –
general
Job search engine –
general
Job search engine –
general
Job search engine –
general
Job search engine –
general
Job search engine –
general
Job search engine –
general
Job search engine –
general
Job search engine –
general
Job search engine –
general

Partners

Name
Weblink
JOB SEARCH ENGINE - GENERAL
MojeDelo.com
https://www.mojedelo.com/
Mojazaposlitev.si

https://www.mojazaposlitev.si/

Zaposlitev.info

https://www.zaposlitev.info/

Zaupajte.si

https://zaupajte.si/

najZaposlitev.si

https://najzaposlitev.si/

Karierni centri Univerze v
Ljubljani
Kariera

https://kc.uni-lj.si/domov.html

Adecco

http://www.adecco.si/

Trenkwalder

https://si.trenkwalder.com/

Manpower

https://www.manpower.si/

Interim Adria

http://www.interimadria.si/

Danfoss

http://www.danfoss.com/home/

Mservis.si

https://www.mservis.si/

Naton

http://www.natonhr.com/

Atama

http://atama.si/

Competo

https://www.competo.si/

Powerserv

http://www.powerserv.si/sl/

Trescon

http://trescon.si/

Kadis

http://www.kadis.si/

Hill international

http://www.hill-int.si/

Kadrovanje

http://kadrovanje.com/

https://kariera.si/
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Job search engine –
general
Job search engine –
general
Job search engine –
general
Job search engine –
general
Job search engine –
general
Job search engine –
general
Job search engine –
general
Job search engine –
general
Job search engine –
general
Job search engine –
general
Magazine
Job search engine –
general
Job search engine –
specific

Catro

http://www.catro.com/en/welcome/

Advise

http://www.advise.si/si/

Axent

http://www.axent.si/

Profil

http://www.profil.si/Delovna_mesta

Kadrovski inženiring
Trgotur

http://www.kadrovskosvetovanje.si/
http://www.trgotur.si/si/iskalci/

Rekruter

http://www.rekruter.si/

ISG – International service
group
Competo

http://www.isg.com/de/

Profil

http://profil.si/

Finance
Adittec

https://topjob.finance.si/
https://www.adittec.si/

https://www.competo.si/

JOB SEARCH ENGINE - SPECIFIC
Combera group
http://combera.si/

JOB SEARCH ENGINE – CENTRAL/LOCAL GOVERNMENT
Central / local
Zavod Republike Slovenije za https://www.ess.gov.si/
governmental website
zaposlovanje

7.3 – Werfenweng and Austria & Germany
In this chapter you will find a non-exhaustive list of job search engines and online platforms which
list jobs vacancies. Some of them are very general, others list specific vacant positions in either
tourism or mobility. Several platforms list vacant positions in Austria and Germany simultaneously,
some others just show either Austrian or German employers.
In general, both labour markets are very comparable when it comes to the channels employers use
to display job vacancies; the same applies to the job application process.
Therefore, if you are looking for a position in Mobility and Tourism use the listed job search engines
or visit a specific website of either a tourism destination or a mobility federation.
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Usually you will find job vacancies indicated with: ‘Karriere’, ‘Jobs’, ‘freie Stellen’, ‘Stellenangebote’
or ‘Vakanzen’. Another great opportunity to find job openings are career services at universities and
universities of applied science.
You might also want to visit specific tourism and mobility trade shows such as:
 ITB (Berlin)
 Reise&Camping (Essen)
 Germany Travel Mart (Nürnberg)
 e-mobility World (Friedrichshafen)
 Klimamobility (Bozen).
A trade show is a good place to establish new contacts. Contacts will also help you learn about
vacancies by word of mouth.
Most of the times you can apply for jobs online, by either filling in an application form with your
personal details and uploading your CV, letter of application and references or sending all
documents via e-mail. Here it is important to merge all documents into one single file, so the
recipient does not receive several files.
Some potential employers will ask you to send a printed copy of your application via mail.
Depending on each country, the most popular keywords for search engines could be:
English
Sustainable Transport / Mobility Expert
Transport Planner
Strategic Transport Expert
Mobility Manager
Mobility Planner
Environmental Engineer/Manager
Sustainable Mobility Manager
Tourism and Mobility Manager
Green / Soft Mobility Expert

German
Experte für nachhaltigen Transport / Mobilität
Transportplaner
Strategischer Transportplaner / Transportexperte
Mobilitäts Manager / Verantwortlicher
Mobilitätsplaner
Umweltingenieur / -manager
Manager für nachhaltige Mobilität
Tourismus und Mobilitätsmanager
Experte für grüne / sanfte Mobilität

Category (*)

Name
Weblink
JOB SEARCH ENGINES - GENERAL
search STEPSTONE
https://www.stepstone.de/
general

Job
engine
DE & AT
Job
search DER STANDARD
engine general
AT
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Job
engine
AT
Job
engine
DE
Job
engine
DE
Job
engine
DE

search KARRIERE
general

https://www.karriere.at/

search JOBWORLD
general

https://www.jobworld.de/

search SOORCE
general

https://www.soorce.de/

search MONSTER DE
general

https://www.monster.de/

JOB SEARCH ENGINES - SPECIFIC

Job
search FVW
specific DE

http://touristik-jobs.fvw.de/

Job
search
engine specific
DE
Job
search
engine specific
DE
Job
search
engine specific
DE
Job
search
engine specific
AT
Job
search
engine tourism
international

DESTINET

http://www.destinet.de/

TOURISMUS
CAREER

https://www.tourismus.career/

TOURISTIK CAREER

https://www.touristikcareer.de/

JOBBÖRSE
OBERÖSTREEICH
TOURISMUS
SHIXX

https://www.oberoesterreich-tourismus.at/karriereweiterbildung/jobs-im-tourismus.html

Central
governmental
website DE

DLR

http://shixxi.com/job.php?lang=en

JOB SEARCH ENGINES – CENTRAL GOVERNMENT
http://www.dlr.de/dlr/jobs/desktopdefault.aspx/#S:452

7.4 – Turin and Italy
To find a job in Italy you can register as “unemployed” (disoccupato in Italian) at a job centre (Centro
Per l’Impiego - CPI) in any part of Italy where you intend to reside. In addition to performing
administrative tasks, CPIs also provide guidance and advisory services, short training courses and
matching skills and jobs. In some Job Centres a dedicated help desk supports people with high skills
profiles (Sportello Alte Professionalità).
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You can also contact private job agencies; approximately 4,000 of these are currently authorised by
the Ministry of Employment and Social Policy and appear in the job agencies’ register. The main
temporary jobs agencies also provide a list of vacancies on their websites.
The Internet also provides a wealth of resources, such as websites of companies and Chambers of
Commerce, specialist private portals and the growing phenomenon of social media use (Facebook,
LinkedIn, Twitter, etc.).
Currently in Italy, not all employment opportunities are conveyed via official/institutional research
and selection channels; some are in fact linked to personal networks and existing contacts from
work or school.
It is possible for all European Union citizens to undertake self-employed and employed work without
the need of an authorisation/permit to work, with the sole exception of activities reserved for Italian
citizens – given the principle of equal treatment with the latter.
As in many European countries you can directly apply for a particular job or send a spontaneous
application, i.e. one that is addressed to companies that might be interested in your profile.
In the first case, the application procedures are usually indicated in the text of the offer or the
classified section, and there is often a Lavora con noi [i.e. work with us] section on company websites
with details of how to send a spontaneous application online.
Job centres offer advice on writing CVs and covering letters. On the www.cliclavoro.gov.it portal,
there is a dedicated section offering practical advice, suggestions and examples for an effective job
application. The website itself is a very useful resources.
Category
Central
website
Central
website

Name
Weblink
CENTRAL GOVERNMENT WEBSITES
government GARANZIA GIOVANI
www.garanziagiovani.gov.it
government CLIC

Job search
general
Job search
general
Job search
general
Job search
general
Job search
general
Job search
general

www.cliclavoro.gov.it/

JOB SEARCH ENGINES - GENERAL
engine - JOBSTATUS
www.jobatus.it/
engine - MONDOLAVORO

www.mondolavoro.it/

engine - LINKEDIN

www.linkedin.com/jobs

engine - MONSTER

www.monster.it

engine - JOBIJOBA

www.circuitolavoro.it

engine - INFO JOBS

www.infojobs.it
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Job search
general
Job search
general
Job search
general
Job search
general
Job search
general
Job search
general
Job search
general
Job search
general
Job search
general
Job search
general
Job search
general
Job search
general
Job search
general
Job search
general
Job search
general
Job search
general
Job search
general
Job search
general
Job search
general
Job search
general
Job search
general
Job search
general

engine - JOBSOUL

www.jobsoul.it

engine - INDEED

it.indeed.com

engine - LAVORO CORRIERE

lavoro.corriere.it

engine - TROVIT

lavoro.trovit.it

engine - CAREERJET

www.careerjet.it

engine - JOB RAPIDO

it.jobrapido.com

engine - BANCA LAVORO

www.bancalavoro.it

engine - SIMPLY HIRED

www.simplyhired.it

engine - CAREER BUILDER

www.careerbuilder.it

engine - JOB YOUR LIFE

www.jobyourlife.com

engine - JOOBLE

jooble.org

engine - CORNER JOB

www.cornerjob.com/it/

engine - JOB GRATIS

www.jobgratis.com

engine - OGGI LAVORO

www.oggilavoro.com

engine - HELP LAVORO

www.helplavoro.it/

engine - CERCO LAVORO

www.cercolavoro.com

engine - UN IMPIEGO

www.unimpiego.it/

engine - LAVORARE.NET

www.lavorare.net

engine - CLICCA LAVORO

www.cliccalavoro.it

engine - LAVORO.ORG

www.lavoro.org

engine - LAVORO.IT

www.lavoro.it

engine - CAMBIO LAVORO

www.cambiolavoro.com

JOBS IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR
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Official website

GAZZETTA UFFICIALE

www.gazzettaufficiale.it

Official website

CONCORSI.IT

Official website

REGIONE PIEMONTE

www.concorsi.it
www.regione.piemonte.it/governo/bollettino/abbonati
/2011/corrente/

NEWSPAPERS AND PUBLICATIONS
Official publication of INFORMALAVORO
http://www.comune.torino.it/lavoro/
Municipality of Turin
with private and public
jobs
JOB SEARCH ENGINES – GREEN AND TOURISM JOBS
Job search engine - LAVORO IN TURISMO
www.lavoroturismo.it/
specific
Job search engine - LAVORO NEL TURISMO www.lavoronelturismo.it/lavoro-turismo.php
specific
Job search engine - JOB IN TOURISM
www.jobintourism.it
specific
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8 – CONCLUSIONS
The S.T.R.E.E.T. project was funded by the Erasmus+ programme in the field of Education and
Training and one of its aims was to make a contribution on tackling the socio-economic changes. For
this reason, we combined two major changes: the growing need of a sustainable mobility and need
of young people to gain skills that could support them in the labour market.
It was an ambitious and long project and the young people involved had a heterogeneous
background and were very skilled in some fields related to the topic of sustainable mobility. So the
challenge was ambitious and the goal was to provide them with additional skills that could help their
professional growth.
Combining a partnership with different scope and missions was another challenge as often different
professional fields have their own vocabulary and keep themselves within their boundaries, which
makes difficult to connect with other areas. In the project we realised that synergy and crossfertilisation must be promoted in Europe for a competitive economy.
At the end of the project we can say that, although it requested a lot of effort, we managed to teach
21 young people a set of skills transferred by professionals in the fields of Sustainable Mobility and
Transport and we did it in an innovative way as, thanks to the Erasmus Plus funding , the learners
were able to experience the topics directly on the field of the partner countries. They were able to
make connections, see real companies working on sustainable mobility and generate fresh ideas for
their future profession.
We used modern tools to disseminate the project and we decided, after the end of the project, to
open the Learning Platform and make it accessible to all, even if the field of sustainable transport
and tourism is known to be changing rapidly.
From the point of view of a training organisation, ENGIM very clearly understood what is expected
in general terms from the point of view of the roles of education and training in the implementation
of the Europe 2020 strategy3: to keep the EU competitive and innovative it is important to provide
EU citizens with skills and competences the European economy and society need. At the same time,
EU citizens should be the objective of effective social cohesion and inclusion policies.
Besides, we identified two other Erasmus+ goals to achieve in S.T.R.E.E.T.:
 fostering improvements, innovation and internationalisation in training organisations
 providing more attractive training programmes, also with ICT-based methodologies
We provided contents of the learning activities both online and offline (in classrooms) and the latter
are now also available online after being converted in video lessons.

3

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:52011XG0304(01)
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The learners were given constant feedbacks concerning contents of the lessons and the programme
of the learning activities; one evaluation session was made using the innovative “Lego Serious Play4”
method that gave useful insights on perspectives and lessons learnt. The final evaluation of the
training method carried out with the learners at the end of the project underlined the importance
of group lessons, exercises and practical case studies: this is a valuable suggestion we will take into
consideration for future projects and similar activities.
The innovation and internationalisation of the training organisations and improved management
competencies and strategies are often heritage of those working in projects and the challenge is to
spread this knowledge to the rest of staff. We must also underline that every day we struggle with
the rigidity of the training systems at local level that are often not even organised at a national level
but a regional level. Because of this, it is also hard to provide trainees with skills which are clearly
understandable and recognisable by other systems. This generates a problem in a modern Europe
made of young people who live and work in countries different from the native one.
The efforts being made in this field by the EU are massive and are gradually changing the local
systems, however there is still a lot to be done within the organisations themselves too: the trainers
and the management teams need to acquire a wider perspective which goes beyond the regional
and even beyond the national borders.
From the training point of view we can say that the focus of the project was on the learners: they
were not passive “participants” but they actively contributed to the development of the activities,
they made presentations during the learning activities, they were included in the panels during the
multiplier events and they proactively and constantly gave opinions, feedbacks and points of view
so that they could have a project respondent to their need as young people and European citizens.
TRANSPADANA as the project dissemination manager paid special attention to shape
communication registers in relation to the different kinds of stakeholders addressed including - but
not limited to - policy makers, sustainable transport & tourism solutions providers and end users.
The added value of our students has been effective in preparing the project newsletters, populating
social networks and expressing their opinions during the Turin and London Multiplier Events. This
made us think that future Erasmus+ initiatives should regularly involve their participants to learning
activities in carrying out communication and dissemination activities in close co-operation with
project partners. To make this possible, though, we realised their daily reimbursement fees should
be increased accordingly.
It is the ALPINE PEARLS partner’s opinion that the project showed this kind of learning activities can
be very useful for young people of mountain villages working in the tourism sector or in the field of
mobility, as in these regions there is no successful tourism without efficient mobility and, vice versa,
4 Lego Serious Play is a facilitation methodology created by the Lego Group and since 2010 is available under an open
source community-based model. Its goal is fostering creative thinking through team building metaphors of their
organizational identities and experiences using Lego bricks. Participants work through imaginary scenarios using visual
three-dimensional Lego constructions, hence the name "serious play”
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there would not be enough resources for mobility infrastructures without tourism. On the one side
we are living in a time where tourist expectations are always higher as far as mobility is concerned;
on the other side touristic areas need to develop mobility solutions able to match also the needs of
inhabitants.
The exchange with students from urban areas and the heterogeneity of the learning contents of the
S.T.R.E.E.T. project (especially during the study visits) was a very good opportunity to collect new
expertise and wider know-how. This interdisciplinary approach was very appreciated by the
students and should be further implemented in future projects, maybe in form of Summer Schools
open not only to the target group identified in he S.T.R.E.E.T. project, but also to collaborators of
municipalities and tourism organisations and providers.
The S.T.R.E.E.T. students gave OBČINA BLED, one of the Alpine Pearls, some great ideas on how to
improve a poor traffic situation that is mainly triggered by tourists. Some of the proposals given to
the municipality at the end of their study visit in Bled were realised. It was also important for
students to meet new people and assess different opinions.
Even if we already knew that, being Bled a very small town, it would have been inappropriate to
compare solutions introduced in Turin or London, we realised the design and implementation of
measures for managing transport and tourism flows should be carried out in a different way. As a
matter of fact, larger cities have a well-developed public transport system, whereas smaller cities
and towns (where all the distance could be covered on foot or by bike) have completely different
needs.
One of the main concepts the project highlighted is that smaller municipalities should focus on
improving their infrastructures for walking and cycling and promote them among residents and
tourists. One excellent opportunity to take actions on advertising soft mobility solution is the
European Mobility Week held in many EU cities between 16-22 Sept of every year.
The experience gained during the S.T.R.E.E.T. project was definitely positive for EPN CONSULTING
as the selected group of students that attended the Study Visits showed an excellent level of
curiosity about learning the specific challenges that every city has to face and assessing
commonalities and differences that affects the implementation of the concept of sustainable
mobility and tourism.
From the point of view of a consulting firm expert in sustainable transport, EPN Consulting aimed
to provide students with the wide plethora of issues that a large city such as a London has to face
every single day to ensure an efficient mobility across its area. It was good to show them how multimodal transport hubs are organised, how simple ticketing fares structure and payment solutions
along with an effective communication and travel information provision encourage the use of public
transport. These topics were taught in classroom at the beginning of the first study visit in London
and they were more understood when the students were able to make their experience on the field.
The opportunity of visiting other locations with different transport solutions opened students’ mind
and now they should be able to properly assess which range of sustainable transport solutions
would be more suitable in different cities/towns located in different environment: urban, rural,
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mountain, etc with different kinds of mobility demand: seasonal, daily peak and off-peak, holidaydependant, etc.
Additional concepts EPN Consulting wanted to convey regarded costs and economy of scale of
implementing an effective system of sustainable transport to promote sustainable tourism.
Students were taught that, although a technical solution may seem excellent to solve a specific
problem, the design process should always account for costs of implementation and maintenance
both in the mid and long term to ensure the transport service provided will always consider the
quality and safety as top priorities as well as a high customers’ satisfaction. The latter is important,
otherwise travellers will not consolidate the aimed behavioural change and be back to use private
cars with the well-known negative consequences.
The creation of a permanent network of stakeholders (municipalities, tourist offices, tourist
operators, transport operators, hotel industry, etc.) in each geographic area that aims to develop
and encourage sustainable tourism would be the natural follow up of the project legacy. This
network could make use of the S.T.R.E.E.T. experiences described and detailed in the project
TOOLBOX that EPN Consulting realised together with the other project partners.
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A1 – DISSEMINATION ACTIONS

Dissemination is the process of making the results and deliverables of a project available to
stakeholders and to wider audience. The dissemination activity is considered essential for EUfunded projects like S.T.R.E.E.T. for the sustainability of outputs in the long term.
A good dissemination strategy should have a definite purpose and be able to support the project
development (EU, 2010) to:
 raise awareness about the project goal
 inform and educate the community of reference
 engage and get feedbacks from the public
 promote project outputs
 ensure that the effects will be sustained after the end of the project
Transpadana, as the project partner in charge of the communication and dissemination activities,
created a stakeholder analysis starting from a questionnaire sent to other project partners: each
partner identified and mapped their own target groups. A stakeholder can be considered as anyone
who has an interest in the project or will be affected by its outcomes.
The stakeholder analysis is the first step for the dissemination strategy because all the outcomes
will be shared during the project life with the identified stakeholders (relevant institutions,
organisations and individuals). It should be planned in consultation with the project partners and
should explain as follows (the five Ws):
 What you plan to disseminate (the message);
 to Whom (the audience);
 Why (the purpose);
 When (the timing);
 Where you plan to disseminate (the publicity channels);
 How (the method).
Considering these elements, it was built a communication and dissemination strategy that
encompassed four different tools and channels:
1. Website
2. Newsletters
3. Social media (Facebook)
4. Multiplier Events
A1.1 – The Project Website
For the S.T.R.E.E.T. project Transpadana and ENGIM developed a website to explain the project goals
and objectives and to disseminate information about project activities and results:
www.streetproject.eu (Fig. A1.1). As a dissemination channel, this website includes all publicity the
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project created such as newsletters, photos and videos, publications, and study visits presentations.
All the deliverables are available through images and links.
It is important to think of what would interest and engage those people who will visit the site and
attract visitors. For this reason, we:
 made our website attractive and easy to use, with intuitive navigation;
 kept the website updated;
 submitted the website to key Search Engines Optimisation (SEO) tools so it could get a good
amount of traffic;
 asked other key websites on similar web pages to link to ours;
 used a link checker to make sure there were no broken links

Fig. A1.1 – Screenshot of the S.T.R.E.E.T. project website (Source: authors’ elaboration)

On the S.T.R.E.E.T. website there is a special Platform (Fig. A1.2) where the training modules were
added to the Basic Course label. A box dedicated to the project, linked to the website, was created
by all project partners on their institutional sites and the online publication were announced
through specific communications to stakeholders.
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Fig. A1.2 – Screenshot of the S.T.R.E.E.T. project website: access page to the Platform (Source: authors’ elaboration)

A1.2 – The Project Newsletters
Newsletters (Fig. A1.3) presenting a project and describing its results are the most common method
to disseminate projects results. The S.T.R.E.E.T. newsletters were created in the 4 languages of the
project partners (English, Italian, German and Slovenian). It was decided that each partner send the
newsletter to a dedicated mailing list, through their own communication channels. Our Newsletters
aimed to keep recipients informed on S.T.R.E.E.T. project developments in a clear, concise and
relevant way.
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Fig. A1.3 – Cover images of the S.T.R.E.E.T. newsletters (Source: authors’ elaboration)

The entire collection of the S.T.R.E.E.T. Project Newsletters can be found here:
http://www.streetproject.eu/?page_id=248 while the single issues are listed below.









Newsletter No. 1 – April 2016
Newsletter No. 2 – February 2017
Newsletter No. 3 – June 2017
Newsletter No. 4 – October 2017 – with info on the London (UK) Study Visit
Newsletter No. 5 – November 2017 – with info on the Werfenweng (AT) Study Visit
Newsletter No. 6 – December 2017 – with info on the Bled (SLO) Study Visit
Newsletter No. 7 – April 2018 – with info on the Turin (IT) Study Visit
Newsletter No. 8 – July 2018 – with info on the Turin and London Multiplier Events

A1.3 – The Project Facebook page
In
December
2016
the
S.T.R.E.E.T.
Facebook
page
was
created
(https://www.facebook.com/ErasmusSTREET/?ref=ts&fref=ts), linked to the project website, to
present the project and its developments. Each partner was enabled as administrator/editor of the
Facebook page as to post contents autonomously and animate the network.
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In addition to the dissemination of the project results (Fig. A1.4-5), the research of participants in
the Basic Courses also used this channel. In February 2017 a communication campaign was carried
out through specific posts made in the four project languages that invited to visit the website and
to register for the online Basic Course.
Before the learning activities started, each participant was introduced with a brief profile including
a picture and describing the reason why s/he chose to participate in the activities.
The recruitment campaign was very successful, so much that in the first 20 days, around 150
enrolments were collected for the Course. The Facebook page became then very important as live
narrator of the training experiences made during the Study Visits between 2017 and 2018, through
direct contributions of the students and with the support of the host project partners.
The Facebook page has an average of 200 followers and the average posts cover roughly 250 people
up to 900 people during the learning activities.

Figg. A1.4-5 – Examples of Facebook posts in Italian and English published during the project (Source: authors’ elaboration)
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Figg. A1.6-7 – Examples of Facebook posts in German and Slovenian published during the project (Source: authors’ elaboration)

Figg. A1.8-9 –Facebook posts concerning the London and Werfenweng Study Visits (Source: authors’ elaboration)
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Figg. A1.10-11 –Facebook posts concerning the Bled and Turin Study Visits (Source: authors’ elaboration)

A1.4 – The Project Multiplier Events
Multiplier Events were defined as events based on the project results that would happen close to
the end of the project lifetime. Their goal was to ensure that a wider community be informed about
the project achievements. They were considered a good opportunity for a two-way communication:
members of the target community can be invited to contribute with ideas and brainstorm about
ways to make the best use of the project results. Thinking early about the use of project results will
maximise the impact of dissemination and the sustainability of its outputs.
The Multiplier Events were designed to disseminate results for clusters of related projects that are
not only cost effective, but also having more impact than those at project level. Participants (e.g.
experts and students) are more likely to attend a meeting presenting the project results.
On the occasion of Multiplier Events, it was planned to create specific dissemination materials
summarising the course contents (leaflets, brochures, posters). In addition, a specific video tutorial
of the online platform was prepared to brief the audience on the entire S.T.R.E.E.T. training
experience, whose dissemination was planned to be performed during the Multiplier Events in Turin
and London in 2018.
A1.4.1 – The TURIN Multiplier Event (30th May 2018)
On 30th May 2018 the first Multiplier Event of the S.T.R.E.E.T. project was held in Turin (Fig. A1.12),
with the title: “Muoviamoci Bene. The Forum for New Mobility in Piedmont”. Turin’s Multiplier Event
became the opportunity for our students to discuss about sustainable mobility with experts, who
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showed unpublished case studies and data to businesses, associations and citizens interested in this
topic (Fig. A1.16).
The Multiplier Event was the occasion to project the final video of S.T.R.E.E.T. project. The video
(with a duration of about 5 minutes, in Italian) was structured in three parts showing to the audience
the project outputs:
 the Learning Platform, showing its functioning and opportunities for the registered users;
 the experience of the four Study Visits in London, Werfenweng, Bled and Turin;
 the Toolbox, the interactive e-book with detailed materials and with comprehensive
materials (with hypertext, links, …) about the topic addressed during the project.
After the presentation of the final video of the S.T.R.E.E.T. project, a group of participants in our
training activities - Mariapaola Ritrovato, Alessandro Varalda and Giorgia Angelino Giorzet presented their experience illustrating good practices tested in the four Study Visits of London,
Werfenweng, Bled and Turin as opportunities to experience on the field the lessons learned in the
Basic course and suggesting some solutions also for areas different from the point of view of
territory, economic vocations and with different approaches to mobility and sustainable tourism.

Fig. A1.12 – Poster widespread during the Turin Multiplier Event on 30th May 2018 (Source: authors’ elaboration)
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How are Londoners moving? - Mariapaola Ritrovato has shown that, although the private car is still
the most used means of transport, at the same time the use of local public transport is increasing
from 25% to 29%. Following the Major's Transport Strategy (Fig. A1.13), which envisages by 2041 to
push 80% of Londoners to use sustainable mobility (pedestrian, cycle and public transport), it has
emerged that the key element is to implement intermodality (in terms of efficiency, quality,
accessibility and understanding).

Fig. A1.13 – “How Londoners moving?” slide presented by Mariapaola Ritrovato during the Turin Multiplier Event

Alessandro Varalda presented the two experiences of Werfenweng (Austria) and Bled (Slovenia).
The first, Werfenweng, is a mountain town, an "alpine pearl": through the SAMO card (Fig. A1.14),
it is in fact possible to leave the car at home and, with a small contribution, travel with cars,
motorcycles, strictly electric segways bikes, made available by the municipal administration.
The second one, Bled, is another "alpine pearl" known for its beautiful lake, where policies for
sustainable mobility have recently been tested (for example the drafting of a SUMP) in order to
reduce environmental impacts and pursue effective and lasting solutions for mobility dedicated to
tourism.
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Fig. A1.14 – SAMO Card “spelling”. Slide presented by Alessandro Varalda during the Turin Multiplier Event.

Then what are the alternatives we can offer to young people? Giorgia Angelino Giorzet presented
some conclusions starting from a significant fact: in Italy the average age for obtaining the driving
license is 21 years and 3 months, while in Piedmont it is 21 years and 4 months (Fig. A1.15). This fact
shows that in Italy, and particularly in Piedmont, driving licenses are to be considered less and less
an element of emancipation of young people who have instead more interest in other modes of
transport, such as cycling and public transport. This aspect is also confirmed at international level:
for example, in the London Mobility Survey (2016) 87% of young people no longer need to own a
car.

Fig. A1.15 – Average age to achieve the driving license. Slide presented by Giorgia Angelino Giorzet during the Turin Multiplier Event.
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Finally, this last aspect represents more and more a change of mentality: "from ownership to
usership", which can be supported through two fundamental policies:
 an offer so convenient as to discourage the demand (the Werfenweng model);
 the introduction of the Mobility as a Service (MaaS) as a single integrated multimodality system
(the London model).

Fig. A1.16 – Some photos taken during the Turin Multiplier Event on 30th May 2018 (Source: authors’ elaboration)
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A1.4.2 – The LONDON Multiplier Event (25th June 2018)
The organisation of the London Multiplier event was in charge of EPN Consulting, the UK project
partner. It started in early Spring 2018 and was publicised early June 2018, soon after the Turin
multiplier Event to avoid overlapping the two awareness campaigns.

Fig. A1.17 – Poster designed for the London Multiplier Event on 25th June 2018 (Source: authors’ elaboration)

The London Multiplier Event (LME) Organisation Strategy was designed taking account of six steps:
1) Identify topics and related speakers that could interest an audience gathered to learn about the
S.T.R.E.E.T. project and its results
2) Identify the event venue
3) Assess several online booking platforms that could take care of the delegates’ details
registration, provide delegates with information on the event and the venue, provide the
organiser with the attendees list updated in real time and, possibly FREE
4) Assess effective advertising channels that could reach a good number of potential attendees
5) Design the Delegates’ Satisfaction Survey
6) Assess the results including the engagement generated during the event
that are going to be described in detail below.
1) The main objective of the event, known as “Smart Transport for Sustainable Tourism”, was to
present the S.T.R.E.E.T. project from the original idea to the TOOLBOX through the Basic Course,
the Specialised Course and the Study Visits. For this reason, one entire hour was dedicated to
provide details of the project. As the project is focused on sustainable tourism and funded by
the European Erasmus+ scheme, the idea was to provide more information on other initiatives
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dealing with these hot topics and that’s why in the morning session there were presentations of
projects addressing technology for sustainable transport and funded by EU schemes. The
afternoon session was then dedicated to the many EU funding schemes available with particular
focuses on Erasmus+, whose S.T.R.E.E.T. was part, and Horizon 2020, probably the most popular
funding scheme in Europe.
A more detailed description of the conference programme follows in the next paragraph.
2) For this event Stefano Mainero (EPN Consulting) asked Maria Kamargianni, (UCL, University
College London) if she could host the event at the university as she had been very kind in 2017
to host the 22 S.T.R.E.E.T. Students for the classroom lectures held during the London Study
Visit. Maria agreed to give continuity to the promotion of the project’s UK activities and booked
a room for this conference. An additional value was the advertisement of the London Multiplier
Event published on the UCL Energy Institute as pictured in Fig. A1.18.

Fig. A1.18 – Webpage on the UCL News page advertising the London Multiplier Event (Source: authors’ elaboration)

3) The search for online booking platforms was quite time consuming and, in the end, EPN
Consulting chose the popular Eventbrite platform as this is one of the best-of-its-kind services
and, for free events, is at no cost for the organisers. The other reason for using this platform was
to take advantage of the internal dissemination the platform conveys among its clients about
the events organised through it.
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Fig. A1.19 –London Multiplier Event page on the Eventbrite platform (Source: authors’ elaboration)

4) An assessment of effective advertising channels that could reach a good number of potential
attendees was carried out and the selection regarded LinkedIn, Twitter and Facebook. On the
Eventbrite platform the URL regarding the event were customised in relation to the channels
chosen as “referrals” in order to monitor which registrations were done from where. LinkedIn
was used as Stefano Mainero’s account whereas Twitter and Facebook were used as EPN
Consulting’s accounts. In particular, for Facebook EPN Consulting decided to buy an advertising
campaign and allocated £9 (about €10.50) that was supposed to last for 12 days and targeting
the range of people that S.T.R.E.E.T. addressed:
a. Young people between 20-35 y.o
b. Living in the UK (for the scope of the event)
c. Degree in Engineering and Architecture
d. High-school diploma in technical subjects
e. Interests in Sustainability, Transport, Environment, Mobility Management
The campaign lasted shorter than planned because two people registered to the event through
Facebook that according to its market rules, charged every registration £4.50 and exhausted
the money allocated. EPN Consulting then assessed this was not an effective ad tool
5) EPN Consulting then designed and delivered a Delegates’ Satisfaction Survey; the
questionnaires received showed high interest in the topics discussed. Some delegates asked why
such events were organised only in Turin and London, whereas similar events in other partner
countries would have been more beneficial as they would have reached a larger audience. Even
better to have such events in non-partner countries. EPN Consulting registered these comments
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that will help design similar projects in the future. In the audience there was also Mrs Jennie
Martin, Secretary General of the ITS UK Association, who very much appreciated the kind and
topics of the London Multiplier Event. At the end of July EPN Consulting was very much happy
to read the following tweet that included a link to the S.T.R.E.E.T. webpage that gathers all
presentations and videos of the London Multiplier Event:

Fig. A1.20 – Snapshots of the tweet published by ITS UK on S.T.R.E.E.T. and the London Multiplier Event

6) Before receiving the surveys filled in EPN Consulting had already assessed the sentiment of the
audience during the event and realised the theme of sustainable transport and tourism is
something perceived as highly important. They were engaged with the speakers, asking
technical and management questions about the different technical and policy solutions applied
and currently available. Most of them were impressed by how many positive effects EU funds
can generate in putting EU member states ahead in protecting the environment while training
young professionals in this direction.
A1.4.2.1 – The London Conference programme
The "Smart Transport for Sustainable Tourism" Conference was divided in two sessions:
 the morning session dedicated to “S.T.R.E.E.T. Project and Smart Transport for Sustainable
Tourism”
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the afternoon session dedicated to “The opportunities of EU funding for Smart Transport and
Sustainable Tourism”

After a brief description of EPN Consulting that was also in charge of realising the project TOOLBOX,
Stefano Mainero, the EPN Consulting CEO, kicked off the morning session with “The S.T.R.E.E.T.
Project goals, activities, results and legacy: the TOOLBOX” (Part1, Part2) providing a detailed
presentation of the project with a special focus on the TOOLBOX and how this was being prepared
to ensure a widespread and effective dissemination.
The three EPN Consulting students Ilaria Argiolas, Andrea Pinna and Sotiris Economou, pictured in
Fig. A1.21 (respectively left, centre, right), weren't able to attend the event in person, however each
of them sent a video describing their learning experience and feelings of being part of the S.T.R.E.E.T.
Project and taking part of the four Study Visits. All videos were combined in a new one that was
shown to the audience.

Fig. A1.21 – Snapshots of EPN Consulting Students taken from the video shown during the LME (Source: authors’ elaboration)

After one hour of project description, three other presentations dedicated to Sustainable Transport
and Tourism followed. One dealt with the “Mobility as a Service (MaaS) and Tourism” providing
information on the MaaS concept, how this relates with Tourism and how this is being studied in
another European project, MaaS4EU, funded within Horizon 2020 where UCL is one of the partners.
The speaker was Melinda Matyas, Demand Modeller at the UCL MaasLab.
Giles Bailey, Director of the London-based Stratageeb consulting firm, talked about the “The
Innovation of the travel and transport industry as a result of improved data sources” (Part1, Part2
and Part3) to understand changes and challenges of recent times.
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Finally, Colin Rees, one of the EPN Consulting Associates, provided an overview of the “Evolution of
the Bike Sharing scheme introduced in the UNESCO Heritage city of Bath” during the FP7 CIVITAS
RENAISSANCE Project. Once again, the benefits of an EU-funded project were described where a
soft mobility solution started as a project trial then became a regular service still currently available,
years after the end of the project.

Fig. A1.22 – London Multiplier Event: Presentations of the morning session

The afternoon session was all in charge of EPN Consulting and focused on "The opportunities of EU
funding for Smart Transport for Sustainable Tourism". It was opened by Stefano Mainero with the
Description of the EU funding schemes” available to citizens, companies and universities to achieve
the Europe2020 objectives. Among them the “Focus Erasmus+”, which allowed the development,
execution and achievement of the S.T.R.E.E.T. goals, and for this reason received a dedicated focus.
The final presentation was on “Focus Horizon 2020” - the largest and, probably, the most known EU
funding scheme - and on the several rules that must be followed to ensure the preparation and
submission of robust project proposals.
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Fig. A1.23 – Overview of EU funding schemes described during the London Multiplier Event (source: Internet)

The final presentation was on Focus Horizon 2020 - the largest and, probably, the most known EU
funding scheme - and on the several rules that must be followed to ensure the preparation and
submission of robust project proposals.
The audience proved to be very interested and engage with this description and many asked more
detailed information regarding the possibility, eligibility and calendars available to prepare and
submit project proposals.

Fig. A1.24 – London Multiplier Event: Presentations of the afternoon session
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Fig. A1.25 – Some photos taken during the London Multiplier Event on 25 th June 2018 (Source: authors’ elaboration)
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A2 – THE EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE

To measure the rate of success of the Specialised Course, which included Study Visits in 4 different
cities located in the 4 countries of the S.T.R.E.E.T. project (London, Werfenweng, Bled and Turin)
featuring different situations for a prospective mobility manager for sustainable tourism, we asked
the participants (i.e., learners) to evaluate the learning activities through an Evaluation
Questionnaire (EQ). It included both closed and open questions and was implemented as a Google
module. To encourage genuine answers, we decided to make the questionnaire anonymous.
We collected 24 replies out of 24 participants
The evaluation questionnaire was divided in two parts following a top-down approach, starting from
specific questions to get a general evaluation of the whole project.
In the first part of the EQ, we included specific questions aimed to assess the participants’ opinion
on several aspects of the Specialised Course.
The organisation of the study visits was assessed in terms of:
 information provided by the sending partner about the programme of each study visit
 money allowance allocated by the sending partner for each study visit
 the way accommodation, transport and meals were organised
 support provided by the hosting partner
The contents of the study visits were assessed in terms of:
 relevance of the contents/programme of each study visit
 relevance of each study visit’s contents/programme to the project’s topics
 relevance of the contents/programme to the participant’s future career
The set of available answers ranged from “very good” to “very poor” in a 5-degree scale. As not all
the participants attended every study visit and with the aim of avoiding biased results, we
introduced the N/A (Not Applicable) response to be selected if the participants did not attend one
of the four study visits. The results of the EQ are included in the following pages.
In the second part of the EQ, we included more general questions aimed to evaluate participants’
opinion about the whole S.T.R.E.E.T. project (both the on-line course and the study visits).
The set of available answers ranged from 1 (Not at all) to 5 (Fully). In particular, we asked them if
their initial expectations were met (average value 3.92), if they learnt something new (average value
4.38) and if they would recommend this experience to other people (average value 4.33).
Finally, we asked the participants to give their opinion about the best and the worst aspect/s of the
project and provide general suggestions or comments.
With regard to the best aspect of the project, many participants highlighted the intercultural
networking and knowledge sharing between participants.
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With regard to the worst aspect of the project they mainly focused on the wish of deepening some
contents rather than others. This observation was probably due to the great heterogeneity of the
participants in terms of educational background and study courses currently attended.
As general comments, many of them suggested to organise more practical lessons and group works
to put into practice what they learnt during the basic course and the study visits.
The detailed results of the EQ are enclosed in the following pages.
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A3 – THANKS

The S.T.R.E.E.T. Partners would like to thank external professionals who helped carry out some
activities of the project that complemented the partners' work.
EPN CONSULTING Limited
Dr Maria Kamargianni - University College London (UCL) - Head of MaaSLab
Ms Melynda Matyas - University College London (UCL) - MaaS Lab PhD Researcher
Mr Giles Bailey - Director of Stratageeb Ltd., London
ENGIM
Prof. Riccardo Grisoglio – Politecnico di Torino
Prof Andrea Scagni – Università di Torino
Ing. Massimo Infunti – BikeSquare
Ms Cristina Paolasso – Turismo Torino
Ms Laura Lanterna – Chamois Municipality
Mr Remo Ducly – Mayor of Chamois Municipality
Mr Rosario Sorrentino – La Magdeleine Municipality
Ms Francesca Sabatelli – 5T srl
Ms Francesca Marinetto – 5T srl
Mr Tiziano Schiavon – 5T srl
Mr Marco Bono – 5T srl
Ing Alfonso Sacco - GTT
Ing Alberto Forchino - GTT
Mr Giannicola Marengo – Città Metropolitana
Mr Massimo Tocci – Bici e Dintorni
Mr Federico Vozza – Lega Ambiente Piemonte e Valle d’Aosta
Mr Giuseppe Estivo – Comune di Torino
Mr Sergio Pedone (Engim Piemonte) and his students from the course “Bar and Catering services”
Ms Giulia Ripa – Car2go Italia srl
TRANSPADANA
Ms Sara Settembrino –TELT - Tunnel Euralpin Lyon Turin
Ms Giulia Avataneo – TELT - Tunnel Euralpin Lyon Turin
Mr Luigi Pinchiaroglio -– TELT - Tunnel Euralpin Lyon Turin
ALPINE PEARLS
Mr Peter Brandauer - Mayor of Werfenweng
Ms Karmen Mentil - Management Alpine Pearls
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Mr Stefan Maurer - Director Mobilito/Mobilitätszentrale Pongau
Mr Bernd Kiechl - Director of Tourism Board in Werfenweng
Mr Marcus Klein - Director Gut Wenghof Family Resort in Werfenweng
Ms Marianna Elmi - Deputy Secretary Alpine Convention
Mr Lino Anziutti - Mayor of Forni di Sopra
Mr Franz Rasp - Mayor of Berchtesgaden
Mr Uwe Penker - Tourism Board in Mallnitz
Mr Joseph Masè - Parco Naturale Adamello Brenta
Mr Klemen Langus - Director Tourism Board in Bohinj
MUNICIPALITY OF BLED
Mrs Špela Berlot – CIPRA Slovenia
Mr Janez Fajfar – Mayor of Bled Municipality
Mrs Polona Filipič – Faculty of Architecture, IPoP
Mr Urban Jeriha - IPoP
Mrs Katja Miklič – PNZ d.o.o.
Mr Marko Peterlin – IPoP
Mrs Darja Radić – Higher Vocational College for Hospitality and Tourism, Bled
Mr Peter Šenk – IPoP
N.B. IPoP = Institute for Spatial Policies
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